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ABSTRACT
A spatial landslide inventory is a fundamental step preparatory to developing an
understanding of regional landslide hazards. The techniques honed for this regional landslide
mapping study began with compiling a stitched shaded topographic map of the Upper Indus
River watershed; using remotely-sensed topographic maps from Russia combined with
ASTER DEM 30m resolution data. Topographic recognition keys were then employed to aid
in the visual identification and delineation of past landslides, rockslide avalanches, and
landslide dam sites. The first order reconnaissance level inventory excerpted 2,254 landslides
(mostly deep seated translational and complex slides) along the main stem of Indus River,
land area of ~17000km2, extending more than 700 km upstream of Tarbela Dam and
Reservoir.
Knickpoints in the channel’s thalweg profile may prove useful in identifying old
landslide debris dam sites because these features often create flow obstructions. To test this
hypothesis, 251 knickpoints were identified and marked along the channel profile of the
Indus River, then compared with the mapped and known landslide dam sites. The
comparison revealed that the channel’s longitudinal profiles were a useful discriminator of
past channel blockages, most of which appear to have been caused by pre-historic landslides
and rockslide avalanches along the Indus River and its principal tributaries. These analyses
also helped to validate the interpretations made in our landslide inventory.
Another new concept, introduced to regional landslide hazard mapping was the
consideration of “wind driven” rainfall. This process modified the regional rainfall data and
coupled it with directional Monsoon (slope aspect) in order to estimate a more realistic idea
of the actual rainfall distribution over slopes of varying inclination and shape possessing
different aspect directions. Two approaches for landslide susceptibility analysis were then
employed so that their results could be compared: heuristic (qualitative index based) and
fuzzy logic. The landslide susceptibility maps produced by incorporating the incident rainfall
map combined with slope aspect appeared more reasonable and detailed than any others yet
produced of such a large land area (~75,000 km2).
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM
Landslide hazards have posed a significant, but infrequent threat to mankind because
they usually occur in mountainous areas that are sparsely populated. Reconnaissance-level
landslide hazard maps are intended to be initial hazard evaluations, often undertaken in
mountainous areas prior to developments involving significant investment.
Brabb (1991) highlighted the significance of landslide mapping in a convincing
manner;
“Landsliding is a worldwide problem that probably results in thousands of deaths and
tens of billions of dollars of damage each year. Much of this loss would be avoidable if the
problems were recognized early, but less than one percent of the world has landslideinventory maps that show where landslides have been a problem in the past, and even
smaller areas have landslide susceptibility maps that show the severity of landslide problems
in terms decision makers understand. Landslides are generally more manageable and
predictable than earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and some storms, but only a few countries
have taken advantage of this knowledge to reduce landslide hazards”
None of the countries of Southwest Asia have been able to develop inclusive
databases related to the inventory of mass wasting, such as debris flows, landslides, landslide
dams, or landslide hazard maps. Resource limitations often preclude their ability to assess
regional geo-hazards or perform reliable feasibility studies. More cost-effective approaches
need to be developed.
In Pakistan, studies of landslides have been limited to a handful of isolated incidents
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that have been recorded since the country’s partition in 1947. A few landslide hazard maps
of modest scope and scale have been prepared along important transportation corridors, such
as the Murree Kohala-Muzaffarabad Road and Azad Kashmir (Saeed and Malik 1990; Saeed,
2000; Kamp, et al., 2008; and Peduzzi, 2010) and other portions of northern Pakistan
(Calligaris et al., 2013). Most of the upper Indus River Basin is bereft of any meaningful
technical data because the region is inaccessible due to the severe terrain conditions, the
absence of LiDAR imagery, lack of high quality aerial photography, and paucity of local
expertise with respect to the identification of landslide-related geomorphic features. These
present serious limitations in developing any sort of landslide hazard inventory.
Satellite-based remotely sensed data is presently available for the entire world,
enabling the recognition of relatively large-scale landslides (> 500 m in plan) in areas where
airborne stereopair aerial photographs are generally unavailable. The identification and
characterization of large landslide features are crucial because Pakistan is in the midst of
planning significant infrastructure projects for flood control, irrigation, hydroelectric power,
and new transportation corridors linking these projects with the rest of the country.

1.2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The significance of a map is directly related to the quality and reliability of the source
data and the efficacy of the data synthesis, which depends in large measure on the technical
expertise and quality of professional experience possessed by those responsible for
assembling the map into a coherent document that can be easily understood by the map’s end
users. If sufficient input for the map is gleaned from a variety of sources, each map should
possess some measure of uniqueness to the area being profiled.
Keeping in mind the resource limitations and lack of available data related to the
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Upper Indus River watershed, one of the major goals of this research was to explore new low
cost means by which large tracts of mountainous terrain (the study area ~75000 km2) could
be screened for landslide-related hazards using simple tools and procedures that have been
validated. These cost effective methods may prove practical in assembling landslide and
landslide dam inventories for regional studies, and the use of knickpoints and thalweg
profiles as an indirect means of validating landslides along river channels should prove
advantageous in hydroelectric power studies. GIS technologies were employed to prepare
meaningful landslide susceptibility maps by introducing the impact of “wind-driven” rainfall
coupling with slope aspect raster for regional qualitative landslide susceptibility mapping.
This project began by searching out all possible resources and information related to
landslides that have previously been documented in the region (Shroder, 1993; Shroder and
Bishop, 1998; Hewitt, 1982, 1998; Korup, 2010; and Hewitt et al., 2011), and carefully
screening that information, noting common locations of past landslides, their dates, bedrock
geology, and whatever distinguishing parameters that could be gleand from such an array of
documents.

1.3. RESEARCH OUTLINE
The program of research was divided into three major parts, each intended to build
upon the results of the previous work. These included:


The preparation of a regional Landslide Inventory Map along the main stem of the
Upper Indus River Basin in northern Pakistan (a land area encompassing
approximately17,000 km2);



Exploring the utility of using channel longitudinal profiles as a useful discriminator
of past channel blockages (landslide dams) to aid in the identification of prehistoric
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landslides along the Indus Rover and its principal tributaries; and


Exploring the methods of preparing preliminary landslide susceptibility, or hazard
zonation maps, of the entire upper Indus River Basin (~ 75000 km2). This portion of
the research sought to examine whether a composite “wind driven” rainfall map
would aid in assessing landslide susceptibility by considering the impacts of slope
aspect on the effective rainfall being “caught” by slopes facing prevailing wind
directions.
At present, there are no such systematic criteria for undertaking landslide hazard

evaluations that would guarantee the authenticity and reliability of available information.
The best studies (Brabb and Harrod, 1989; Brabb, 1991; Brabb, 1995, Van Den Eeckhaut et
al., 2011) described in the literature have typically been developed for smaller land areas for
which considerable physical and historical information either exists, or was easily developed.
For these reasons, this study utilized an acceptable range of reliable methods, using similar
tools, practices, and methods that have been attempted by others in the literature (Terzaghi,
1950; Rogers, 1980, 1994; Cruden & Varnes,, 1996; Doyle and Rogers, 2005; Van Den
Eeckhaut et al., 2011) but combining all of the known variables in a GIS matrix.
The study began by critically analyzing several traditional techniques that have been used to
map landslides and to estimate relative hazards over an area greater than 1 km 2. Then
procedures were selected that seemed most appropriate that for this study area, based on the
results of the preliminary landslide inventories. At each step of this process economies of
scale, effort, and cost were considered to develop a low cost alternative to the sorts of
schemes that have traditionally been employed in developed countries (Doyle and Rogers,
2005), who possess far more resources and higher quality data than most underdeveloped
nations.
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In the following Sections, the various techniques and procedures employed for
landslide hazard mapping on a regional scale will be described. The extremely mountainous
and tectonically active region of the upper Indus River Basin provides a suitable test bed for
the various GIS methods this study sought to develop and evaluate because it contains a rich
diversity in the types and relative scales of landslides, from quite small to very large (in
terms of volume and surface area). This allowed new methodologies to be tested for
preparing reconnaissance level landslide inventory and susceptibility maps for areas up to
thousands of square kilometers. Because of the large land areas involved, it was not possible
to perform specific site assessments. This study is intended to serve as a guide for
engineering geologists and geotechnical engineers who are charged with developing
appropriate geotechnical evaluations for future infrastructure projects.

1.4. CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE BODY OF KNOWLEDGE
This research built upon the body of technical knowledge previously developed for
constructing landslide hazard maps, which is described in the literature. This study
incorporates appropriate, accepted techniques into this project to enhance the quality and
reliability of identifying anomalous geomorphic expressions characteristic of past
landslippage in situations where Field mapping is difficult or impossible. It is believed that
this research work will provide a unique contribution to the body of knowledge related to the
Upper Indus River Basin. The research outcomes as in result are described briefly below.
1.4.1 Landslide Inventory Map. This is the first regional scale landslide inventory
map along the Upper Indus River Basin, which encompasses a land area of more than
17,000 square kilometers.
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1.4.2. Use of Geomorphic Parameters for the Analysis of Landslide Inventory
Mapping. Spatial agreements between mapped landslides and knickpoints suggest that
knickpoints can be a useful discriminator in identifying old landslide dams, even when the
debris of such features has all but been swept away. It also provides a check on the validity
of the landslide inventory mapping, which is important for regions that lack both physical
and historical data.
1.4.3. Improvement of Landslide Susceptibility Mapping by Incorporating Wind
Driven Rainfall Factors. This study incorporated a new concept of “effective rainfall”,
which quantitatively describes the increase in rainfall intensity and volume engendered by
the incidence of the precipitation (deviation from vertical), the incidence and azimuth of the
slopes receiving the precipitation, and the relative infiltration losses.
The landslide susceptibility maps generated by incorporating effective rainfall appear
to be more reasonable and reliable as compared to maps generated by including simple
rainfall.

1.5. DISSERTATION STRUCTURE
Within the framework of this research, the dissertation is compartmented into nine
sections. These include: an introduction, discussion of mass wasting processes/rock
avalanche dams in the Himalaya, Hindu Kush, and Pamir mountains of Pakistan and
neighboring countries, overview of study area, First-approximation landslide inventory maps
for northern Pakistan, using ASTER DEM data and geomorphic indicators, examining the
use of longitudinal profiles and knickpoints as useful discriminators for landslide inventory
mapping, a preliminary landslide susceptibility study of the Upper Indus River basin,
conclusions and recommendations, list of appendices, bibliography, list of publications
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related to this research work and vita.
Each section addresses a discrete topic, or a set of related concepts. In each of the
section, the author presents a brief overview and review of the relevant literature. After this,
follows a brief explanation of the methodologies and procedures used for each portion of the
study, where applicable. The next part seeks to describe those concepts believed the most
suitable and appropriate for the subject terrain, highlighting examples from the literature
review and from the study area. These comparisons are intended to illustrate how such
products can be prepared by following the recommended procedures, and are not wholly
dependent upon individual experience and expertise (intellectual constructs). Each section is
concluded with a summary of research findings and how these have contributed to the stated
goals of the proposed research.
Section 1 describes the perceived importance of this research, the objectives of the
proposed study, an outline of the plan of research, contributions to the body of knowledge,
and an overview of the dissertation structure. This includes a brief overview of the sequence
of the research that was undertaken, and those techniques that were found most helpful in
achieving the stated objectives.
Section 2 describes the mass wasting processes and rock avalanche dams in the
Himalaya, Hindu Kush, and Pamir mountains of Pakistan. This includes brief descriptions of
the current mass wasting processes occurring along the Indus River Basin. The potential
destruction that can be expected from landslide dams is then described and how preliminary
landslide hazard maps are a key initial step in recognizing and mitigating existing landslide
dam hazards.
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Section 3 describes the study area. This includes general information pertaining to the
Indus River Basin, the geography and physiography of the area, bedrock lithology, tectonic
framework, geologic structure, climate, and other characteristics.
Section 4 presents a summary of research objectives and briefly describes the
principal criteria used to identify and trace landslides and related features on the hillshade
topographic maps generated from 30m ASTER DEM and 40m topographic maps. This
summary includes descriptions of the critical screening of hill-shade topographic maps for
topographic anomalies and expression of landslide-related features essential to identify likely
locations of active, dormant, and prehistoric landslide features on a regional scale.
Considerable emphasis is also given to some of the limitations related to large area being
assessed and the lack of available data and historical records which reduce the reliability of
the landslide inventory map.
Section 5 seeks to describe some of the indirect methods and criteria that were tested
and employed to verify the likely locations of prehistoric landslide dams. These included
analyses of geomorphological indicators, such as evaluations of channel cross-sections,
longitudinal profiles, and knickpoints, which can be diagnostic of prehistoric landslide dams;
even after all of the slide debris has been removed by erosion. Knickpoints analysis appears
to provide useful discriminator to identify old landslide dam sites and help to validate
landslide inventory maps. This is especially helpful in areas that are inaccessible and/or
bereft of previous examination.
Section 6 presents an overview of the state-of-the-art of landslide susceptibility
mapping. This includes a description of the basic procedures that have been proposed in the
literature or somewhat similar scale studies.
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A critical review of the landslide triggering factors based on the local terrain
conditions in then provided, noting the limitations associated with these factors, which are
considerable. The selected landslides trigger factor maps were combined together and the
most suitable susceptibility methods were then applied for this landslide hazard study. A
preliminary regional landslide susceptibility model was developed for the Upper Indus River
Basin (~ 75,000 km2), based on new idea of “wind driven” rainfall coupled with slope aspect
data. Large scale regional hazard maps are intended to serve as “oversight documents” for
feasibility studies preceding the preliminary layout and design of engineering infrastructure.
Section 7 presents the overall conclusions of this research and some
recommendations for the future research, which could be undertaken to validate the
outcomes of this research.
At the end two appendices for additional figures and tables related to this research
work, an extensive list of references related to reviewed literature for this dissertation, a list
of the publications associated with the research work and vita are provided
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2. MASS WASTING PROCESSES AND ROCK AVALANCHE DAMS IN THE
HIMALAYA, KARAKORAM, HINDU KUSH, AND PAMIR MOUNTAINS OF
PAKISTAN

2.1. INTRODUCTION
Landslide hazards have posed a significant, but infrequent threat to mankind because
they usually occur in mountainous areas that are sparsely populated. Mass wasting is the
dominant geomorphic process in deeply-incised mountainous terrain, where the rate of down
cutting is typically, most severe. Landslide dams usually occur in steep-sided valleys where
slide debris is more easily constrained.
When a landslide debris dam is formed, aggradation of river-born sediment begins to
fill into the reservoir upstream of the blockage. This aggradation lowers the hydraulic
gradient, often promoting the development of braided channels in wider valley floors, which
represent anomalous geomorphic features in most mountainous areas. When entrained waters
begin to overtop the debris dam, rapid degradation of the debris dam often leads to near
catastrophic or partial breaching of the dam. The spillage typically cuts a very narrow and
deep chasm, capable of eroding large volumes of rocky debris in a period of about 24 hours.
Oversized blocks often remain, creating hydraulic chokes and rapids. In tectonically active
areas like the Hindu Kush, Himalayan, Karakoram and Pamir ranges of Pakistan (as well as
neighboring countries), most landslides and landslide-related features (including natural
dams) are triggered by earthquakes, although cumulative precipitation has also triggered
deep-seated landslides. Natural dams are the most common type of landslide hazards
impacting development in this region. The Usoi Dam (1911) in Tajikistan is presently the
highest landslide dam in the world, and continuing to fill more than 100 years after its
formation.
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The historic Lake Shewa landslide dam in Afghanistan also poses a major threat to
thousands of people living downstream.
Northern Pakistan is plagued by landslide dams because it is a region of high
seismicity with severe seasonal precipitation cycles (Monsoons rainfall). In upper Indus
Basin around 350 large landslides have been recognized, averaging one historic cross valley
rock avalanche for every 14 km of channel along the Indus River and its principal tributaries
(Hewitt, 1998, 2009; Shroder and Bishop, 1998; Korup et al., 2010).
The partial breaching of the seismically triggered Hattian Bala landslide dam (formed
in 2005) and the Attabad landslide dam (formed in 2010) testify to the importance of
developing viable mitigation techniques for these hazards because the emergency spillway
excavations may not be sufficient to prevent the catastrophic removal of these dams by
spillage erosion.

Figure 2.1. Age of historic landslide dams when they failed, from Costa and Schuster (1991).
Note that 89 % failed within one year of their formation.
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The majority of landslide dams fail by overtopping because they lack hydraulic
control features, such as non-eroding spillways, gated outlet works, and their reservoirs
possess inadequate flood storage (Schuster, 2002). These are essential elements of
engineered dams and reservoirs, to prevent uncontrolled flows from overtopping and
damaging or destroying such structures.

Figure 2.2. Map showing the locations of some of existing landslide dams in the Himalayas,
Hindu Kush, and Karakoram Mountains, of northern Pakistan (study area, highlighted with
red) and neighboring countries in Pamir Mountains. The relative locations of the major
mountain ranges in northern Pakistan are highlighted with a blue font.

Most landslide dams are relatively short-lived because they are very susceptible to
uncontrolled overtopping, which can attain sufficient velocity and quantity to erode the rock
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and soil debris comprising the dam (Costa and Schuster, 1991). The vast majority of
landslide dams fail during the initial filling of their reservoirs (Costa and Schuster, 1988;
Costa and Schuster, 1991; Schuster and Alford, 2004). 89% of the landslide dams
documented during the last century failed within one year of their formation (Figure 2.1). In
some instances, landslide dams have semi-stabilized themselves by discharge of natural
seepage through the coarse to semi-coarse matrix of rocky debris (Schuster, 2002 on the
Usoi landslide and Rogers and Beckman, 2003 on West Lost Trail Creek Landslide Dam in
Colorado). There are some exceptions, as a number of landslide dams appear to have
survived for centuries, millennia, or even longer.

2.2. ONGOING LANDSLIDE HAZARDS IN PAMIR REGION OF AFGHANISTAN
AND TAJIKISTAN
The Pamir region is located in Central Asia associated with the Alpine-Himalayas
transorogenic belt, which is known for its frequent seismic activity, neotectonic features, and
the large number of active landslides. Shear zones, active thrust faults, and fractured rock
strata are common features, that, when combined, tend to foster large “bedrock landslides”
(landslides comprised chiefly of rocky materials, as opposed to the surficial weathering
products). The Pamir Mountains extend into Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, the Badakhshan
province of Afghanistan, and the Gilgit-Baltistan area of Pakistan. A large number of
significant (M. > 6.0) earthquakes have also been reported in this region (Droz and Grill,
2002). Significant landslide hazards have also been observed and reported in this region,
such as the 1911 Usoi landslide dam, the pre-historic slide dams like Pasor landslide dam,
Ravakkul Lake dam and Pianj River Valley blockages being most prominent (Schneider, et
al., 2011, Storm, 2013).
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2.2.1. Usoi Landslide Dam. Usoi landslide dam is presently the largest landslide
dam in the world that is still filling. It was formed on February 18, 1911 by an M 7.6
earthquake in the Pamir Mountains (Abe and Noguch, 1983). The slide’s debris blocked the
Murghab River near the village of Usoi in Tajikistan (Figure 2.3). About 2 km3 of debris
created a blockage up to 650 m high and began impounding what came to be known as Lake
Sarez, which now retains 17 km3 of water (Schuster and Alford, 2004; Costa and Schuster,
1988). The Usoi natural dam is composed of heterogeneous material, with particle sizes
ranging from silt and sand to gravel and boulders of several cubic meters. These materials
include: Carboniferous quartzite and schist and Permian-Triassic marbles and shale (Gaziev,
1984; Pepyrin, 2002; Schuster, 2002). Seepage has been established through channel gravels
along the pre-slide river course and through the overlying slide debris, resulting in pointsource outflows near the distal toe of the slide mass, within the natural channel (Schuster and
Alford, 2004). The catastrophic failure of such an enormous landslide dam could have
devastating effects on the population downstream, for a distance of up to 1000 km. Outbreak
floods emanating from the uncontrolled breach of a debris dam can be several orders of
magnitude larger than the probable maximum flood (PMF) generated by natural
precipitation.
Various attempts have been made to evaluate the relative risk posed to downstream
inhabitants below Usoi dam over the past two decades. The stability of the dam was studied
with respect to the slope stability of the dam’s abutments, the risk associated with reactivation of the right valley landslide, the likelihood for future piping and erosion of the
slide debris, overtopping, and the likely risk associated with future earthquakes in the region.
Most of these studies concluded that the Usoi landslide dam would be relatively safe under
seismic loading because of its broad base geometry (Schuster and Alford, 2004). Seismic
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activity within the Pamir Mountains region suggests that quakes of between M6 and M7
occur frequently in this area (Kristy and Simpson, 1980). According to the seismic hazard
analysis performed by Droz and Grill (2002), a maximum credible earthquake of M7.9 could
engender average peak ground accelerations of 0.3g, which could adversely impact the
stability of the landslide dam, depending on internal pore water entrapment. Lake Sarez is
rising at a rate of approximately 18.5cm/yr, and if this rate persists, it would take between
250 to 300 years to overtop the natural dam (there currently exist a 50 m differential between
in the lake level and lowest point across the dam’s crest).

Figure 2.3. Satellite view of Lake Sarez and Usoi Landslide Dam in Tajikistan (Google TM
2013), this image also shows the seepage outfall near the toe of the debris dam.

2.2.2. Pre-historic Lake Shewa Landslide Dam. Shewa landslide dam is another
example of a very old landslide dam, blocking the Arakht River in the Pamir Mountains
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(Shroder and Wieghs, 2010). Lake Shewa lies 144 km southwest of the Usoi landslide dam,
as shown in Figure 2.4. This feature has a minimum height of 270 m and retains a reservoir
about 12 km long. This landslide dam is structurally-controlled by the intersection of two
active fault zones in northeastern Badakhshan in Afghanistan. No less than 32 alpine glaciers
occupy the drainages tributary to its reservoir. As a consequence, the reservoir pool
fluctuates between 7 and 12 m each year, depending on weather patterns.
Shroder and Weighs (2010) believe that the Lake Shewa landslide dam formed
thousands of years ago. The body of the Lake Shewa Dam is comprised principally of glacial
slide debris derived from Mesoarchean and Neoarchean gneisses, which are rich in layered,
platy minerals, such as biotite schist (Bohannon and Stoeser, 2005).
Two active strike-slip fault systems intersect one another in vicinity of the landslide
dam (Ruleman, et al., 2007).These faults are responsible for crushing, grinding, and general
disintegration of the Archean gneisses. There might be a high risk-consequence associated
with the stability of the Lake Shewa dam because of its size and location (Shroder and
Wieghs, 2010). The landslide dam appears to have been built up by a series of smaller slides
which have cascaded down upon one another from the over-steepened abutments and with
the passage of time these debris might have been densified (older the landslide dam, more its
debris has been shaken and densified by earthquakes that have struck the region since it first
formed). The shear zones of the two active faults appear to intersect one another beneath the
main body of the debris dam, and along its margins. These shear zones could reactivate at
any time, given the high state of tectonic activity in this area. Complex, oblique strike-slip
offset along either, or both, of these faults immediately beneath the debris dam is difficult to
model or analyze, as large percolation conduits could ostensibly open up, which could result
in the dam’s untimely and rapid demise (Ruleman, et al., 2007). Similar issues concerning
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the potential destabilizing impacts of seismic offset along intersecting faults beneath the
Cedar Springs embankment dam were considered in the late 1960s, which resulted in
significant re-design of the dam, reducing its storage capacity by 61% (Stankov, 1982;
Arnold and Kresse, 2010).

Figure 2.4. View of the Lake Shewa landslide dam in Afghanistan from satellite imagery
draped across a digital elevation models (Google EarthTM2013).

2.3. PRE-HISTORIC AND ONGOING LANDSLIDE HAZARDS IN THE
MOUNTAIN RANGES OF NORTHERN PAKISTAN
In most of the Karakoram, Hindu Kush and Himalayas the relief is several thousands
of meters, from the valley floor to ridge crest. There are a number of active thrust faults and
mega shear zones that pervade the region. These faults are responsible for the high seismicity
of the region. A number of significant earthquakes have been reported in during historic
time. Many of these events appear to be separated by just a few years’ time, suggestive of
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“triggered slip” (Hough, 2007), whereby the stress release on one fault often serves to
overstress adjacent fault(s), leading to their releasing stress a short time thereafter. There
exist numerous remnants of historic landslide dams across northern Pakistan, especially
along the Indus River and its principal tributaries. Some of these include reliable historical
accounts of their occurrence and residence time before breaching. These events are large
enough to be classified as deep-seated bedrock avalanche failures (Ahmed and Rogers,
2013), resulted from the earthquake triggering. These include Gol-Ghone Rock avalanche
dam, Satpara Rock avalanche dam, Katzarah landslide dam, and the Lichar Gah landslide
dam. These debris dams have left telltale signs of their short-lived existence, often in the
form of elevated stream terraces, lacustrine deposits (within and upstream of the temporary
reservoirs formed behind the dams), sediment fans which formed bout the margins of shortlived reservoirs, epigenetic gorges, and scattered outbreak flood debris along the river
channel, temporarily blocking side canyon tributaries.
Figure 2.5 presents the geomorphic setting of the historic Gol-Ghone Landslide Dam
(Hewitt, et al., 2011), which was seismically triggered along the Indus River, just
downstream of its junction with the Shyok River (a major tributary). The dam was 450 m
high and is assumed to have been breached catastrophically in historic time. Retrogressive
slippage is likely ascribable to rapid-drawdown induced slope failures that often occur in the
wake of the first dam being breached in something less than 24 hours (Duncan and Lee,
1975).
The Satpara Rock avalanche (Figure 2.6) was another seismically triggered rock
avalanche dam that occurred in historic time and impounded an major tributary that drains
the Deosai Plains, just south of the Indus River (Hewitt et al., 2011). It was partially
breached in historic time (Hewitt, et al., 2011), leaving a remnant lake of slightly over 2 km
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long and more than 100 m deep. Recently a concrete-faced earth-filled dam of 39 m high was
constructed as part of a 17 MW hydropower scheme on the remnants of this partially
breached landslide dam. The author (Ahmed) worked on this project as a geotechnical
engineer and witnessed the remnants of this breached dam in the form of scattered outbreak
flood debris, elevated stream terraces, and lacustrine deposits. During excavation of a cut-off
wall in the debris dam and in the excavation of the spillway, open large work cavities were
observed in the debris dam and a large volume of sand-cement slurry was poured into this in
less than 24 hours. This suggests that the seepage could be expected to be significant in the
future, depending on available hydraulic energy head.

Figure 2.5. The ASTER DEM generated hillshade map showing a historic 450m high
seismically triggered Gol-Ghone rock avalanche, which temporarily dammed the Indus
River.
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In 1841 the largest landslide dam documented up until that time occurred during an
earthquake in the western Himalayas. A landslide debris dam about 200 m high blocked the
Indus River near Jaglot in northern Pakistan for more than six months. The dam was
breached catastrophically after filling for six months, sending an outbreak flood hundreds of
kilometers downstream, causing significant damage.
The remnants of this natural dam can still be viewed at the site, as shown in Figure 2.7.
In the recent past Attabad (2010) and Hattian Bala (2005) rock avalanches
impounded natural barriers across the major tributaries of Indus River in northern Pakistan.
Both of these natural dams still existing and pose a significant threat to the low-lying areas
downstream.

Figure 2.6. Topographic map of the pre-historic (Holocene age) Satpara rock avalanche dam
in vicinity of the Skardu Basin.
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a)

b)
Figure 2.7. a) A photograph showing the breached Lichar Gah dam section (Code and
Sirhindi, 1989), b) ASTER DEM generated hillshade map showing the area of the 1841
earthquake induced Lichar Gah Landslide Dam along the Indus River.
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2.3.1. Hattian Bala Landslide Dam (2005) and its Partial Breach. The Hattian
Bala Landslide was one of the larger landslides that appear to have been triggered by
elevated pore water pressures and seismically-induced landslides, evidenced by numerous
truncated slide scarps in close proximity to the M7.6 Kashmir earthquake in October 2005.
The landslide dam was formed by a catastrophic rock avalanche, or sturzstrom, which filled
two tributaries of the Jhelum River, forming a debris dam 130m high (Figure 2.8). The
landslide was occurred in steep-walled canyon, surrounded by folded strata in an area of
significant seismicity.
The landslides impounded two reservoirs, known as Karli Lake (major), which was
3.94 km long, and Tang Lake (minor), about 1 km long (Dunning, et al., 2007). The slide
debris was primarily composed of mudstone and sandstone, with minor intercalations of
limestone, derived chiefly from the Murree Formation of Miocene age (Schneider, 2008). In
an attempt to mitigate uncontrolled overtopping of the Hattian Bala Landslide Dam, in 2007
the Pakistani Federal Works Organization (FWO) supervised the excavation of an unlined
shallow emergency spillway chute up to 450m long across the debris dam (Karli Lake). This
spillway channel reduced the storage capacity of Karli Lake from 86 to 62 million m3. Some
seepage conduits established themselves within a few years, percolating through the slide
debris and discharging from the downstream slope of the debris dam (Dunning et al., 2007).
The Hattian Bala Landslide Dam appears to be a more unusual event, which has been
monitored using differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) measurements and laser
scanning surveys until the partial breaching of Karli Lake on February 9, 2010, as a result of
five consecutive days of rainfall, averaging 32 mm/day (Konagai and Sattar, 2011).
The drainage of Karli Lake began with the rapid incision of an outlet channel at the
downstream toe, assisted by the secondary slippage of 65,000 m3 slump emanating from the
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debris dam in 2009, following heavy rainfall (Konagai and Sattar, 2011). Karli Lake drained
itself through this chasm on February 9, 2010, following five days of intense precipitation.
The two principal stages of the dam’s removal are shown in Figure 2.8b.The final breaching
reduced the storage capacity of Karli Lake from 62 million m3 down to 26 million m3, and
generated a moderate level of flooding which did not cause significant damage downstream.
Unfortunately, the rapid drawdown of the lake triggered a massive slide, 1000m long and
800m wide, which impacted hundreds of houses and more than 1000 people, had to be
relocated in response.
The Tang Lake Landslide Dam was also breached in July-August 2010, and the
reservoir stage lowered by 15m. The secondary landslide near the toes of the Hattian Bala
Landslide Dam were likely exacerbated by seepage through the slide debris because it
employed an unlined emergency spillway channel, and slaking and/or hydraulic piping of the
mudstone exposed in that area. This was observed from the reddish color of seepage
emanating water at various locations downstream (Konagai and Sattar, 2011). The Hattian
Bala Landslide remained intact during several seasons of heavy monsoon cycles, but failed
after moderate rainfall persisted over five consecutive days. Excessive pore water pressures
caused by concentrated seepage likely promoted the sudden retrogressive failure of the
unlined spillway excavations near the dam’s toe.
We should expect a noticeable lag time between precipitation and seepage, depending
on the length of the flow paths involved. Future earthquakes could reactivate the over
steepened right abutment landslide feature, which would temporarily restrict outflow. There
is an acute need to lower the lake to some minimum level that would pose the least danger to
the downstream population.
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a)

b)
Figure 2.8. a) Aerial view of Hattian Bala Landslide Dam forming Karli Lake, b) Ground
view of the erosive downcutting that has lowered Karli Lake after its partial breaching (photo
by Dr. Kauser, Geological Survey of Pakistan, Feb. 2010).
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This might be accomplished by excavating an auxiliary spillway with gentle side
slopes across the debris dam, similar to the method employed by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers for the Madison Canyon Landslide Dam in 1960-62 in Montana (Barney and
Asce, 1960).
2.3.2. Attabad Lake Landslide Dam (2010). In January 2010 another landslide dam
was formed along the Hunza River, forming a landslide dam 120m high and impounding a
reservoir more than 21km long near the village of Attabad (Figure 2.9) in the Gilgit Baltistan
area of northern Pakistan (Khattak, et al., 2010). Nearly 21 villages along the Hunza River,
with an aggregate population of 25,000, were cut off from the rest of Pakistan when roads
leading up the valley were inundated by the rising waters of Attabad Lake. This slide was
structurally influenced by movement along a fault having a north-south strike, which crosses
the Hunza River. The major portion of the landslide dam is comprised of colluvial material,
consisting of highly plastic clay in a fine, sandy matrix, with entrained blocks of granite and
granodiorite. The area has a history of seismically-triggered landslides as well as slides
triggered by heavy rainfall, such as: the older Serat Rockslide, the Ghammessar slope failure
(1858, 1962), and the Sulmanabad rockfalls (1991) (Shroder, 1998).
According to the report issued by Geological Survey of Pakistan in 2009 (Husain and
Awan, 2009), Attabad was formally recognized as “high-hazard area,” based on observation
of numerous slope stability problems, such as lurching during previous seismic events, active
channel downcutting, heavy rainfall, rapid snow melt, complexly sheared rock, and presence
of layered strata. According to Pakistan’s National Disaster Management Authority
(NDMA), the Attabad Lake reached a maximum depth of 119m above the original channel
on 20 July 2010 and began spilling through an unlined spillway chute 9 to 10 m deep
excavated by FWO to accommodate some uncontrolled overtopping and thereby reduce the
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volume of water (Kargel et al, 2010). After this initial spilling, FWO deepened the spillway
chute another 20m, to a maximum depth of 30m. After enlargement of the spillway chute,
the FWO lowered the lake by as much as 16m and hopes to lower the lake even further by
the end of 2013.
During the months that Attabad Lake was filling, the NESPAK (2010) began
modeling the breakout flood that would occur if the debris dam was rapidly removed. The
purpose of this flood route modeling was to evaluate the impacts of downstream flooding for
various overflow and failure scenarios. These studies were focused on evaluating the risk to
downstream inhabitants and trying to ascertain whether they should be relocated.
Based on the presence of the multiple overlapping rockslides along the Hunza River
near Attabad (Shroder, 1998), if the Pakistani government is unable to effect additional
mitigation measures for the Attabad Landslide Dam, the likelihood of its failure and the
severity of downstream consequences will doubtlessly increase. The people and support
infrastructure downstream of the lake along the Hunza and Indus Rivers remain vulnerable.
This is because the volume of an outbreak flood increases dramatically as the unlined
spillway chute erodes at the downstream transition and ‘zippers’ upstream. This is a common
failure mode for many landslide dams (Figure 2.10), which occurred during the partial
breaching of the Hattian Bala Landslide Dam. Portions of the Attabad Landslide Dam that
are bereft of cohesive materials (black clays) could liquefy within those sandy or gravelly
zones that are saturated. A future earthquake could also trigger slope failures or ground
lurching within the landslide dam (anywhere that’s saturated with lower effective stress
would be vulnerable), or along pre-existing failure (slip) surfaces, and along the spillway
side slopes.
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Figure 2.9. Aerial view of Attabad Landslide Dam along the Hunza River in northern
Pakistan. The lake surface partially freezes during the winter.

2.4. MITIGATION OF LANDSLIDE DAMS
Landslide dams are heterogeneous masses of unconsolidated geologic materials
bereft of fixed drainage or outlet structures, like those employed with man-made dams.
Natural dams are most frequently breached by overtopping and seepage-induced erosion
through the dam body (Costa and Schuster, 1988). The outbreak floods produced by
uncontrolled overtopping and rapid erosion of the debris dams are generally much more
destructive and catastrophic than normal floods, produced by concentration of runoff.
Landslide dam “outbreak floods” exhibit fairly consistent patterns, once they begin
uncontrolled overtopping; the discharge volume tends to increase dramatically within 12
hours, rapidly draining their reservoirs. Note how the discharge builds rapidly as the dam is
removed by running water. In this case, the outbreak peak flow was about nine times larger
than the maximum runoff event ever recorded previously (Figure 2.10).
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The outbreak floods that emanate from breached landslide dams are the largest runoff
events recorded in historic time, exclusive of glaciated areas subject to ice damming. These
floods pose a significant threat to downstream populations and their supporting
infrastructure, especially, during or shortly following, an earthquake. The biggest
complication with their stabilization has always been providing adequate “flood storage,”
which is the volume of runoff than can be stored without triggered spillage over the debris
dam.
In conventional dams, flood storage is usually provided by hydraulic control
structures that allow the reservoir pool to be drawn down in anticipation of significant flow
periods, as commonly occur annually. Reservoir drawdown of reservoirs behind landslide
dams generally requires expensive and time-consuming measures, such as tunnels.
Mitigation measures may not be necessary if the tributary watershed area is of insufficient
size to generate significant runoff (Rogers and Beckmann, 2003).
To date, no one has installed subdrainage improvements in landslide dams, but lowcost measures, such as hydro augers (Royster, 1980) could be employed sparingly to tap
zones of active seepage and/or perched water tables within the slide debris.
One of the more vexing aspects of landslide dams is their tendency to form in
clusters, during earthquakes. For example, 31 landslide dams were formed during the May
2008 Sichuan earthquake; and13 landslide dams were triggered during the December 1964
storms that struck northern California.According to Khattak et al. (2010), around 130
landslides have blocked the major channels of northern Pakistan since 1840. The discharge
and debris volumes generated by the catastrophic failure of landslide dams present flood
control challenges without precedent in most cases, up to 100 times the size of the probable
maximum flood (PMF) that most agencies utilize in the design of critical facilities.
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Figure 2.10. Observed flow during overtop-induced breaching of the Mantaro River
landslide in Peru, on June 8, 1974 (from Lee and Duncan, 1975).

The mitigation of landslide dam hazards will become increasingly important, as
these features threaten high value infrastructure, such as dams, powerhouses, transmission
lines, and transportation corridors.
In mountainous areas of high seismicity with severe seasonal precipitation cycles,
like northern Pakistan, destructive outbreak floods could pose the most significant problem
for post-earthquake recovery, in terms of physical damage. Given these threats, the ability to
evaluate the relative risks and construct a realistic risk-consequence decision matrix will be
paramount to developing cost-effective mitigation strategies, which will vary considerably,
from site to site. No single mitigation technique has proven reliable, with the exception of
‘tunnel taps,’ which are very expensive (Costa and Schuster, 1988). In the Hattian Bala and
Attabad Lake dams, unlined spillways of modest dimensions were excavated to convey
overflows across the natural dams. These spillways were not sufficiently deep with respect to
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the elevation heads involved at both sites to reliably resist the possible PMF flows that could
be generated from these watersheds. The Hattian Bala Landslide Dam partially failed
because of the retrogressive failure of the unlined spillway channel/chute.
Attabad Lake presently supports a hydraulic head of 110-115m, making it a ‘high
dam.’ Its landslide debris volume of 23 x 106 cubic meters and reservoir volume
exceeding100 x 106 cubic meters could wreak havoc with most of the existing infrastructure
for a distance of several hundred kilometers downstream. The construction of simple
overflow spillways across landslide dams is one technique available to reduce the storage
capacity of the reservoirs that can cause erosion and flooding. It is usually the least
expensive measure and can be undertaken with relative speed and without tedious or timeconsuming design.
A temporary spillway can be excavated across most landslide dams if equipment can
be brought to the site. The most straight-forward technique is to excavate a spillway on a
sufficiently gentle grade to resist bed scour erosion when running at maximum capacity.
Excavation of temporary spillway(s), capable of conveying flows of highest probability (e.g.
10 yr. flood or less) or excavation of larger, more robust spillway(s), capable of passing
median probability floods (e.g. 50 to 100 year recurrence frequency) are prudent steps,
depending on the value of the infrastructure requiring protection downstream. These
channels may need to be armored or lined to resist erosion of design flows, with appropriate
flow transition measures/components applied at the downstream end. The best example of a
workable spillway which has precluded failure for over 50 years is that constructed by the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers across the Madison Canyon Landslide dam in 1959 (Barney,
1960; Costa and Schuster, 1988). This spillway was only 15 m deep, but has proven
sufficient because of the low gradient and the relatively small tributary watershed, described
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below. More permanent and dependable mitigation measures include the establishment of
outlet works, like those routinely employed for man-made dams. These include the
construction of a tunnel tap (diversion tunnel), like that used at Thistle Landslide dam in
Utah in 1983), or a conduit, like that installed at Spirit Lake near Mount St. Helens,
Washington after the volcanic eruption of May 18, 1980 (Costa and Schuster, 1988).
The installation of gated outlet works, either on the dam crest, or within the dam is a
common means of providing adequate flood storage in anticipation of large runoff events
filling a reservoir. These are usually combined with overflow spillway(s), to maintain the
appropriate flood storage in the reservoir. Tunnel Taps’ are typically more expensive, but
also more reliable options to control lake levels, and they can be designed to drain the lake, if
need be. In the case of the Lake Wakeramoana prehistoric landslide dam in New Zealand,
multiple tunnel taps have been employed over the past 55 years to facilitate the establishment
of hydroelectric power plants, which then serve to pay for the improvements (Adams, 1981).
Mitigation can also involve management of a stabilized reservoir, like the Madison Canyon
Landslide Dam and Earthquake Lake after the M 7.5 Yellowstone earthquake of 1959, or the
draining of the lake impounded by the 1983 Thistle Landslide in Utah. Rapid drainage of the
entrained reservoir is always fraught with its own dangers, because rapid pore pressure
drawdown can induce secondary slope failures, which can be very large. Care should be
exercised in draining landslide reservoirs at rates that are appropriate for free drainage of the
debris involved, as well as the natural slopes.
Mitigation schemes should also consider a broad range of techniques, which may be
subject to limitations of construction access, because landslide dams usually occur in remote
locations and their occurrence generally obliterates whatever transportation corridors
preexisted the slide.
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2.5. SUMMARY
The slope morphologies expressed in the Upper Indus River Basin at most of the
landslide dam sites suggest that the hill slopes are perturbed by previous episodes of
landsliding, and are continuously eroding, each event truncating evidence of the previous
events. The majority of the historic mega landslide events in northern Pakistan and
surrounding countries appear to have been seismically triggered, and were generally
translational slides in combination with, catastrophic rock avalanches. The above discussion
is intended to describe the controlling scenarios for mass wasting activities in the Pamir,
Hindu Kush and Himalayan ranges with special focus on northern Pakistan.
Proper mitigation schemes should be adopted for the existing natural dams in the
region by considering a broad range of techniques, which may be subject to limitations of
construction access, because landslide dams usually occur in remote locations where
transportation corridors are usually impacted by the same events that triggered the landslides.
Preliminary landslide hazard maps are a key initial step in recognizing those areas
where landslides are more likely to recur in the future. Such preliminary studies could assist
local authorities in making fundamentally sound decisions in the planning and design of
mega structures like dams, bridges, pipelines, transmission lines, and other engineering
works in these areas. These hazard maps can also serve as a guide prior to carrying out any
extensive or site-specific studies with more detailed compilations of the underlying geology,
including all of the mapped geologic structure and stratigraphy that exist about a particular
region.
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3. OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY AREA

3.1. INTRODUCTION
Northern Pakistan is a region of extremely rugged terrain where the Himalaya,
Karakoram and Hindu Kush Mountains are being uplifted along an active tectonic boundary
between the Indian and Eurasian Plates. This area is perturbed by active thrust faults, low
temperature-high pressure metamorphism, granitic batholiths, enigmatic syntaxes, deep
gorges and sutures marked by mélange belts of the Indus and Shyok sutures (Kazmi and Jan,
1997, Ahmed et al., 2003).
The principal Indus River tributary originates in the Tibetan Plateau, one of the most
active erosional landforms on Earth, with an elevation > 5km (Korup et al., 2010). The
Tibetan Plateau supports a watershed of 970,000 km2, which includes 264,000 km2 of
mountainous catchment area, of which ~75,000km2 is included within the boundaries of
northern Pakistan upstream of Tarbela Dam and Reservoir. The Indus River enters northern
Pakistan from Jammu Kashmir, a territory in dispute between India and Pakistan, and flows
into the Skardu Basin, where the Shyok and Shigar Rivers join the Indus River. From there
the Indus River flows through a portion of the Nanga Perbat Haramosh massif, where the
drainage pattern becomes anomalous because of the active faults and shear zones crisscrossing the area. The Gilgit River confluence area is a region of significant mass wasting
favoring the west facing slopes. From here the Indus flows through Chilas and Bisham areas
before reaching the Tarbela Reservoir, from which the river eventually merges with the
Arabian Sea, 3,020 km below its point of origin.
Narrow canyons and deep gorges typify the Upper Indus River Basin in northern
Pakistan. The topographic relief along main channel is typically several thousand meters,
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from the valley floor to ridge crest. The gorge is more than 5,000 m deep in Sassi, but west
of the Skardu Basin, the Indus has deepened its channel by more than 6,500 m in vicinity of
the NPHM, but reaches its maximum depths in the Patan and Dasu areas, which are the
deepest gorges on Earth (Kazmi and Jan, 1997). Other significant gorges include those
developed along the Hunza River upstream of Baltit, and along the Gilgit River near Henzal.
All these gorges are a result of exceptionally high rates of denudation and tectonic uplift of
the Karakoram and the Himalayas, which may have removed half of the elevated crustal
mass exposing granitic plutons only a few million years old in the NPHM area (Kazmi and
Jan, 1997).

Figure 3.1. Map of the upper Indus River Basin in northern Pakistan, showing the principal
tributaries upstream of Tarbela Dam and Reservoir.
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The Upper Indus River Basin of northern Pakistan was selected for this study because
of its hydrologic importance to Pakistan and its susceptibility to landsliding. Its extended
drainage area includes most notable tributaries the Gilgit, Hunza, and Shyok Rivers, which
contribute significant flows into the main stream (Figure 3.1). This watershed area
encompasses upstream of Tarbela Dam and Reservoir and is typified by rugged,
mountainous terrain with significant topographic relief. Rapid incision and down cutting
have promoted mass wasting across the range. The area is recognized for its high rate of
tectonic uplift, as well as exhibiting the highest rates of denudation and channel incision in
the world (Hewitt, 2009). The average rate of uplift in the Himalayan region is between 4
and 10 mm/yr., while the fluvial bedrock incision is less than or equal to 12 mm/yr., with the
highest levels occurring in the Nanga Parbat Haramosh Massif (NPHM) region (Leland, et
al., 1998; Hewitt, et al., 2011; Shehzad 2009). Extremely large landslides occur frequently in
Himalayan Mountains, which may serve to protect the Tibetan Plateau from more rapid
dissection (Korup et al., 2010; Hewitt, et al., 2011).
Most of the upper Indus River Basin is orphaned of any meaningful or systematic
history of landslide related hazards because of the remoteness of the area, the lack of LiDAR
imagery, and scarcity of local expertise with respect to the recognition of landslide-related
geomorphic features. Over the last decade satellite remote sensing data has become
increasingly accessible to the entire world. This data could be invaluable in, assisting the
recognition of large-scale landslides and landslide dams (> 500 m) in those areas where
airborne stereopair aerial photographs have previously been unavailable.
The combination of high seismicity, monsoon rains (between mid-June and midSeptember); and long, steep slopes makes the region the most susceptible for massive
landslides and natural landslide dams of any place in the world (Tianchi et al., 2001).
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3.2. GEOGRAPHY AND PHYSIOGRAPHY OF THE UPPER INDUS RIVER BASIN
Northern Pakistan supports many of the highest peaks in the world. Pakistan has
more than 50 peaks above 7,000 meters and countless peaks in the zone between 5,000 and
7000 m (Kazmi and Jan, 1997). Five of these peaks are greater than eight thousand meters
elevation, including K2, the second highest peak in the world. Northern Pakistan is
surrounded by the Karakoram, western Himalayas, and Pamir Mountains along its northern
borders and by the Hindu Kush Ranges on the west. The Indus River Basin also supports a
number of mega alpine glaciers, including the Batura Glacier, Biafo Glacier, and Baltoro
Glacier in the Gilgit Baltistan area. The majority of the exposed outcrops in northern
Pakistan are granitic, formed in magmatic plutons and smaller bodies (Kazmi and Jan, 1997).
These rocks predominate in Skardu, Nanga Parbat, Naran, Hazara, Tarbela Lake, Swat, and
Gilgit areas of northern Pakistan (Figure 2). There also exists a significant variation in the
day and night temperatures in northern Pakistan, which frequently promote frost-induced
heave that aids in the rapid disintegration of exposed rock surfaces.
In the valleys where total relief exceeds 5000 m elevations drops of 2000 m can
occur over a horizontal distance of only one to two km (Kazmi and Jan, 1997). Along the
southeastern flank of the NPHM some of the steepest slopes in the world have developed
with continuous slopes up to 4,500 m high (Rupal). On the other side of the range, in the
Raikot area, the 8,126 m high face of Nanga Parbat Peak can be viewed from the banks of
the Indus River, rising more than 7,000 m over a horizontal distance of 24 km (Hewitt,
1989, Kazmi and Jan, 1997).
Kazmi and Jan (1997), have divided the vertical relief of northern Pakistan into
different classes, based on his extensive studies of the region. They noted that peaks lying
above 5,500m tend to exhibit have active glaciers with snow cover of almost 90%. They also
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noted that mass wasting features like talus slopes, rockfalls, and rock avalanches are frequent
phenomena here because of weather conditions that frequently promote frost-induced heave.
The zone lying between 3,000 and 5,000m is typified by mechanical rock weathering
including, snow-melt run off, glacial lakes, glacial debris, talus cones, rock falls, glacial
ablation, and landslides. The zone lying between 1,000m-3,000m altitude tends to be covered
mountain valleys and basins that are a part of the ongoing process of degradation, initiating
from paraglacial, fluvial, and aeolian processes (Kazmi and Jan, 1997, Hewitt et al., 2011).
The most prominent features of this zone are, alluvial fans, flood terraces, lacustrine (lake
bed) deposits, and bedrock landslides.
The upper Indus River drainage system encompasses a very large catchment area and
its tributaries tend to follow the longitudinal valleys in the steepest areas, then flow
anomalously, cutting across the structural grain of the mountains until they join the main
stem of the Indus River in northern Pakistan (Kazmi and Jan, 19997; Leland, et al., 1998).
The Indus River forms slight meandering or braided flow in the flatter segments of the
valleys, which increases markedly where it passes through steep and/or constricted gorges.
The Indus follows the same drainage pattern until it emerges from the hilly area above
Tarbela Reservoir.
The valley hills of the Indus River Basin exhibit an extensive amount of slope
failures with a broad range of mass movement processes (Kazmi and Jan, 19997). The
higher slopes and peaks are typically covered with glaciers, snow, and alluvial fans and flood
terraces, which become increasingly common in the lower reaches of the valleys.
According to Goudie et al. (1984), the valley slopes of this region can be classified as
follows:
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Snow and ice-covered steep avalanche slopes of the high peaks and ridges.



Seasonally snow-covered rock slopes, 40° - 90° steep, subject to frost and chemical
weathering, with frequent rock-falls and avalanches.



High altitude shoulders (2,600-3,600 m) such as scree slopes, ranging from small cones
to huge compound debris accumulations with slopes up to 1,000m long and relief of up
to 500-600 m. Overlapping scree cones often extend 3 to 10 km along valley sides.
Slopes typically range between 25° and 35°, but can occasionally increase to 40o. Scree
slopes are the most conspicuous land-form in the valleys of this region.



Mudflow debris cones and fans. Surface slopes ranging between 7° and 20°.



Alluvial fans with low angles (between 2 ° and 7°).
In the lower parts of the valleys, glaciofluvial sediments are often deposited on ice

contact fans, outwash plains of low sinuosity, braided channels, and fluvial sediments
characterized by sand sheets and imbricated cobbles are also common (Kazmi and Jan,
1997). Lacustrine sediments are present in the lakes as the result of massive bedrock
landslides triggered at several locations.
In the Skardu Basin, sand dunes have developed along the entire valley. A significant
amount of mass movement debris, rockfalls, bedrock slides, and debris flow features can be
seen along the Upper Indus River Basin, especially along the main stem of the Indus River
(Kazmi and Jan, 19997).The valley bottoms are filled with fine, well sorted, silty and sandy
lake sediments accumulated in reservoirs trapped behind temporary landslide dams. In
many instances these incised barriers have left their sign in the form of elevated paleo
outbreak flood terraces after these natural dams were breached (Kazmi and Jan, 19997,
Shroder, 1998).
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3.3. GEOLOGIC AND TECTONIC SETTING OF THE UPPER INDUS RIVER
WATERSHED
Recent researches have shown that because of its tectonic setting, Northern Pakistan
exhibits some of the highest rates of denudation in the world (Kazmi and Jan, 1997). The
geologic map of Indus River Basin includes a variety of geologic formations of vastly
differing age exposed along the main stem of Indus River. The majority of the rocks are
granitic in nature which formed in magmatic plutons and smaller bodies (Kazmi and Jan,
1997; Ahmed et al., 2003). These rocks dominant the exposure in Skardu, Nanga Parbat,
Naran, Hazara, Tarbela Lake, Swat, and Gilgit areas of northern Pakistan. The geologic units
encountered along the main stem of the Upper Indus River in the Skardu Basin and general
vicinity are Miocene to Cretaceous age rocks of the Kohistan-Ladakh Batholith and
associated plutons (Tkb & Tkm). These units are chiefly comprised of granites,
granodiorites, quartz diorite, and hornblende gabbros (Figure 3.2). These formations appear
to be more competent than most of the other units exposed in the region. Despite this, a
number of extraordinarily large rockslide avalanches (volumes >10km2) have been
documented at several locations in this area, such as the Ghol-Ghone, Satpara, and Katzarah
rock avalanches along the Indus River (Shroder, 1993; and Hewitt et al., 2011). The most
likely triggering factors for these events has been adverse geologic structure, high seismicity
associated with active thrust faults, and severe climatic conditions associated with the annual
monsoons that impact the region (Keefer, 1984).
The tectonically active Nanga Perbat and Haramosh Massif (NPHM) region lies in
the western part of the Himalayans. This area is crisscrossed by the Main Mantle Thrust
(MMT) fault, a major tectonic boundary which is believed to be the extended part of the
Indus Suture Zone in the Great Himalayan Range. It separates the plutonic rocks of the
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Kohistan-Ladakh batholiths from the crystalline shield rocks of the Indian Plate (Tahirkheli
et al., 1979; and Dipietro et al., 2000). The Indian Plate is composed of metamorphic rocks
formed beneath Indus suture zone mélange (known as the Main Mantle thrust or MMT in
Pakistan) during the late Cretaceous-early Cenozoic era as a result from the collision of the
Indian Plate with the Eurasian Plate (Tahirkheli et al., 1979; Kazmi and Jan, 1997; and
Dipietro et al., 2000). Above the Indus suture zone Cretaceous Rocks of the Kohistan Arc are
plunging over the Indian Plate boundary and envelops much of the NPHM region (Tahirkheli
et al., 1979).
The bedrock units exposed in the NPHM area are predominantly highly weathered
gneisses, rich in feldspar, quartz, biotite and garnet, amphibolites, and graphitic blue and
green schist of the Indian Basement Complex of Precambrian age, resulting from Himalayan
metamorphism (Ahmed et al., 2003; Butler et al., 1992) and the Hazara-Kashmir Basement
Complex (pCb). In some portions of the NPHM younger undeformed granitic units have
been observed, chiefly composed of coarse-grained biotite-muscovite granite pegmatites
(Ahmed et al., 2003).
This area exhibits the greatest concentration of mapped landslide features along the
Indus River channel, based on anomalous topographic expression. The NPHM region is
probably the most susceptible to landslides because of intense tectonic deformation and
shearing of the strata, the steeply inclined slopes, the high rate of bedrock incision (driven by
tectonic uplift), the proximity of the mega thrust fault (MMT) and other active faults (Raikot,
Stak fault systems), and thick layers of colluvium mantling the slopes, which contain large
boulders.
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Figure 3.2. Digital Geologic Map of northern Pakistan, showing the Upper Indus River
watershed, digitized for input into the ArcGIS (from the Geological Survey of Pakistan in
1993, at a scale of 1:1,000,000).
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These variables combine to make the area more susceptible to large scale
landslippage than any other in the world (Keefer, 1984, Tianchi, et al., 2001). The other
formations in the lower elevation hills approaching Tarbela dams of the landslide inventory
map exhibiting landslide hazards contain the areas underlain by Precambrian basement rocks
(pCb), undifferentiated Precambrian age metamorphic rocks (pCs), mixed Precambrian
metamorphic and sedimentary rocks of Tanawal Formation (pCt) and Salkhala Formation
(pEs) along the main stem of Indus River.
The preliminary landslide inventory map (see section 4) suggests that the majority of
the slopes on both sides of the Upper Indus River channel are prone to landsliding. The
geologic formations exhibiting significant mass wasting activity would be the Precambrian
Basement rocks (pCb) and metasedimetary rocks (MPzm) in the Nanga Perbat Haramosh
Massif, and the areas underlain by undifferentiated Precambrian age metamorphic rocks
(pCs), and mixed Precambrian metamorphic and sedimentary rocks (pCt), which are shown
in Figure 2.
Northern Pakistan straddles the tectonic boundary between the Eurasian and Indian
Plates, which are typified by complex crustal closure, forcing compression and tectonic
uplift. In broader terms, northern Pakistan lies upon three different tectonic provinces: the
Indian Plate in the south extended from Nanga Parbat and Indus syntaxes to the Peshawar
Basin, the Kohistan-Ladakh magmatic arc in the central part, and the Karakoram Plate in the
north (Kazmi & Jan, 1997; Zanchi et al., 1997).
The entire Indus River Basin is a part of Karakorum-Himalaya Crystalline and Thrust
Zone, a major tectonic division of northern Pakistan. The Northwest Himalayan fold-andthrust belt encompasses on area about 250 km wide and almost 560 km long, creating a
rugged mountainous province, drained by the upper Indus River (Kazmi & Jan, 1997).
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This tectonic zone is further divided into four parts i.e. (a) Karakoram (Tethyan) fold
belt, (b) Kohistan Volcanic and calc-alkaline magmatic belt, (c) Nanga Perbat-Haramosh
massif, a tectonically active feature which assumed to be structurally controlled by plunging
anticlinal folds and Quaternary fault systems (Butler et al.1992 Coward et al. 1988). Its
western side is surrounded by Raikot fault and eastern side is occupied by Stak fault and
Shahbatot strike-slip zone, (d) The Himalayan crystalline Schuppen zone: all of the major
subdivisions of this zone are encountered in the course of Indus River channel (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3. Tectonic map of the upper Indus River watershed in northern Pakistan (Kazmi
and Jan, 1997).
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These broader tectonic zones are further divided into smaller tectonic units, based on
the complex geologic and crustal structure, typified by thrusting and mega shear zones that
pervade the region (Figure 3.3). These include: the Main Boundary Thrust (MBT), the Main
Karakorum Thrust (MKT), and the Main Mantle Thrust (MMT), which is equivalent to Main
Central Thrust fault (MCT). These thrust faults are responsible for the elevated seismicity of
the region, and frequent Magnitude 8+ earthquakes (1897, 1905, 1934 and 1950 were M~8),
have been reported during the last two centuries (Yeats and Lillie, 1991).
As a consequence of the geologic and tectonic setting, we can reasonably expect that
this area will continue to spawn some of the world’s largest landslides, with destructive
consequences.
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4. FIRST-APPROXIMATION LANDSLIDE INVENTORY MAPS FOR
NORTHERN PAKISTAN, USING ASTER DEM DATA AND GEOMORPHIC
INDICATORS

4.1 OVERVIEW
The compilation of a landslide inventory is a wise precaution before undertaking
detailed engineering design work in any landslide prone area. Remotely-sensed data and GIS
software can be combined and manipulated to prepare reconnaissance-level landslide
inventory maps at relatively low cost.
The landslide mapping technique developed for this program began by constructing a
stitched shaded topographic map of the Indus River watershed; using regional topographic
maps with 40 m contours, combined with ASTER DEM data of 30 m resolution.
Topographic recognition keys were then employed to aid in the visual identification and
delineation of anomalous topography suggestive of past landslippage.
Hundreds of landslide-related features were mapped along the main stem of the Indus
River in the Greater Himalayan Mountains, upstream of Tarbela Dam and Reservoir. Most of
the mapped features appear to be composite and complex landslides (Cruden and Varnes,
1996), developed in the parent bedrock units. The hill-shade topographic mapping technique
helps geologists to identify and map active, prehistoric, and dormant landslide features on a
regional scale.
The main challenge in compiling a landslide inventory map was the scarcity of
available data for the region. The aim of this study was to provide a reconnaissance-scale
hazard map intended to provide a qualitative, first-order inventory of landslides and related
mass wasting features that are subject to field verification.
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4.2. INTRODUCTION
The significance of a map is directly related to its information content, which is
contingent on the type of results obtained, their quality, and the degree to which the
information is unique for the area under study (Guzzetti et al., 2000, 2006). Reconnaissancelevel landslide hazard maps are intended to be initial hazard evaluations, often undertaken in
mountainous areas prior to developments involving significant investment (Guzzetti et al.,
1999, 2005, 2006; Bălteanu et al., 2010). These maps can be prepared of any region by
identifying anomalous topographic features that have been documented by various workers
world-wide (Varnes, 1978, 1984; Hansen, 1984; Carrara et al., 1991; Hutchinson, 1968,
1988, 1995; Dikau et al., 1996; Cruden and Varnes, 1996; Van Den Eeckhaut, et al., 2005,
2009, 2011).
When a landslide moves, the surface topography is permanently altered. These
alterations can be documented, categorized, and mapped with the aid of aerial photographs or
satellite imagery, topographic maps, and Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) (Rib and Liang,
1978; Wieczorek, 1984; McCalpin, 1984; Pike, 1988). The unique surface expression
engendered by landslides can be divided into different styles or types of slides, depending
upon the block kinematics of their movement, slope failure extent, and size (Varnes, 1958,
1978; Antonini et al., 1993; Rogers, 1994; Cruden and Varnes, 1996).
Landslide inventory maps are very important in risk assessment and hazard
evaluation, but they have been restricted to only a few countries and small regions of the
world (Brabb and Harrod, 1989; Brabb, 1991, 1995; Guzzetti, et al., 2006). According to
Guzzetti et al. (2012), less than 1% of the Earth’s exposed continents have been evaluated for
landslide hazards. The reasons for this are diverse, and often include lack of knowledge
about the type and pattern of landslides and physical conditions that are unique to particular
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regions (Brabb, 1991; Guzzetti et al., 2000). The other reason could be the lack of
understanding by environmental and planning agencies, and of national and regional
geological surveys, to recognize the value of regional inventories for planning purposes
(Brabb, 1991, 1996).

Figure 4.1. Map of the upper Indus River Basin (study area), showing the principal
tributaries upstream of Tarbela Dam in northern Pakistan. The area outlined in red comprised
the main stem of Indus River.

The scale of the landslide inventory depends upon the extent of the study area,
availability of related data, and the time and funds available to achieve the desired objectives
(Guzzetti, et al., 2006). Small-scale, synoptic inventories (<1:100,000) are generally
compiled by landslide experts from the analysis of stereopair aerial photographs and analysis
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of hillshade topographic maps (Rib and Liang, 1978; Cardinali, et al., 1990; Brabb, 1991,
1995; Brunsden, 1993; Rogers 1994; and Guzzetti, et al., 2006).
The process of compiling these reconnaissance level hazard maps lacks widelyaccepted techniques or established protocols to enhance the credibility and quality of the end
products (Guzzetti, et al., 2006 and Van Westen et al., 2008). Conventional landslide
mapping has traditionally employed visual interpretation of stereoscopic aerial photographs
(Liang, 1952; Nilsen, 1975; Rib and Liang, 1978; Cruden and Varnes, 1996). Field mapping
is often employed as a follow-on activity to map smaller and/or recent landslides (Brunsden,
1985), but it can be difficult to identify the actual extent of larger and often dormant, deepseated landslides in the field. Such features are often obscured by vegetation, and/or the
slope morphology is often subdued by local differential settlement and erosion (Guzzetti et
al., 2012).
Visual interpretation of geomorphic features sculpted by past landslippage has
typically, employed stereo-pair aerial images at scales from 1:12,000 to 1:100,000, with
1:20,000 being most common on large scale (Liang, 1952; Rib and Liang, 1978; Brunsden,
1993; Rogers 1994). This technique offers a straight-forward means of identifying relatively
recent surficial disturbances, but imagery interpretation also requires considerable training
and experience to identify older, deep-seated landslide features, which are often controlled or
influenced by geologic structure, stratigraphy, or past landslippage (Cronin, 1992). In each
situation it is useful to develop demarcated mapping criteria suitable to the area being
evaluated (Speight, 1977; Guzzetti et al., 2012).
The increasingly widespread availability of digital remotely-sensed data allows much
larger tracts of land to be evaluated than ever before. Standard techniques, like the landslide
mapping protocols developed by the North Carolina Geological Survey for its regional
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mapping program (http://portal.ncdenr.org/web/lr/landslides-information), allow landslide
features to be identified, evaluated, and monitored at scales ranging from few meters to
hundreds of kilometers (Guzzetti et al., 2012). Remotely sensed imagery and shaded digital
elevation models are now available world-wide, which can be useful in discerning the
presence of past landslippage for various landslide morphologies (which all exhibit scale
limitations, depending on the resolution of the DEMs). These DEMs can be generated from
an array of space shuttle sensor or satellite platforms, such as SRTM (Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission), ASTER (Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection
Radiometer), and InSAR (Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar), as well as LiDAR
(Light Detection and Ranging) or photogrammetric equipped airborne platforms.
4.2.1 Developing Reliable Landslide Inventory Maps. The reliability of such
inventories depends on the quality and resolution of the available data (Dikau et al., 1996;
Glade, 1998; Guzzetti et al., 1999; Glade, 2001; Haneberg et al., 2009; Haneberg and
Keaton, 2012; Keaton and Haneberg, 2013). The quality of this inventory mapping could be
improved markedly by incorporating higher resolution DEMs derived from LiDAR imaging
(Chen, et al., 2006; Glen et al., 2006; Corsini et al., 2009; Haneberg, et al., 2009) and using
topographic maps with contour intervals equal to or less than 10 m, in order to identify
smaller (<500m long) landslide features. However, the usual scale is appropriate for a
regional study such as this one along the Indus River. This study is a reconnaissance level
landslide inventory mapping effort to document the overall distribution of landslide related
features along the main stem of the Upper Indus River (Figure 4.1). It took six months to
evaluate an area of approximately 17,000 km2 along the river. The spatial interpretations
were then digitized using ArcGIS 10 software, which took an additional two months.
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None of the Southwest Asian countries have been able to develop inclusive databases
or spatial inventories of naturally occurring landslides. In Pakistan, studies of landslides have
been limited to a few isolated incidents since the country’s partition in 1947. A few landslide
hazard maps of modest scope and scale have been prepared along some of the transportation
corridors, such as the Murree Kohala-Muzaffarabad Road and Azad Kashmir (Saeed and
Malik 1990; Kamp, et al., 2008; and Peduzzi, 2010) and other parts of northern Pakistan
(Calligaris et al., 2013). Most of the Upper Indus River watershed areas are bereft of much
technical data, are relatively inaccessible terrain, lake of LiDAR imagery and high quality
aerial photography, and a suffer from of local expertise with landslide-related features.
These limitations are serious hurdles in constructing any sort of landslide hazard inventory.
The main intent of this study is to demonstrate a simplified methodology for preparing
reconnaissance-level landslide inventory maps that is useable in such situations. This was
done by utilizing all possible resources and information related to documented landslides in
the region (Code and Sirhindi, 1986; Shroder, 1993; Shroder and Bishop, 1998; Hewitt,
1982. 1998, 2009; Korup et al., 2010; Hewitt et al., 2011).
These products are intended to serve as base maps for more detailed analyses of
specific sites where infrastructure, such as structures, highways, tunnels, dams, powerhouses,
and power transmission lines, might be located in the future. To validate the mapping
methodology we compiled a list of 353 documented historic rockslides gleaned from the
published literature (Shroder, 1993; Shroder and Bishop, 1998; Hewitt, 1982, 1998; Korup et
al., 2010; and Hewitt et al., 2011) covering the upper Indus River basin. 186 of the 353
documented landslides were identified in the preliminary landslide inventory mapping,
which was limited the slopes along the main stem of the upper Indus River.
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4.3. METHODOLOGY
The Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reﬂection Radiometer (ASTER)
DEM Version 2 data with a 30m resolution (1 arc sec) of reprocessed data was downloaded
from an open source files is an online web source on the ASTER GDEM website
(http://www.jspacesystems.or.jp/ersdac/GDEM/E/4.html).
Due to a lack of airborne imagery and the regional nature of this investigation, the
primary interpretation tool used was the low cost ASTER GDEM data with 30m resolution.
The recently reprocessed ASTER GDEM2 is superior to the older SRTM data (90m, 3 arc
sec), and because of the higher resolution, it exhibits better tonal definition of surface
topography and provides more accurate measurements in steep mountainous terrain due to
radar characteristics (Tachikawa et al., 2009). Void spaces and areas with missing data have
been filled with other DEMs. The ASTER GDEM Version 2 (released in Oct. 2011)
employed advanced algorithms to enhance the data resolution, while the elevation data
accuracy was enhanced by reprocessing (Tachikawa et al., 2011a and 2011b).
The results have been validated by workers in Japan and the USA, who have noted
significant improvement compared with ASTER Version 1. According to Tachikawa et al.
(2011a) the new algorithms employed in ASTER GDEM2 resulted from significant
processing enhancements and have resulted in finer horizontal resolution (kernel size
improvement, from 9x9 pixel to 5x5 pixel for Version 2), vertical offset adjustment (Table
1), voids and artifacts reduction, and enhanced water body detection (minimum detectable
size 1km2 for GDEM2 as compare to 12 km2 of GDEM1), bias (mean error) elimination (0.20 m vs. -3.69 m for GDEM2 and GDEM1 respectively), and improvement of RMSE
from 9.34 m to 8.68 m. These have resulted in improved horizontal and vertical accuracy of
ASTER GDEM2 data over all previous versions. Similar results were obtained by American
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and Japanese teams with respect to horizontal resolution, by comparisons of accuracy of non
LiDAR and LiDAR data sets (summarized in table 1).

Table.4.1. Comparison of error estimation for different parameters of GDEM2 and
GDEM1 (after Tachikawa et al., 2011a)
Error estimation

GDEM Version 1

GDEM Version 2

Horizontal

0.82 arc-sec. to west
0.47 arc-sec. to south
- 6m
14.8m
3.8 arc-sec. (114m)

0.11 arc-sec. to west
0.20 arc-sec to north
- 0.7m
12.6m
2.4 arc-sec. (72m)

Elevation

offset
SD
Horizontal resolution

The overall result was that GDEM2 horizontal resolution was improved about 35% as
compared to GDEM1, and is similar to SRTM 1-arc-second DEMs, and about 20% higher
than openly accessible SRTM 3-arc-second GDEMs. According to the validation tests, the
American and Japanese teams strongly endorsed GDEM Version 2 when it was made public
in 2011 (Tachikawa et al., 2011b).
ASTER GDEM2 tiles of Northern Pakistan were mosaicked together using ENVI 4.8
(Environment for Visual Information Solutions software) and co-registered together with
respect to the Pakistan Grid Map (WGS 1984 UTM Zone N430). This DEM was further
processed in ArcGIS 10 using the ArcGIS Hydrology module to extract the Upper Indus
River watershed, from Tarbela Dam and Reservoir to Pakistan’s northern border (Figure
4.1).
Multiple hillshade maps with variable sun elevation and azimuth values were
generated from the parent DEM data. A map with no vertical exaggeration using a sun
elevation angle of 45 degrees with an azimuth of 315 degrees was selected at 1:200,000 scale
to use for mapping gross landslide features (> 500 m in length). Digital image topographic
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map sheets covering entire northern Pakistan with 40m contour intervals at 1:200,000 scale
were obtained from an online resource of world maps (www.mapstor.com). These were
mosaicked and merge together with the hillshade map to create a seamless hillshade
topographic map. A shapefile defining the study area was produced by clipping the hillshade
topographic map bordering either side of the Indus River, extending 14 to 18 km (Figure 1).
The defined study area was then printed out to a convenient scale on multiple sheets, suitable
for visual mapping of landslide related features.
The ASTER-derived imagery was found suitable for the identification of landslides
greater than 500 m in length in the steep mountainous terrain along the Indus River.
Landslides were identified on the basis of anomalous geomorphic expression across the
project area using the published topographic mapping protocols (Rogers 1994, 1998; Beek,
2005; Crozier, 2010; Van Den Eeckhaut et al., 2005, 2009, 2011; Hart et al., 2012).
One of the key landslide identifiers is to examine descending slopes for evidence of
isolated topographic benches, easily recognized by opposing contours on most topographic
maps (Rogers, 1980). Other key indicators include: anomalous topographic expression, such
as divergent contours, crenulated contours, arcuate headscarps, extended topographic ridges,
isolated topographic benches, and sudden up/down slope turns in hill slope contours
(Terzaghi, 1950; Rogers, 1980, 1994; Cruden & Varnes,, 1996; Doyle and Rogers, 2005;
Van Den Eeckhaut et al., 2011).
Combinations of these anomalous topographic signatures were utilized to identify
different types of landslide-related features (Rogers, 1980, 1994; Costa, 2001, Glade, 2001;
Crozier, 2010; Van Den Eeckhaut et al. 2005, 2009, 2011; Hseigh et al 2012). The scale of
mapped landslides usually hinges on the resolution of the DEMs and the contour interval of
the topographic map. The recognition of past landslippage usually requires the expression of
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at least five consecutive anomalous contour lines to provide any significant degree of
confidence. This is illustrated in Figure 4.2, which presents scenarios for slopes inclined
between 2:1 and 3:1 (horizontal to vertical) with a 40 m contour interval. For translational
slides typical of bedrock terrain, the landslide feature must disturb at least five consecutive
contours (5 x 40 m or > 200 m elevation differential), the minimum size landslide that could
be identified would have to be something greater than 500 m horizontal distance viewed on a
map. The most common types of landslides are those that are easiest to identify by observing
their respective anomalous topographic expression (Doyle and Rogers, 2005). These include:
translational block slides, earth flow slides, retrogressive slump complexes, and debris flows
(terminology suggested by the International Geotechnical Societies ‘UNESCO Working
Party for World Landslide Inventory; WP/WLI, 1993).
Rogers (1998) presented a 13 stage scheme (Figures 4.3 and 4.4) that sought to
identify the common morphologies he observed to be associated with deep-seated landslides,
extending beneath the soil regolith into the underlying strata, or “bedrock.” Stages 1 to 3
represent channel incision triggered by tectonics, base level adjustment, or increased
precipitation and runoff that commonly promote channel incision. Incision eventually results
in oversteepened banks which are increasingly susceptible to mass movements along preexisting discontinuities, such as faults, shears, bedding planes, foliation, and joint sets. Stage
4 is intended to illustrate incipient mass movement, often typified by creep, which can be
triggered by earthquakes (lurching) and/or by accumulation of interstitial pore water. This is
often observed by the formation of converging first-order channel gullies, shown as dashed
red lines. Incipient movements tend to be cyclic and often cause a loss of shear strength
along impacted discontinuities, as shear strain is localized along increasingly thinner
horizons.
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Figure 4.2. Schematic diagrams explaining the rationale for minimum length of mapable
landslides for this study, a) comparison of vertical and horizontal lengths of a landslide
developed on a 2:1 slope mapped by 40 m contour intervals, b) comparison of vertical and
horizontal lengths of a slide developed on a 3:1 slope mapped by 40 m contour intervals.
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Figure 4.3. Typical evolution of a deep-seated bedrock landslide complex (Stages 1-9),
presented by Rogers (1998).
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Figure 4.4. Typical evolution of a deep-seated bedrock landslide complex (Stages 10-13),
presented by Rogers (1998).
As detachment surfaces develop and mature, the shear strain increases significantly
and the resistance to slippage diminishes, triggering the translational mass movement shown
in Stage 5. This movement is often intermittent (Stage 5), but eventually blocks the bounding
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channels, often deflecting those channels. The deep-seated movement into the bounding
channels also leads to the development of curvilinear headscarp graben, often with a
noticeable extension of the ridgeline.
Stages 6 and 7 illustrate the style of secondary slope failures that typically develop on
the surface of a dormant deep-seated bedrock slides, often masking the identifying features
of the parent slide mass (Cronin, 1992). The flanks of the parent slide mass are fractured and
more subject to erosion, resulting in the development of rotational slumps and earth flows.
As these smaller secondary slides move into the bounding channels, they either displace the
channel or form noticeable knickpoints in the channel profiles. Stage 8 shows the usual result
of ongoing secondary slope failures and erosional incision of the parent slide mass, often
with the development of an isolated knob downslope of the original headscarp separation.
Stage 9 represents a significant reactivation of the dormant bedrock slide mass. This
renewed movement can result from increased toe incision, precipitation, and/or seismic
activity. During renewed movement the shear strength of bounding slip surfaces has
typically been reduced significantly, to residual levels. This loss of shear strength often leads
to movements that are an order of magnitude greater than the initial round of deep-seated
mass movements, leading to the development of prominent triangular facets along the
headscarp zone of separation. Lateral translation is usually physically restricted by opposing
canyon walls, which provide a natural buttress. If the mass slides into a perennial channel,
the lower portions of the moving mass can be rapidly removed by erosion, leading to more
episodes of reactivation and translation. Stages 10-11 portray the sorts of features that tend to
develop upon a “stabilized” bedrock landslide, or one that has remained dormant for
thousands of years (such as a late Pleistocene age slide).These stages are typified by
continued dissection of the dormant bedrock mass through the development of colluvial
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filled drainage swales and intervening bedrock ribs. Colluvial production increases along
zones that are steeper and more fractured, such as the old lateral scarps of the parent slide
mass.
Stage 12 shows the continual accumulation of colluvium within the bedrock swales
(hollows) and along the bounding channels, if the weather has become increasingly drier (as
had occurred through much of the Holocene).
Stage 13 presents the situation as it often exists at present in the temperate climate
zones of the world, where colluvial infilling, rotational slumping and shallow flow slides
have developed upon a parent bedrock landslide of considerable age. This is a composite
landslide, comprising of multiple styles and types of mass movement, on varying scales. The
most recent slides are usually those that exhibit abundant crenulations across eroded swales
and are generally recognized, if sufficient topographic or morphologic definition exists. The
dormant parent masses are often unrecognized or altogether overlooked, unless workers have
previous experience examining such features.
For this study, the visually mapped landslides and related features for this study were
digitized and geo-referenced with the original Indus River DEM file in order to show them at
their relative locations on the hillshade topographic map.

4.4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A spatial landslide inventory is a fundamental step preparatory to developing an
understanding of regional landslide susceptibility or evaluation of landslide hazards.
Unfortunately to date, most landslide studies in the Upper Indus River watershed were
undertaken after slides have occurred; there have been no regional studies of landslide
hazards in advance of development. This first order reconnaissance level inventory excerpted
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2,254 landslides (mostly deep seated translational and complex slides) along the main stem
of Indus River and surrounding area, extending more than 700 km upstream of Tarbela Dam.
The red and blue circles show locations of published and dated rockslides, respectively, in
the region (Figure 4.5). The small highlighted areas in the boxes with figure numbers are the
areas described here to elaborate on the procedures used to prepare the inventory map.

Figure 4.5. Project overview, showing landslide related features identified in this study
(denoted in yellow) along the main stem of the Indus River and surrounding areas, upstream
of Tarbela Dam in northern Pakistan.

The majority of the identified landslide features appear to be composite landslides
(WP/WLI, 1993), or those exhibiting characteristics of more than one slide type likely
developed in the parent bedrock units, portions of which have periodically reactivated over a
period of hundreds, or even thousands, of years. Some representative examples of those
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mapped features have been extracted for discussion, to elaborate on the mapping results
described herein.

Figure 4.6. Excerpt of landslide inventory map showing the area around the pre-historic GolGhone rock avalanche location on the hillshade topographic map.

An excerpt of the landslide hazard map in Figure 4.6 shows the area around the
prehistoric Gol-Ghone rock avalanche in the Skardu Basin. This landslide was likely
triggered by an earthquake and the resulting landslide dam stood 450m high before it failed
catastrophically during pre-historic time (Holocene) (Hewitt, et al., 2011). The location of
this mega event was along the Indus River, just downstream of the mouth of the Shyok River
(a major Indus River tributary).
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The inventory map expresses that the Indus River channel in this area is impacted by
a large number of mega landslides (slide with volumes > 10 million m3).
The Satpara rock avalanche (Hewitt et al., 2011) is another seismically triggered
landslide that fell into the Satpara Nullah, an Indus River tributary that drains the Deosai
Plains, just south of the Indus River. Several kinds of seismically triggered slides, including
retrogressive slumps (Satpara rock avalance), earthflows, and translational block slides, are
shown in this excerpted area (Figure 4.7). The debris from the Satpara Rock Avalanche
impounded a lake more than 100m deep, which still exists. This impoundment appears to
feed a number of springs downstream, feeding into the Skardu area during the summer
season. The remnants of this significant event were easily traced by observing its anomalous
topographic expression on the hill-shaded topographic map.
The NPHM area exhibited the greatest concentration of mapped landslide features
along the Indus River channel (Figure 4.8). Topographic indicators of translational blockglide landslides and secondary slumps can be seen in most of examples shown here, which
are typical of seismically induced landslides. In this area the west-facing slope is mantled by
bedrock landslides coalescing with, and truncating, one another. Note the prominent elevated
terrace along the Indus River, which is likely tied to impoundments associated with older
landslide dams, downstream. It is probably the most susceptible to geologically recent
landslides because of tectonically sheared strata, steeply inclined slopes, a high rate of
bedrock incision driven by tectonic uplift, presence of MMT and other active faults systems
(Raikot, Stak fault systems), and thick layers of colluvium containing large boulders. All of
these variables combine to make the area more susceptible to large scale landslippage.
Figure 4.9 presents the Lichar Gah area along the Indus River, a few kilometers
downstream of the Indus-Gilgit confluence. Here, one can easily discern the anomalous
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topographic expression of a large bedrock translational block slide by its isolated knobs,
which are typical of bedrock landslide complexes, developed on the slopes bounding the
northern side of the Indus River. Recognition keys include: the existence of isolated
topographic knobs downslope of the headscarps, lateral scarps marked by hillside contours
turning sharply downslope on the slide masses, and the pinching and deflection of the river
channel. Other recent slides can be seen immediately upstream, which may have been
triggered by rapid drawdown when a landslide dam was breached and the reservoir drained
rapidly. Also note (Figure 4.9) how the Indus River channel is deflected around the
translational slide, suggesting its recent activity.

Figure 4.7. Map showing the historic Satpara rock avalanche dam near the Skardu Basin.
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The Figure 4.10 presents an excerpt representative of an area that has likely
experienced repeated landslide dam blockages of the main channel, in the Syedano Derai
area along the Indus River. The linear headscarp of the largest feature is likely structurally
controlled. The red lines show mapped faults in this region. The slopes in this reach exhibit
topographic expression of large deep-seated translational slides developed in the underlying
bedrock, the Salkhala Formation (Precambrian Metamorphic Rocks mainly composed on
moderately weathered schist, quartzite, and marble).

Figure 4.8. Excerpted map showing the Gilgit-Indus River confluence area.

On the basis of anomalous topographic expression, the majority of the historic mega
landslides appear to be translational block slides and rock avalanches that were seismically
triggered, an assumption made by others (Keefer, 1984; Hewitt, et al., 2011). Both types of
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slope failures formed landslide dams, which have left telltale signs of their short-lived
existence along the main Indus River, especially in the Nanga Perbat Haramosh region.

Figure 4.9. Map showing the Lichar Gah area along the Indus River; note the large
translational block slide (see Figure 4.5) with its isolated bedrock knob, which is typical of
many bedrock landslide complexes.

The landslide inventory map shows that majority of the slopes on both sides of the
Upper Indus River channel are prone to landsliding, especially in those areas underlain by
tectonically sheared bedrock, active faulting, over steepened slopes, and intense
precipitation.
The geologic formations exhibiting all of these risk factors are the Precambrian
Basement rocks (pCb) and metasedimetary rocks (MPzm) in the Nanga Perbat Haramosh
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Massif, as well as the areas underlain by Precambrian basement rocks (pCb), undifferentiated
Precambrian age Metamorphic Rocks (pCs), and mixed Precambrian metamorphic and
sedimentary rocks (pCt), shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 4.10. Map showing a continuous series of large planar slides that appear to have
formed near Syedano Derai area, along the eastern bank of the Indus River.

4.4.1 Validation of the Inventory. Completeness and reliability of the landslide
inventory maps depends upon compilation of documented (historic) landslide events. These
can be difficult to identify in sparsely populated regions lacking aerial imagery. It is essential
to develop a landslide catalogue for the area being evaluated which includes: the sources and
methods used to compile the information (such as aerial images, maps, articles, reports,
dissertations, etc), and whatever record of landslides as can be determined from any credible
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sources. These data are crucial to estimate future landslide susceptibility, hazard, or risk. On
the topographic maps used in this study, we found that slides less than 200 m high (i.e. 5 x
40 m contours) from crest-to-toe could not be delineated with any meaningful confidence
(Figure 4.2). The landslide inventory mapping was also compared with the documented
historic landslippage gleaned from the literature review (Code and Sirhindi, 1986; Shroder,
1993; Shroder and Bishop, 1998; Hewitt, 1982. 1998; Korup et al., 2010; Hewitt et al., 2011)
in the mountainous corridors of the upper Indus River watershed. More than 90 % of the
documented rockslide locations (170/186) along the Indus River overlap with the landslide
features identified in our inventory mapping. This is encouraging for an initial
reconnaissance level study of such a large land area in such steep terrain. This kind of
landslide inventory map is intended to be used as a regional planning tool, and may not be
appropriate for individual site-specific evaluations of landslide susceptibility.

4.5. SUMMARY
The hill-shade topographic mapping technique generated from ASTER DEM data
proved robust in identifying prehistoric landslide features larger than 500 m on a side, which
could be discerned across no less than about five contour intervals of elevation (200m).
The use of topographic mapping protocols allows an inexpensive means to screen large
regions for evidence of significant bedrock landslide features. The ability to identify
anomalous topographic expression on the hill-shade topographic maps also depends on data
quality, knowledge of the geologic units and structure of the areas under evaluation, as well
as the individual’s training and experience.
This first order reconnaissance level inventory identified 2,254 landslides (mostly
deep seated translational and complex slides), and the total area of these mapped landslide
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features was about 3,000 km2, or 18.1% of the study area. On the basis of previously
documented landslides in this region, most of the mapped features appear to be composite
and complex landslides (IAEG, 1993) developed in the parent bedrock units, portions of
which have periodically reactivated during pre-historic time.
This study also shows that majority of the slopes on both sides of the Upper Indus
River channel are prone to landsliding, especially in those areas underlain by tectonically
sheared bedrock, active faulting, over steepened slopes, subject to intense precipitation,
especially the areas encompasses by Precambrian Basement rocks (pCb) and metasedimetary
rocks (MPzm) in the Nanga Perbat Haramosh Massif, and the areas underlain by
Precambrian basement rocks (pCb), undifferentiated Precambrian age Metamorphic Rocks
(pCs), and mixed Precambrian metamorphic and sedimentary rocks (pCt).
There remain no absolute criteria to judge the quality of these landslide inventory
maps. A major constraint in the preparation of this landslide inventory maps was the scarcity
of available data for the region, which remains largely unoccupied. The reliability of such
maps can only be ascertained in relative terms, i.e., by following the most reliable and
frequently used landslide identification protocols employed by experts in other countries
exhibiting similar conditions, especially mountainous regions. More than 90% of the
documented rockslides locations along the Indus River overlap with the landslide features,
identified in our inventory mapping, which is encouraging for this initial reconnaissance
level study.
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5. EXAMINING THE USE OF LONGITUDINAL PROFILES AND
KNICKPOINTS AS USEFUL DISCRIMINATORS FOR LANDSLIDE
INVENTORY MAPPING
5.1. OVERVIEW
The main stem of the upper Indus River in northern Pakistan has been obstructed by a
large number of mega landslide dams at various locations (Ahmed and Rogers, 2013).
Clusters of landslides are most dense in areas underlain by fractured formations, and areas
experiencing active seismicity and tectonic uplift, rapid glacial melting, active bedrock
incision, and intense rainfall. Remnants of known landslide debris dams often cause
significant knickpoints in the longitudinal profiles of the upper Indus River at many
locations. The knickpoints and geomorphic parameters related to them were extracted in this
study from of the digital terrain analysis of Digital Elevation Models (DEM) in Matlab,
which allows precise geomorphic analysis of channel profiles in remote regions like the
study area.
The combination of tectonic forces, faults, and rockslope failures has likely combined
to create larger knickpoints with exceptionally high Steepness Index (ks) values. Korup 2004
shows that the knickpoints exhibiting high to very high ks values are often observed where
landslide or rockslide debris has dammed major river channels. To test the hypothesis that
knickpoints might prove useful in identifying past landslide dams and/or significant flow
obstructions, a large number of knickpoints (251) were identified and marked along the
longitudinal profile of the main river channel. The locations along the Indus River where
observed knickpoints exhibit spatial agreement with mapped landslides would have impacted
the channel, especially near the confluence of some major tributaries. In addition cross
section profiles of several landslide dam sites were also drawn to ascertain the likely
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mechanism(s) of translation/failure. The slope morphologies expressed at most of the
landslide dam sites suggest that the hill slopes are perturbed by previous episodes of
landsliding, and are continuously eroding, each event truncating evidence of the previous
events.
The aim of this part of study is to explore the utility of using channel longitudinal
profiles as a useful discriminator of past channel blockages (landslide dams, rockfalls, rock
avalanche and debris obstructions) to aid in the identification of prehistoric landslides along
the Indus River and its principal tributaries.

5.2. INTRODUCTION
Landslides play a significant role in the evolution of mountainous landscapes. The
morphological traits of a landslide are contingent upon the type of slope failure (Varnes,
1978; Hansen, 1984; Hutchinson, 1988; Pike, 1988; and Cruden and Varnes, 1996). Most
landslides that extend into underlying bedrock exhibit distinct physical features that are
somewhat anomalous with surrounding terrain that has not experienced landslippage. Many
of these landslide-derived morphologies can be identified from remotely sensed imageries
(Rib and Liang, 1978; Varnes, 1978; Hansen, 1984; Cruden and Varnes, 1996). In
seismically active regions, landslides exert a significant impact on the bedrock incision
process (Keefer, 1984; Hovius et al., 1997; Korup, 2010).
Fluvial bedrock incision plays an active role in initiating the rockslides that impact
the channels in mountainous area (Whipple, 2004). Bank undercutting during high flow
events often causes oversteepening of unprotected slopes, triggering slope failures that
cause flow obstructions. The size of these slope failures depends upon the local geology,
topographic factors (e.g., slope morphology, tributary watershed area), tectonics, history of
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past landslippage, and climatic factors. The formation of temporary landslide dams and
significant debris obstructions (such as rockslides and rock avalanches) bear a significant
relationship with spatial location, lithology, regional tectonics, and active fault zones.
A kinckpoint is a location in a river where a sharp change in channel slope profile is
observed (Penck, 1927); the possible cause which may be changes in lithology, active faults
(causing uplift or down-dropping), dormant fault zones (filled with soft gouge which is
easily eroded), and mass wasting process, such as debris flow fans, rockslides, and
landslides (Howard, 1965).
The origin of knickpoints in a particular area may be ascribable to multiple elements
that combine to influence erosional equilibrium (Leopold et al., 1964). Considerable effort
is necessary to differentiate knickpoints triggered by tectonic uplift, fault offset, bedrock
erodibility, and landslide or rockslide avalanche dams (Wobus et al., 2005; Gani et al.,
2007; Kirby et al., 2007). In this study, the knickpoints associated with mass wasting
processes along the Indus River were critically analyzed with the help of their respective
steepness indices to ascertain whether or not these features could be utilized as indirect
criteria to identify former landslide dam and/or rock avalanche sites.
The migration of knickpoints through fluvial processes has been studied by many
researchers, including Gardner (1983), Whipple (2001), Harbor et al. (2005), Crosby et al.
(2007), and Shehzad, (2009), among others. These studies have shown that the upstream
migration of knickpoints plays a significant role in initiating bedrock incision along stream
channels, even triggering changes in the local base level (Gardner, 1983; Schumm et al.,
1987; Seidl and Dietrich, 1994; Zaprowski et al., 2001; Bishop et al., 2005).
The majority of landslide dams and debris obstructions are short-lived, but they can
significantly impact the river channels profiles because they usually leave remnant blocks
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that are too large for the river to break down or effectively transport, and which can persist
for thousands of years (Hewitt et al 2011). Landslide dams can trigger bedrock incision by
shifting the point of downcutting onto the opposing, unfailed river bank. Most landslide
dams tend to pinch off the channels and divert flow to the distal margins of the debris dam,
where overtopping ensues, cutting downward. Outbreak floods generally occur within 24
hours of initial overtopping, excavating new river channels that serve to bypass the remains
of the landslide dam (Duncan and Lee, 1975). During the outbreak flood phase very large
blocks of debris are broken up and moved downstream by the unusually high flows, but the
peak outflow is very short lived, and many oversize blocks are left in the new channel, often
forming prominent obstructions. These oversize blocks usually are found in clusters
sufficient to form rapids that retard and constrict the channel flow, locally increasing the
channel gradient, observed as knickpoints in the longitudinal profile (Morisawa, 1960).
They typically have a steep downstream slope and a gentle upstream slope, and resist bed
erosion and upstream incision (Wang, et al., 2010). The resistance to bed erosion comes
from the coarse debris serving to “armor” the channel in these locations, while leaving a
locally disturbed longitudinal profile (Hewitt, 1998; Korup, 2004). In other words, a step
pool system (Wang, et al., 2010) is likely to be formed by the rearrangement of the bedrock
blocks and boulders in the river channel, which obstruct and absorb much of the flow
energy, and thereby reduces bedrock incision (Whittaker and Jaeggi, 1982).
The persistence of these knickpoints depends not only upon the lithology of the
underlying bedrock, but also climatic factors influencing flow and regional tectonics
affecting local base level. The knickpoints formed through these geomorphic processes may
persist for thousands of years when the rocks are resistant to erosion, or may be wiped out
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quickly (Brush, 1957; Sparks, 1960). Total flow quantity, channel slope, and sediment bed
load exert the greatest influence on bed erosion (Leopold at al., 1964).
The relationship between knickpoints and mass wasting (slope instability) has not
previously been explored in a systematic way (Korup, 2004). Figures 5.1 through 5.3
illustrate the typical mechanisms by which landslide dams tend to recur at the same general
locations because each blockage influences and/or disturbs the local equilibrium. After the
first slope failure occurs, usually along pre-existing sets of discontinuities, it usually leaves
an unsupported slope above its crown scarp. The toe of the slide is subject to rapid
excavation and removal, if it lies in, or close to, the bounding river channel. Subsequent
slope failures and partial reactivations may ensue, depending on how much debris is
removed by the river. Each sequence of movement is usually influenced or triggered by
channel erosion of the toes of these large landslide complexes. Some of the subsequent
movements are likely tied to rapid drawdown of pore water pressure during overtoppinginduced removal of each landslide debris dam/flow obstruction.

Figure 5.1. Schematic section view through the inner gorge of an asymmetric bedrock
canyon.
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Figure 5.1 shows the initial site conditions along a hypothetical channel reach with an
asymmetry typical of opposing canyon walls, common in layered or foliated rocks. The
morphology of most canyon slopes is influenced by pervasive discontinuities, shown in this
schematic sketch (Figure 5.1). Inclined discontinuities commonly form semi-parallel to the
existing slopes and intersect regional systematic joints, as well as bedding and/or planes of
foliation. As the toe of the steeper, right bank is undercut and eroded, its factor of safety is
gradually diminished, to the point where

block glide landslippage along inclined

discontinuities is triggered, allowing some portion of displaced blocks to begin sliding or
toppling downslope.

Figure 5.2. This view shows the likely impact of a multiple block glide rockslide emanating
from the steeper right bank, along pre-existing suites of discontinuities.

Earthquake shaking or a rapidly falling channel following a significant flow can
trigger full mobilization of the blocks, which then block or obstruct the main channel. The
river’s flow can be temporarily suspended until it begins to overflow the debris dam, usually
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along the opposing bank of the channel, as shown in Figure 5.2. The mass of blocky debris
would serve to obstruct the channel. A temporary reservoir would be impounded upstream of
the blockage. If the reservoir persists for more than a few weeks, it could be expected to
elevate the groundwater table of the submerged banks, as sketched in Figure 5.2
Figure 5.3 shows how a landslide dam within 1 to 24 hours of overtopping. The water
stored behind the debris dam will rapidly excavate a new channel, cutting downward form
the point of initial flowage, usually on the opposite channel bank. Additional slide debris can
be expected to drop into the channel as the debris blocking the channel are rapidly excavated
and moved various distances downstream.

Figure 5.3. The diagram illustrate the sudden drawdown of the local water level caused by the
landslide dam outbreak flood often leads to new failures occurring along formerly
submerged banks, as sketched here.

Rapid pore pressure drawdown associated with the rapid excavation of the debris
dam and emptying of the impounded reservoir often triggers new block movements along
inclined discontinuities at the lower extremities of the opposing canyon slope, as sketched in
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Figure 5.3. Note the possible recurrence of multiplicity of slides, not only at old landslide
dam sites, but along both banks of the temporary reservoirs trapped behind debris dams and
how the displaced blocks on the right bank are often semi-stabilized and in-filled with
colluvial debris.
The very high rates of tectonic uplift in the mountainous areas of northern Pakistan
are the prime mover in shaping the geomorphology of the upper Indus River Basin. Several
researchers have concluded that there is zero net bedrock incision in the Nanga Perbat
Haramosh region (NPHM) region over the past several thousand years, even though it
supports some of the steepest terrain in the world. It appears like that the erosion and uplifts
rates compensate each other (Korup, 2010; Hewitt, et al., 2011). The impact of large
knickzones has shaped the Indus channel profile, which is highly irregular, fragmented, with
numerous gradient anomalies. The terraces observed along the Indus streams in the NPHM,
as well as most of the Karakoram, appear to be controlled by pre-historic landslides (Hewitt,
et al., 2011). It is encouraging that our gross statistical analysis of knickpoints and landslide
and/or rockslide avalanche sites correlate so well with one another.
The main focus of this study was to ascertain if the identified knickpoints correlate
well with mapped landslides and rock avalanches in the preliminary inventory mapping
(Ahmed and Rogers, 2013) in order to validate our interpretations described here.

5.3. METHODOLOGY
In order to understand the morphology of the river’s longitudinal profile a variety of
stream power models were utilized (Whipple, 2004). The basic stream power model for
steady state with respect to climate and uplift conditions can be defined from the well-known
power law equation:
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S = ks.A-θ,
Where S is the channel slope (gradient) at a particular section of the river channel, A
is the upstream drainage area, ks is the steepness index, which is the ratio of the channel
gradient at particular locations (knickpoints) to the drainage area, and θ is the concavity of
the stream channel profile. The greater ks values are generally attributed to areas of high
tectonic uplift, while lower values are more representative of the fluvial river processes
under normal conditions, independent of tectonic activities (Whipple, 2004, Korup, 2004).
The values of A and S can be obtained from regression analyses (Montgomery et al.,
1996, Wobus et al., 2006). These geomorphic parameters can be extracted from of the
Digital Terrain Analysis of Digital Elevation Models (DEM), which is a significant advance
in the geomorphic analysis of river channels (Jordan et al., 2001, 2003; Kirby, 2007;
Whipple, 2004; Burbank, 2004; Crosby, 2006; Bohon, 2009; Ismail and Abdelsalam, 2012).
Hodges et al., 2004 quantified the relative steepness (ks) of particular river reaches by
applying a linear relationship between reduced major axis regression of logS and logA for a
fixed concavity index (θ = 0.45), which provides the variation of ks along the channel
profile. Similarly Korup, 2004, adopted this approach to verify if the ks values of channel
segments influenced by large rock avalanches vary from the rest of the profile. He also
assumed the concavity index, θ = 0.45, which is considered typical for a river in active
mountainous regions (Whipple, 2004). The results obtained by Korup showed high ks values
for those river segments previously blocked by large rock slope failures.
An identical approach was adopted in this study to test Korup’s (2004) hypothesis
that mapped rock slope failures along the river channel have resulted in the formation of
recognizable knickpoints that have impacted the river’s longitudinal profile. To accomplish
this, the ASTER DEM tiles for Northern Pakistan were acquired and processed with Envi 4.8
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(ASTER DEM mosaicking and geo-referencing). Both the drainage network and the
watershed area of the Indus River Basin were extracted with the Hydrology module in
ArcGIS 10. Longitudinal profiles of the Indus River were extracted using the Stream Profiler
tools within ArcGIS and Matlab 2012, and using RiverTools 3.03 with the 30 m resolution
ASTER DEM data.
These channel profiles were then smoothed with a 250 m sampling window and a
30m contour interval to remove the spikes sufficiently to perform the geomorphic analysis.
The knickpoints were marked manually on the extracted longitudinal surface profiles of the
river and divided into “major” and “minor” subdivisions, depending upon the magnitude of
the elevation drop (difference in elevation) and relative steepness. “Major Knickpoints” were
arbitrarily characterized as those expressing a significant drop in elevation over a relatively
short horizontal distance. “Minor Knickpoints” were those that exhibited topographic
features similar to major knickpoints, but with less elevation change (Ismail and Abdelsalam,
2012). In this manner, a total of 251 major and minor knickpoints were identified along the
Indus River upstream of Tarbela Reservoir. These were then exported to ArcGIS 10 software
so they could be co-located on the hillshade topographic map with the topographic features
believed to be associated with past landslide dams and/or rockslide avalanches that fell into
the channels.

5.4. ROCK SLOPE FAILURES AND INDUS RIVER LONGITUDINAL PROFILE
Similar knickpoints can also be ascribed to other kinds of disturbances, such as active
faulting, lithological contacts, and tectonic movements (e.g. folding or warping, localized
ground settlement, and glacial activities (Korup, 2004). There are many short lived rock
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avalanche and glacial/moraine dams concentrated in the high relief zones of the western
Himalayan syntaxes, along the Gilgit, Hunza, and Shyok Rivers (Korup et al 2010).

Figure 5.4. Longitudinal profile of upper Indus River bed level (extracted from ASTER
DEM data with RiverTools 3.03 software). Locations of the major Indus tributaries are
shown by blue arrows, whose sizes are proportional to their respective watershed areas
(W.A.), and a few significant prehistoric landslide dam events (delineated by red stars).

Figure 5.5. Longitudinal profile of the Indus River upstream of Tarbela Dam, generated by
Matlab 2012, with ASTER DEM 30m resolution.

The irregular longitudinal profile of Indus River (encompasses the area upstream of
Tarbela Dam reservoir to the point where the river enters northern Pakistan) shown in figure
5.4, indicates either ‘bumps’ (convex upward) or ‘steps’ at locations where the channel
appears to have been obstructed by landslides, which are preserved as knickpoints. It also
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shows the bed profile as sharp vertical drops at some places, caused by active faulting (i.e.
Raikot Fault).
The equivalent version of the longitudinal profile with marked knickpoints was
generated using Matlab 2012 (shown in Figure 5.5). 251 knickpoints were marked (shown as
blue crosses in the figure 5.5) at their respective locations along the river. The pattern of
knickpoints exhibits the highest clustering (~ 52%) where the Indus River flows through the
seismically active Nanga Parbat Haramosh Massif region, a zone about ~130 km in length.

Figure 5.6. The graphs illustrate various geomorphic parameters along the longitudinal
profile of the Indus River above Tarbela Reservoir, extracted from ASTER DEM data using
Matlab (2012) using a 250 m smoothing window.
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Figure 5.6 shows the variation of basic geomorphic parameters of the longitudinal
profile and associated knickpoints along the Indus River, upstream of Tarbela Reservoir. The
extracted relationships were established from the power law equation (S = ks.A-θ).
The upper diagram of Figure 5.6 shows the variation between the predicted
longitudinal profile using a Chi Square distribution and the observed profile with 251
knickpoints. The middle diagram shows the relationship between the log of the tributary
watershed area and flow distance from the upstream end of Tarbela Reservoir. The lower
diagram shows the variation of observed ks values associated with the 251 knickpoints along
the same reach of the Indus River.
The Steepness Index (ks) shows a linear relationship with the rate of tectonic uplift
and local rockslope failures that have constricted channel flow (Whipple, 2004; Korup, 2004;
Cry et al., 2010). Korup, 2004 derived the highest ks values (up to >103m

0.9

), which

coincide with the knickpoints adjacent to breached outbreak flood channels around the
largest rockslope failures.
In some instances, large floods can deliver sufficient bed shear to remove the
majority of the slide debris, leaving very large “skeletal blocks,” which continue to serves as
a persistent knickpoints, but with a lowered steepness index (ks). The respective details of
each knickpoint’s physical attributes are tabulated in Appendix A (Table 1-2). When the
knickpoints were exported to the landslide inventory map (Ahmed and Rogers, 2013) (Figure
5.7), the Steepness Index values (ks) of the various knickpoints were compared with the
mapped landslides impinging upon the channel. The highlighted areas (shown as cyan circles
and ovals in the figure 5.7) reveal a close association between the observed knickpoints and
historic landslide dam sites, based on the associated geomorphic parameters and topographic
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expression. Some of these sites (highlighted in the text boxes) are selected for further
discussion, later in this Section

Figure 5.7. Landslide inventory map (with the knickpoints exported from Matlab to ArcGIS
software) of the upper Indus River upstream of Tarbela Dam. And Reservoir.

This comparison revealed that moderate to high ks values were observed on several
documented and mapped landslide/rockslide debris dam sites, especially in the Gol-Ghone
(ks 877), Katzarah (ks 1610), Lichar Gah (ks 2951) and Kes Gah (ks 1278) events.
Exceptionally high values of ks (in between 2000-5000) were measured at a few locations
where the breached sections coincide with the active faults crossing the channel, especially
in the NPHM region and the lower reaches of the Indus River.
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5.4.1. Description of Major Mass Wasting Events along the Indus River. Several
examples of rockslope avalanches and bedrock landslides along the main Indus River were
chosen to explore their association with observed knickpoints. Figure 5.8, shows a prehistoric (Holocene age) landslide dam that impounded a reservoir at least 450m-high. This
debris dam was likely triggered by a seismic event in the Gol-Ghone area along the Indus
River, upstream of the Skardu Basin (Hewitt, et al., 2011).
This mega event (>10 km3) occurred just downstream of the confluence of the Indus
with the Shyok River, a major tributary that contributes significant inflow from a watershed
of~9500 km2. At this location (the landslide barrier) the Indus River has incised 400 m
through the landslide debris and the river continues to flow on approximately 50 m of debris,
which serves as the local base level (Korup, 2010; Hewitt, et al., 2011). The hill-slopes on
both sides of this rock avalanche dam exhibit ample evidence of mass wasting (Figure 5.9a).

Figure 5.8. Ground photo of the breached portion of the Gol-Ghone rock rockslide dam (after
Hewitt, et al, 2011).
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 5.9. a) Excerpt of landslide hazard map showing the area surrounding the pre-historic
450m high Gol-Ghone landslide dam, b) Cross valley profile upstream of the Gol-Ghone
landslide dam, c) Cross valley profile through the middle portion of the Gol-Ghone landslide
dam.
In this area the Indus River flows through a narrow gorge, and a number of
knickpoints were observed within the footprint of the old landslide debris dam. One of those
knickpoints exhibited the highest Ks value of 877, suggesting the location of a major channel
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blockage (large resistant bedrock blocks sluiced from the breached debris dam). These events
confirm that the river is still flowing through the debris of these dissected landslide dams and
has not retrenched itself into the underlying bedrock. Cross valley profiles were made in this
vicinity, through the center of the old landslide dam and some distance (~2km) upstream of
the dam (see Figure 5.9b and 5.9c). The section through the landslide barrier (Figure 5.9b) is
rather narrow and very linear, indicative of a channel that is rapidly down-cutting its bed and
flowing on a very high gradient, with numerous rapids. Upstream of the old landslide dam
(see Figure 5.9c), the channel is noticeably wider and more shallow, due to aggradation
along a reach with a much lower hydraulic gradient. In these cross-sections also note the
significant topographic benches 300 to 800 m above the present channel, formed by massive
slope failures.
The largest documented earthquake induced rockslide avalanche feature is at
Katzarah, on the west side of the Skardu-Shigar Basin (Korup, 2010; Hewitt, et al., 2011).
This site is close to the Indus Suture zone developed by the collision of the Indian and
Eurasian tectonic plates. Figure 5.10 shows the isolated lakes on the aerial photo, which are
the remnants of the breached debris dam in the historic past. The figure also illustrates the
backwater aggradation that commonly occurs upstream of the dam blockage, typically
described by wide-ranging valley trains and shallow braided river channels, with rapid
deposition of braid bars, fine sand, and lacustrine silts from the Skardu/Shigar Basin.
It is important to note that the Katzarah landslide dam formed a few kilometers
downstream the junction of the Shigar, a major tributary emanating from the Skardu Basin.
Large remnant blocks from the old debris dam are scattered about the footprint of the
partially breached dam. In this area the river has partially dissected the debris dam, but has
yet to retrench itself to the pre-slide bed elevation of the river. Figure 5.10b shows a major
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kinckpoint downstream of this dam site exhibit a high ks value (1610). A few kilometers
downstream, the Indus River enters a very narrow gorge, filled with knickpoints, likely
associated with the active mass wasting along both sides of the steep-sided gorge. A crosssection was drawn through the probable center of breached section of this rock avalanche
dam (A-B line, Figure 5.10b) in order to interpret the likely failure mechanism (see figure 1
of Appendix A).
Both of these pre-historic landslides were likely triggered seismically during late
Holocene time (Hewitt et al., 2011) and emanate from the same geologic formations. After
crossing the partly breached Katzarah landslide dam, the Indus River flows through a
narrow, steep-sided gorge, which is armored with large boulders and clasts eroded from the
landslide debris that once filled the channel. Several researchers have noted an anomalous
flow pattern of the Indus River through this gorge, which might be unraveled if detailed
geomorphic field work related to the various episodes of channel incision could be studied in
detail, with adequate topographic mapping of the various landforms (Burbank et al.1996,
Hewitt, et al., 2011). The gorge’s unique morphology may emanate from the result of
significant outbreak floods generated when the Katzarah dam was breached.
Large boulders emanating from the Katzarah dam site have been recognized in the
channel of this extremely narrow gorge. After passing through this gorge, the Indus River
turns sharply, entering the NPHM region (see Figure 5.11). This area comprises the
northwestern part of the Greater Himalayas, and is located south of Kohistan.
The geologic formations exposed in this region belong to Indian Basement Complex
of Precambrian age, known as the Hazara-Kashmir Basement Complex (pCb). These
formations include various types of gneiss, schist, quartzite, marble and diorite, all of which
are exposed in the core of syntaxes.
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a)

b)
Figure 5.10. a) Satellite image of the Katzarah rock avalanche debris dam on the Indus River,
b) Landslide inventory map surrounding the Katzarah landslide dam. A major kinckpoint
exists just downstream of the dam site, exhibiting a ks value of 1610. A few kilometers
downstream, the Indus River enters a very narrow gorge, filled with knickpoints. These are
likely associated with the active mass wasting along both sides of the steep-sided gorge.
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The NPHM region is tectonically active, along the Main Mantle Thrust zone and
additional connected fault systems, such as the Raikot-Sassi fault system (Shehzad et al.,
2009).The Indus River traverses these fault zones as it flows from east to west, through the
NPHM. The flow pattern of the Indus River in this area is highly anomalous and likely
displaced at several locations, particularly along the active Raikot-Sassi fault system.

Figure 5.11. Hillshade topographic map showing an area where the Indus River flows
through a steep-sided gorge in the eastern side of the NHPM, near the confluence of the
Gilgit River, which flows through a broad, flat valley.

High rates of bedrock incision (up to 12mm/yr.) of the Indus River have been
observed by several researchers (Shehzad et al., 2009; Korup, 1010; Hewitt, et al., 2011).
This is because compressive tectonic forces have brought middle and lower level crustal
rocks up to the Earth’s surface. A number of significant landslide dams were identified and
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mapped on the hillshade topographic map. This same area is being uplifted at a rate of 10
mm/yr. one of the fastest uplift rates in the world (Korup, 2010; Hewitt, et al., 2011). Despite
this high rate of uplift, the region has experienced zero net bedrock incision over the last ten
thousand years (Hewitt, et al., 2011). A dynamic equilibrium appears to exist between the
tectonic uplift and the bedrock incision through continuous adjustments in available stream
power (Burbank et al., 1996).
On the eastern flank of the NPHM region a cluster of major and minor knickpoints
were observed, with exceptionally high Steepness Index (ks) values (>1000 and up to 4196)
on the longitudinal profile of the Indus River. 52% of the knickpoints with high ks values are
concentrated in this section of the river.
Along the western flanks of the NPHM, downstream of the Indus-Gilgit Rivers
junction, the river flows through a Quaternary-aged alluvial valley occupied by a braided
channel. Widening of the Indus River in this reach likely resulted from the significant
contribution of sediment-laden discharge into the Indus River, from both the Gilgit and
Hunza watersheds, which have an aggregate area of ~26,000km2. This aggregation sequence
is locally restricted because of the high stream power and active uplift driven by the regional
tectonics along the main boundary thrust fault (MMT) as well as additional local complex
fault systems, such as the Raikot and Stak fault shear zones (Dipietro, et al., 2000 ; Hewitt et
al 2011).
In the NPHM region along the entire river reach, discontinuous terraces can be
observed, which appear to be controlled by Holocene age mass wasting processes (Hewitt et
al 2011). All these terraces exhibit poor relationships with climatic or tectonic activities
because of their steep gradients and discontinuous nature (Hewitt et al 29011).
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a)

b)
Figure 5.12. a) Portion of our landslide hazard map showing Lichar Gah landslide dam,
which was triggered by an earthquake in 1941, b) presents an aerial view of the current
channel conditions through the dissected landslide dam.
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The cluster of knickpoints associated with mapped landslides impacting the main
channel, and previously marked flood terraces along the river channel, suggests the apparent
dependence of these discontinuous features on historic mass wasting processes (Korup,
2004).
In addition to the Lichar Gah landslide dam (shown in Figure 5.12), another
seismically triggered landslide dam blocked the main Indus River channel just below its
confluence with the Astor River, which drains a watershed of ~4055 km2. The dam was
breached catastrophically after the six months of impoundment, due to significant inflows
produced by excessive rainfall and snow melt in the early summer. This stresses the
increased hazard likely posed by concentrated discharge emanating from a significantly
steeper gradient joining the main stream flowing on a markedly lower gradient. This
situation usually results in the side stream dumping a significant portion of its entrained
bedload, which raises the tailwater surface of the trunk stream and increases velocities and
erosive power downstream of the “sediment plug,” often leading to bank undercutting and
landslippage. A cross-section was drawn through the center of breached section (along
section A-B in Figure 5.12a) of this rock avalanche dam in order to interpret the likely
failure mechanism (Figure 2 of Appendix A).
The kinckpoint associated with this breached landslide dam exhibited one of the
highest steepness index values (ks = 2951) of any of the landslides that have impacted the
main channel. The major rock unit at Lichar Gah is part of the Kamilla amphibolites (Jk) of
the Southern Kohistan Arc. This unit includes intensely deformed banded amphibolites,
hornblende schist, garnet, gabbros, diorite, tonalite, thin garnet quartzite, and lenses of
calcium-silicate.
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a)

b)
Figure 5.13. a) Map showing locations of probable landslide dams near the Ke Ges Gah area
of Chillas, along the Indus River and are likely associated with the knickpoints shown as red
and yellow dots, b) presents an aerial oblique view of the current channel, passing through
what appears to be a dissected landslide debris dam.
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Figure 5.13, shows the locations of probable landslide dams along the Indus River in
the Kes Gah area of the Chillas District. These locations are highlighted, along with their
respective knickpoints. A cross-section was drawn through the center of the breached section
of this rock avalanche dam in order to interpret the likely failure mechanism (Figure 3 in
Appendix A). The rocks exposed in this region are Cretaceous to Jurassic age Chillas
Complex (KJc) from the Southern Kohistan Arc (see Figure 2.2). This assemblage includes
basic accumulates, comprised of norite, pyroxene-gabbros, anorthosite, chromite-layered
dunite, pyroxenite, and peridotite.

Figure 5.14. A series of rockslide avalanches likely blocked the channel where the Indus
River flows through a narrow canyon, a few kilometers upstream of Dasu in the Pani Ba
area.
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Figure 5.14 presents the locations of several probable landslide dams in the Pani Ba
area of Dasu, downstream of the Kes Gah location. Here the river flows through a very
narrow gorge. Knickpoints with ks values as high as 2432 was identified in this area,
testifying to the recency and likely severity of the flow obstructions (see Figure 5.14).
There were some other noticeable examples of mapped landslide areas of having
likely spatial correlation with the knickpoints. These are attached in the Appendix A (Figure
4-7) at the back of this dissertation.
The major pre-historic, seismically triggered landslide dam events in the Skardu
basin (Gol-Ghone and Katzarah Dam) have geological formations similar to KohistanLadakh Batholith, which contains quartz monzonite, granodiorite, and quartz diorite. The
Chillas area (probable landslide dams, see Figure 5.13 and 5.14) also shares the similar
geological formations (Cretaceous to Jurassic age Chillas Complex, KJc). These formations
appear to be more competent than most of the units exposed in this region (Hewitt, et al.,
2011). Despite this, a number of extraordinarily large rockslide avalanches (volumes
>10km3), however have been documented at several locations. The past signs of river
blockage appear as elevated stream terraces, lacustrine deposits, sediment fans, epigenetic
gorges, and scattered outbreak flood debris along the main Indus River channel. Most traces
of the debris dam are well-preserved as knickpoints at several locations along the entire
upper Indus River particularly in the tectonically active NPHM region. The persistence of
knickpoints at their locations illustrates the high durability of bedrock blocks.
5.4.2. Distribution of Knickpoints, Landslides, and Lithological Variations along
the Indus River. A total of 251 major and minor knickpoints were extracted along the Indus
River longitudinal. An analysis of landslide inventory map by Ahmed and Rogers (2013)
suggests that there are 451 mapped landslides that may have impacted the Indus River
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channel, or might again, if any of these slides were to be reactivated. Gross statistics of
knickpoints and landslides show that 43% of mapped landslide (Ahmed and Rogers, 2013)
appear to be spatially linked with one another. A summary of this analysis is tabulated in the
Table 5.1 and in Figure 8 of Appendix A.
A comparison was made between documented prehistoric and historic rockslides that
have fallen into the Indus River with the observed knickpoints. These comparisons show that
72% of the documented rocks slides (28/39) seem to be linked with adjacent knickpoints
(Table 3 in Appendix A). About 28% of the documented rockslides (11/39) scattered along
the river channel did not exhibit any spatial correlation with the identified knickpoints. This
may be due to the friable nature of the slide debris, may have been washed away by the high
velocity flows, especially in the lower reaches of Indus River, where it has the greatest
stream power.

Table 5.1. Summary of observed knickpoints and frequency of related landslides
Number of knickpoints identified 251
along the Indus River.
Unrelated random knickpoints
21
Number of mapped rockslides
(inventory mapping along Indus
Landslides related with knickpoints
Number of documented historic and
prehistoric rockslides along the
Indus River
Rockslope failures exhibiting
identified knickpoints

451
193
39
28

Comment: Major =134 & Minor = 117
8.5% knickpoints (21/251) show no
spatial
coincidence
with
any
rockslide/faults
Comment: 43% of the mapped slides
appear to be associated with knickpoints
Comment: 72% of documented rockslides
exhibit spatial agreement with identified
knickpoints (28/39).

A comparison of knickpoints and landslide dams or flow blockages with the exposed
lithological units exposed along the Indus River was also made. Figure 5.15 shows the
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normalized relationship between mapped landslides and geologic formations. The related
data for this analysis is provided in the Table 5.2. The geologic units exhibiting the greatest
strength seem to show least number of slides, such as Tkm & Tkb, and Eg. The analysis
suggests that highly weathered gneisses, amphibolites, and graphic blue and green schist of
the Indian Basement Complex of Precambrian age, and the Hazara-Kashmir Basement
Complex (PCb-PCs), undifferentiated metasedimetary rocks (MPzm) and Mesozoic to
Paleozoic rocks of the Northern Suture Mélange (MPzs) are more prone to triggering
massive landslides. Mica schist terrains are particularly susceptible to spawning large
bedrock landslides, likely because of the low friction developed along micacous planes of
foliation and their tendency to retard pore pressure dissipation, especially during translatory
movement (Morton and Sadler, 1987). The most likely triggering factors for the high density
of mapped slides, other than geology, could be the high seismicity associated with a number
of active thrust faults and severe climatic fluctuations in this area.

Figure 5.15. Normalized relationship between mapped landslides and adjacent geologic rock
units (see Figure 2.2 for geologic legend).
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Figure 5.16 presents a comparison between knickpoints and geologic formations. A
similar pattern was observed between the spatial distribution of knickpoints and exposed
geologic rock units, as shown in Figure 5.15. The majority of knickpoints were observed in
the rock units MPzm, MPzs, PCb, and PCs. Overall, these rock units are comprised of
materials with medium to low geologic strength.
The total number of knickpoints upstream, adjacent to, and downstream of the
documented rockslides impacting the channel were tabulated to see if there was any
meaningful relationship between them (Appendix A, Table 4). Based on the data presented
in Table 5.2, the majority of documented landslides exhibit strong evidence of upstream
migration of the knickpoints. The headward migration of knickpoints by erosion could have
been the feedback of rock-slope failures (Whipple and Tucker, 1999).

Table 5.2. Comparisons between geologic formations and number of knickpoints along
the Indus River channel profile.
S.
No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Rock
unit

Length of
exposure
along the
river
MPzm 55.58
MPzs 4.5
Tkm & 213.2
Tkb
KJc
167.81
Jk
70.7
PCb & 63.61
PCs
PCt
45.63
Eg
18.98

Mappe Doc. Observe Knickpo Normalized
d Slides Slides d Knick- ints/1km Knickpoints/50
points
length
km profile
length
72
31
34
0.61
31
3
15
3
0.67
33
130
5
89
0.42
21
122
67
115

18
7
9

51
29
37

0.30
0.41
0.58

15
21
29

22
8

-

5
3

0.11
0.16

6
8
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Figure 5.16. Histogram illustrating the normalized relationship between the number of
knickpoints and the respective geologic formations in which they have developed along the
Indus River (according to river kilometer distance).

Other knickpoints features appear to have been preserved adjacent to rock slope
failures along the river, but these may be younger or smaller disturbances than those where
the knickpoints have migrated upstream.

Table 5.3. Spatial distribution knickpoints with different geomorphic features
S.
No.

Observed geomorphic
features

Total knickpoints
observed

%

1

Lithologic contact

10

4

2

Faults and landslides

65

26

3

Landslides

155

62

4

unrelated

21

8
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A few knickpoints with high ks values were also observed downstream of some of
the pre-historic rockslide sites (e.g Katzarah, Figure 5.10), which suggest that some “debris
plugs” are being actively removed by high velocity flows, possibly during landslide dam
outbreak floods from farther upstream. The majority of observed knickpoints identified
upstream of Tarbela Dam and Reservoir appear to correlate well with mass wasting
processes, such as pre-historic rockslide debris dams (Table 5.3). The apparent preservation
of landslide dams as knickpoints within a channel reach suggests that coarse debris
remaining in the channel at these locations likely retards the rate of bedrock incision. This
inadvertent armoring could also impact local base levels (within a few kilometers upstream
of each old landslide dam site). Thousands of years may pass before a river can completely
remove the landslide debris and allow recovery of its equilibrium grade. In most instances,
landslides seem to recur at the same sites over and over, as the debris is removed by
breaching, on each occasion adding oversized skeletal blocks. It may be through this
mechanism that “major knickpoints” are formed at sites which do not have overt tectonic
offset occurring along active faults.
The analysis of kinckpoint distribution with landslides and bedrock lithology
suggests that the majority of the observed knickpoints are spatially related to hillslope
failures. Knickpoints exhibiting ks values between 250 and 1800 appear to be linked with
most of the breached landslide dam sites. The highest Ks values (>1800) were observed in
the NPHM region, or where the river flows along active faults or where active thrust faults
cross the river. It seems reasonable that a locally persisted knickpoints might have been
overlapped by the clasts and fragments of the landslide debris, which can sometimes serve to
restore the former longitudinal profile pattern (Korup, 2004)
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All these geomorphic observations validate the hypothesis that rock slope failures
have impacted the Indus River’s longitudinal profile on multiple occasions in the recent
geologic past. The comparison of knickpoints spatial locations with the mapped landslides
and historic rockslope failures were also compelling. The overall distribution of knickpoints
reveals that almost 62% exhibit spatial agreement with mapped and/or documented
rockslides, while 26% seemed to correlate with rock slope failures and/or faults crossing the
Indus River. About 4% of the observed knickpoints appear to be related to the lithologic
contacts between contrasting geologic formations exposed along the river. The remaining 8%
of the observed knickpoints did not exhibit obvious correlations with the recognized
geomorphic factors.

5.5. SUMMARY
The upper Indus River appears to have been pinched repeatedly by large landslide
and rockslide failures at many locations. Clusters of mapped landslides are most often
observed where the triggering factors, such as fractured strata, high seismicity, tectonic
uplift/offset, high rates of bedrock incision, and intense levels of precipitation, are present.
A knickpoint can be formed by several geomorphic processes. In this study, the
knickpoints likely associated with rock slope failures were of major interest because this
aspect has not previously been evaluated in a systematic manner. This research determined
that, after initial overtopping and breaching, most landslide dam sites were converted into
rapids because oversize bedrock blocks and boulders remained in the river channel. In almost
every case, rapids form around these oversized obstructions, which can be discerned as either
major or minor knickpoints in the respective longitudinal profiles. Many of these knickpoints
appear to have persisted for hundreds, and possibly thousands, of years by locally inhibiting
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fluvial bedrock incision, or retrenchment of the channel to its former bed elevation. In those
reaches where the Indus River passes through narrow and deeply dissected gorges the
Steepness Index (ks) increases markedly, especially so in the NPHM region
The major “knickpoints” observed in various reaches of the river have formed in
response to sizable slope failures impacting the channel (Whipple and Tucker, 1999). The
overall distribution of knickpoints reveals that almost 62% exhibit a spatial agreement with
mapped and documented rock slides; 26% correlate with both active faults crossing the Indus
River and mass wasting phenomenon, while 4% appear to be related to lithological contacts
between different geologic formations exposed along the river channel. Overall 8% of the
identified knickpoints did not show any spatial correlation with any of the above-cited
triggering factors.
The results of this study confirm that the impact of large rock slope failures on the
river’s longitudinal profile is significant and demands for more attention in fluvial
geomorphology, like other geomorphic parameters such as climatic and tectonic factors. This
study further ascertains another way in to validate landslide inventory mapping results
discussed in the previous Section.
An effort was made to explore low cost indirect methods to validate regional
inventory mapping of landslide-related features along the Indus River corridor, which is
without a meaningful volume of technical data because of the region is relatively
inaccessible, bereft of LiDAR imagery or of any high quality aerial photography, and there
exists a paucity of local expertise with respect to the identification of landslide-related
geomorphic features.
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6. A PRELIMINARY LANDSLIDE SUSCEPTIBILITY STUDY OF THE UPPER
INDUS RIVER BASIN

6.1. OVERVIEW
One of the major goals of this research was to explore low cost means by which large
tracts of mountainous terrain (~75000 km2) could be screened for landslide-related hazards
using simple tools and procedures that have been validated. For this study, landslide
susceptibility index maps were generated by coupling two main indicator groups: 1)
environmental risk factors (predisposing factors), which include slope angle, slope aspect,
elevation, land cover/NDVI, lithology, and distance to major rivers maps; and 2) various
causative factors (often referred to as triggering factors), which include seismicity and
precipitation.
The idea of coupling “wind driven” rainfall based on regional rainfall data with
directional Monsoon (slope aspect) was introduced and analyzed to evaluate the actual
rainfall distribution over the slopes exhibiting a wide range of slope inclinations and aspect
directions. This part of our research sought to examine whether an oblique/inclined rainfall
correction map would aid in assessing landslide susceptibility by considering the impacts of
slope inclination and aspect on the effective rainfall being “caught” by slopes facing
prevailing wind directions. Based on expert knowledge and spatial analysis of mapped
landslides and rockslides, the physical factors responsible for promoting slope instability
were classified, ranked, and weighted according to their assumed or expected importance in
triggering mass movements. The choice of appropriate method for a regional landslide
susceptibility study (>10,000km2) is influenced by the size of the study area and the
resolution of available data. Expert driven qualitative heuristic and semi quantitative fuzzy
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logic techniques have been shown to be more suitable for preliminary landslide hazard
studies on small scales (Pradhan, 2010, 2011; Feizizadeh and Blaschke, 2011; and Kayastha,
2012), so these techniques were adopted to generate our landslide susceptibility maps.
Both GIS based qualitative heuristic and fuzzy logic–derived landslide susceptibility
maps exhibited similar distributions, especially of high susceptibility landslide zones. The
susceptibility zones were divided into four main groups; low, moderate, high, and very high,
according to the results obtained from this landslide susceptibility study. The areas
exhibiting high landslide susceptibility were observed in the tectonically active Nanga Perbat
Haramosh region (high to very high hazard area) due to the close proximity of the Main
Mantle Thrust (MMT), Main Karakoram Thrust (MKT), and other smaller thrust faults in the
area. The results obtained from this study were validated with landslide inventory mapping
and other historic data gleaned from more than 350 documented rockslides scattered
throughout the upper Indus River watershed. The majority of these slides occurred in the
most susceptible areas, based on the results of landslide susceptibility mapping performed as
part of this study.
This kind of regional level landslide susceptibility mapping can play a vital role in
identifying those areas where more detailed assessments of landslide hazards should be
undertaken.

6.2. INTRODUCTION
Landslide susceptibility is the probability of the spatial occurrence of a landslide or
mass wasting event in a particular area, based on its prevalent geo-environmental settings
(Brabb, 1984; Vandine, et al., 2004). Landslides are more likely to occur under similar
geologic and geomorphologic conditions that have spawned past slope instability (Varnes
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and IAEG Commission on Landslides and other Mass-Movements, 1984; Carrara, et al.,
1992, Carrara and Guzzetti, 1995; Hutchinson, 1995). In other words, the causative factors
which aggregately served to trigger landslides in any particular area should be collected and
assessed to formulate predictive models empirically, statistically, or in a deterministic
manner (Crozier, 1986; Hutchinson, 1988; and Dietrich et al., 1995).
Various methods and procedures have been described in the literature that explain the
basic principles and techniques used to evaluate landslide susceptibility and evaluate the
hazards posed therein (Carrara, 1983; Hansen, 1984; Varnes and IAEG Commission on
Landslides and other Mass-Movements, 1984; Crozier, 1986; van Westen et al., 1997; Glade
et al., 2005). It is not often very practical to apply all manner of methods and models
espoused in the literature because the scale of the various efforts typically vary by several
orders of magnitude, and such analyses depend upon the quality and resolution of available
data, as well as financial resources. Based on our review of the published literature
(Hutchinson, 1995; van Westen et al., 1997; Guzzetti et al., 1999), the most common
approaches for landslide susceptibility mapping fall into two broad categories: qualitative or
quantitative, and direct or indirect methods. These can further be divided into four major
groups, such as inferential, statistical, deterministic, Heuristic, or index-based approaches
(Verstappen, 1983; Nossin, 1989; Hansen, 1984; Varnes, 1984; National Academies Press,
2004).
Expert driven qualitative heuristic and semi-quantitative fuzzy logic techniques were
utilized for this preliminary landslide susceptibility mapping at scales of 1:100,000. The
results obtained from this study were validated with landslide inventory mapping (Ahmed
and Rogers, 2013) as well as historic data gleaned from more than 350 documented
rockslides (Shroder, 1993; Shroder and Bishop, 1998; Hewitt, 1982. 1998; Korup, et al.,
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2010; and Hewitt et al., 2011), scattered throughout the Upper Indus River watershed. The
purpose of this study was to prepare regional reconnaissance landslide susceptibility maps of
the upper Indus River Basin which can, hopefully, play a key role in identifying those areas
where more detailed landslide hazard mapping might, or should be, undertaken in the future.

6.3. LANDSLIDE SUSCEPTIBILITY MAPPING TECHNIQUES
It is not often very practical to apply all manner of methods and models espoused in
the literature because the scale of the various efforts vary by several orders of magnitude and
such analyses depend upon the quality and resolution of available data as well as financial
resources. The literature indicates that all of the various approaches have been applied in
different ways and under differing field conditions, depending on the study areas, to produce
susceptibility maps, and that no standard techniques have yet been adopted in the United
States (National Academies Press, 2004). Based on review of published literature (Carrara et
al., 1995; Hutchinson, 1995; van Westen et al., 1997; Guzzetti et al., 1999), the most
common approaches for landslide susceptibility mapping fall in the categories of qualitative
or quantitative and direct or indirect methods.
Qualitative or subjective methods have been applied to construct landslide
susceptibility mapping heuristically, while quantitative methods have been used for
evaluations of landslide hazards. Direct methods generally make use of geomorphologic
expression in the field, from the interpretation of aerial photographs or from remotely sensed
data (Verstappen, 1983; and Nossin, 1989). This technique is generally utilized to generate
landslide inventory maps. Indirect methods can be divided into different steps: (i) landslide
identification and mapping of a target region (the training site), and (ii) extracting
information regarding the causative factors of landslides, (iii), the relative contribution of
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these factors in triggering landsliding in a region of interest, and then applying it over the
entire region to obtain different levels of landslide susceptibility (or zones), providing the
climatic conditions are relatively even over the region. This assumption is increasingly
erroneous as areas under evaluation encompass more mountainous terrain over a wide
geographic zone. Based on the literature review related to qualitative, quantitative, direct,
and indirect methods, landslide hazard mapping criteria can be divided into four major
groups: inferential, statistical, heuristic, or index-based, and deterministic approaches
(Hansen, 1984; Varnes, 1984; and National Academies Press, 2004)
6.3.1.

The

Inferential

Approach.

The

inferential

approach

employs

qualitative/subjective methods to construct landslide susceptibility maps, or direct methods,
which focus on visual analyses of anomalous topographic expression, from the interpretation
of aerial photographs or hill shade stitched topographic maps (Verstappen, 1983; Nossin,
1989; National Academies Press, 2004; and Guzzetti, 2006). These so-called ‘expert driven
approaches’ are based on visual analyses of anomalies that individuals experienced with
landslide mapping can employ to ascertain the spatial distribution of slope failures, usually in
the form of landslide inventory maps. Some workers have also attempted to describe
landslide distribution using isopleths in density maps, landslide activity maps, and qualitative
hazard maps, generated by assigning weights to different instability factors and summing
these up (Wieczorek, 1984; Wright et al., 1974; and Stevenson, 1977). The reliability of such
maps depends upon the expertise of the person making the expert assessment. For landslide
hazard mapping of large land areas (> 10,000 km2) the physical data may be insufficient to
discern anomalous topographic features where the surficial and bedrock geology varies
considerably, and where the underlying structure may vary even more markedly. Coupling of
remote sensing data, physical data, and statistical methods appears to provide more useful
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and generates fairly reliable results over large areas, extending over thousands of square
kilometers.
6.3.2. Heuristic or Index Based. Heuristic approaches are an expert driven indexbased qualitative method for landslide susceptibility mapping, which are based on
superimposition of qualitative map layers, such as: geologic, hydrologic, slope, land use, soil
maps, etc. The reliability of this qualitative method also depends upon the investigator’s
understanding of the geomorphic and environmental processes of a particular region (Rogers,
1997). Factors triggering slope instability are classified, ranked, and weighted according to
their assumed or anticipated impact in causing mass movements. Slope classes can be
estimated from digital elevation models, the distribution of known landslides, soil types,
bedrock lithology, and vegetation density. All of these parameters have been used to weight
the input factor maps according to landslide susceptibility. Based on their relative
importance to slope instability in the study area, these factors are usually assigned weights
between 0.0 and 1.0 (collectively adding to 1.0) (Rogers, 1997, Erener and Uzgun, 2008).
All this information helps to develop suitable criteria to define and group the factors
influencing slope instability and susceptibility for regional studies to obtain reconnaissance
level, first order susceptibility maps (Nilsen and Brabb, 1977; Neeley and Rice, 1990;
Montgomery et al., 1991; Pachauri and Pant, 1992; Sarkar et al., 1995; McClelland et al.,
1997; Rogers, 1997; Nagarajan et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2004).
6.3.3. The Statistical Approach. Statistically based models are an indirect way to
obtain quantitative assessments of landslide hazards (Guzzetti, 2006). These models are
typically constructed to ascertain how spatial slope instability values can be manipulated to
define the practical affiliations between instability factors in the past and their likely impacts
on concentrations of landslides identified in landslide inventories (Carrara, 1983). Today
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digital elevation models (DEMs) and remotely sensed satellite imagery are widely available,
making statistical approaches a convenient method to employ over small to medium scale
(<1:25,000) (Schernthanner, 2005).
The statistical approaches most frequently employed for susceptibility analyses are
based on Classical Frequentist, or Fisherian 1936 methods, developed to examine spatial
probability of landslide occurrence. These include “Bivariate analysis” of the evaluation
factor maps coupled with landslide distribution maps, employing weighting values based on
landslide density (Brabb et al., 1978; Newman et al., 1978; Brabb, 1984, 1987; Brabb et al.,
1989; van Westen, 1993; and Ayalew and Yamagishi, 2005).” Multivariate regression
analysis” based models are constructed by initially examining known landslide hazard zones
and using them as analogs, or “training areas,” (Carrara 1983, 1988; and Carrara et al., 1991,
1992; and Erener and Uzgun, 2008). By assuming similar impacts of the various causative
factors for landslides in the training area(s), the model can then be extended to the entire
region of study to generate a susceptibility map. “Discriminant analysis” (Carrara et al.,
1991, 2003; Guzzetti et al., 1999; Ardizzone et al., 2002; and Cardinali et al., 2002),
“Logistic regression analysis” (Carrara et al., 1992; Mark and Ellen, 1995; Dai and Lee,
2002, 2003; Lee, 2004; and Ayalew and Yamagishi, 2005), and modern statistical
techniques, such as artificial neural networks, expert systems (Lin, 2003; Tien Bui, et al.,
2012), and fuzzy logic (Schernthanner, 2005;Paradhan, 2010; Marjanovic and Caha, 2011;
Sharifi, et al., 2011) can also be employed to assess landslide susceptibility.
Most of the statistical approaches (bivariate, multiple regression, discriminant
analysis) can be applied to small areas where the physical conditions are assumed to be
similar (National Academies Press, 2004). In regional studies where the extent of the area
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exceeds thousands of square kilometers (~75,000 in this study), conditions may vary
considerably, and semi quantitative fuzzy logic techniques based on expert knowledge may
be more appropriate in obtaining reasonable results (Pradhan, 2010, 2011; Feizizadeh and
Blaschke, 2011; and Kayastha, 2012).
6.3.4. The Deterministic Approach. Deterministic models are based on an
understanding of the physical laws governing slope instability. Process based deterministic
criteria generally utilizes the quantitative theory of slope instability in a GIS environment
using digital information (geology and vegetation cover etc.) to delineate relative landslide
potential across the study area. This is newly emerged and so far, has proved to be an
effective technique in hazard evaluation, provided that the geomorphic and geologic
conditions and types of landslides are all similar.
The literature suggests that these kinds of models work best when limited to
relatively small study areas with selected landslide types, such as shallow earthflow, debris
flows, and rockfalls. In the areas where the landslides are complex or of a compound nature
(involving multiple failure modes, concurrently) and geomorphic and geologic conditions are
more variable, this approach may produce unsatisfactory results because of the high degree
of simplification (National Academies Press, 2004).

6.4. RANKING OF MAPPING UNITS FOR SUSCEPTIBILITY ASSESSMENT
The most important step in constructing a landslide susceptibility map is the
collection of indicator map units, then assigning their weighting and ranking with respect to
their relative contributions to slope instability. For this study, the landslide susceptibility
index maps were generated by coupling two main indicator groups: 1) environmental risk
factors; which contain slope angle, slope aspect, elevation, land cover/NDVI, lithology, and
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distance to major rivers maps; and, 2) causative factors: which include seismicity and rainfall
with respect to the local terrain conditions (Guzzetti, et al., 2006; Kamp et al., 2008; Ruff et
al.; 2008 and Dahal et al.; 2008; Calligaris, et al., 2013).
For susceptibility mapping of the Upper Indus River Basin, slope angle and aspect
maps were generated in ArcGIS 10 from ASTER DEMs data with a 30 m spatial resolution
(http://www.jspacesystems.or.jp/ersdac/GDEM/E/4.html), which is suitable for regional
studies (Kamp et al., 2008; and Gullà et al., 2008). For all of the environmental and causative
factor maps, the weights were assigned linearly for each class of the respective at a
weighting scale of 1 to 9, where 1 is the least susceptible and 9 the most susceptible to
landsliding.
6.4.1. Elevation Map Layer. Surface relief is one of the important conditioning
factors affecting landslides which influence the dominant geomorphic processes, especially
in the rugged mountain ranges. An elevation map was obtained from the classification of
ASTER DEM data (Figure 6.1). To increase the utility of this map layer for landslide
susceptibility mapping, the landslide inventory map and documented rockslides were
overlaid onto the elevation map (Figure 6.2). This overlay revealed that 64% of the mapped
landslides were likely triggered in elevation range 2000-4000m and 24% occurred in the
elevation range of 1000-2000 (Figure 6.3). The details of this analysis are provided in the
Appendix B (Table 1).
This analysis assisted in the ranking of elevation zones according to the anticipated
landslide hazard for susceptibility analysis on a linear scale of 1-9 (Table 6.1). The rankings
drop slightly with increasing elevation because of increased glacial cover.
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Figure 6.1. Elevation map of the upper Indus River watershed, classified from the ASTER
DEM data.

Figure 6.2. Enlarged view of the NHPM area, showing the mapped (yellow) and documented
landslides (blue dots) on the elevation map.
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Figure 6.3. Histograms showing the relationship between the number of landslides with
respect to different elevation zones.

Table 6.1. Ranking of different relief levels
S. No

Elevation (m)

Rating

1

0-1000

2

2

1000-2000

5

3

2000-3000

6

4

3000-4000

8

5

4000-5000

7

6

5000-6000

6

7

6000-7000

5

8

>7000

4

6.4.2. Slope Map Layer. Slope angle is the single most important parameter that
influences slope failure mechanisms (Pradhan, 2011; Kayastha, 2012; Pourghasemi, et al.,
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2012). Generally the highest ranking is given to slope angle in the landslide susceptibility
analysis (Kayastha, 2012). The slope map was extracted from the original DEM of the study
area and the slope angles were ordered into the five classes shown in Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4. Slope angle map of the study area, extracted from ASTER DEMs.

The maximum slope angle was found to be 86°. Figure 6.5 shows the comparison of
overlapped landslides with different slope angles in the NPHM. The analysis of the landslide
inventory map (Ahmed and Rogers, 2013) and documented rockslides (Shroder, 1993;
Shroder and Bishop, 1998; Hewitt, 1982. 1998; Korup, et al., 2010; and Hewitt et al., 2011)
suggests that areas underlain by slopes between 30° and 45° exhibit the greatest number of
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slope failures (44%), while the slopes inclined less than 15 degrees exhibited the least slope
failures (Figure 6.6). The detail of this analysis is provided in Table 2 of Appendix B.

Figure 6.5. Distribution of identified slope failures (the red dots and all of the mapped
landslides outlined in dark grey) with the slope angles in the NHPM area.

These slope inclination classes were then ranked linearly, increasing from 0 to 45
degrees, and then decreasing for steeper slope angles, on a rating scale from 1 to 9 (Table
6.2). In this case the ratings are influenced by the observed distribution of mapped
landslides, shown in Figure 6.6. The effect of rockfalls was not considered in the regional
approach, even though it is generally associated with the steeper slopes in the higher
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elevations (>3000m) terrain, but limited to relatively small areas (Ruff et al., 2008; and
Calligaris, et al, 2013).

Figure 6.6. These histograms illustrate the relationship between slope angle zones with
identified landslides in the upper Indus River Basin.

Table 6.2. Ranking of different slope angles
S.
No

Slope Angle (degrees
from horizontal)

Class

Rating

1

0-15

gentle

2

2

15-30

moderate

4

3

30-45

high

8

4

45-55

very high

6

5

>55

very high

5
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6.4.3. Slope Aspect Map Layer. The slope aspect is the reflection of solar insolation
(Calligaris et al 2013), wind direction, intensity of rainfall (Liu and Shih, 2013; Tarolli, et
al., 2011), and favors erosion of those slopes facing the sun. This factor is responsible for
asymmetric deterioration and disintegration of slope surfaces, so it was subdivided into four
classes, each of which contains a 90° radius sector (Figure 6.7).

Figure 6.7. Slope aspect map of the study area generated from ASTER DEM data, with 90degree azimuth zones that are color coded.

The landslide inventory maps were overlapped on the aspect map generated from the
ASTER DEM 30m resolution. This analysis reveals that the landslides are not concentrated
along any particular azimuth quadrant (Figure 6.8, also see Figure 1 and 2 of Appendix B).
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Figure 6.8. Enlarged view of the NHPM area showing the relative concentration of
landslides with respect to different aspect azimuths, between 0 and 360 degrees.

Different aspect directions exhibit different landslide densities. Table 3 in the
Appendix B, presents a comparison between the number of landslides and various aspect
directions. Initially, the comparison was made by dividing aspect into eight equal interval
classes and number of landslides was counted in each prevailing directions, shown in Figure
6.9. The literature review suggests that the predominant southwest-to-southeast azimuth of
seasonal Monsoon rainfall exerts more impact on the slopes facing south to northwest
(between azimuths 180 and 315) (Melody, 2004; Malik and Khan, 2013).
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Figure 6.9. Histograms illustrating the preliminary relationship between the slope aspect
direction and mapped landslides in the study area.

The hill slopes facing southwest are most susceptible to landsliding (~45%) and,
secondly, those facing northwest. Based on the literature describing the seasonal wind driven
Monsoon rainfall and analysis of the study area, the aspect directions were weighted
accordingly. Using a 1 to 9 rating scale ( Table 6.3), the higher weights were assigned to
those azimuths which appear to be more susceptible to mass wasting processes (southwest,
west and northwest), because the increased volume of runoff correlates with increased
erosion, while lower runoff is associated with lower rates of denudation and erosion (Ruff et
al., 2008).
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Table 6.3. Ranking of different slope aspects
S.
No

Aspect Angles (degrees)

Rating

1

0-45 (NE)

2

2

90 (E)

4

3

135 (SE)

6

4

180 (S)

8

5

225 (SW)

9

6

270 (W)

9

7

315 (NW)

8

8

360 (N)

3

6.4.4. Plan Curvature Map Layer. Curvature is another geomorphic indicator of
topographic features (Lee et al, 2003), which is defined as rate of change of slope gradient in
a particular direction. It is related to the flow pattern on a slope at particular locations
(Rogers, 1980; Kayastha, 2012). It affects surficial erosion by converging or diverging the
flow of runoff down the slope (Lee et al, 2003, Pradhan, 2010). Slope curvature exhibits two
extreme values having positive and negative values. A positive value generally represents a
surface that is convex upward at particular location while the negative values describe
surfaces that are concave upward. Zero to lower positive and lower negative numbers (small
absolute values) describe flat lying areas. The literature review indicates that higher the
negative value, the more probable that landslides will occur. A flat surface has the lowest
probability of triggering landsides. There is a strong relationship between the slope curvature
with higher concavity values (-ve). In a typical rainfall event slopes with concave upward
surfaces will tend to retain more water, hence, there is more time for water to infiltrate into
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the slopes and thereby exert a greater probability of triggering landslides (Lee et al, 2003).
For the upwardly convex sloping faces, the condition will be the opposite of concave slopes.
For the study area the plan curvature map was extracted from the DEM data using ArcGIS
software (Figure 6.10). The range of curvature values were divided into six classes and
assigned weights accordingly, with respect to landslide susceptibility risk (Table 6.4).

Figure 6.10. Slope curvature map of the study area extracted from original DEM data.
Table 6.4. Ranking of curvature map
S.NO

Curvature values

Raking

1

-145 to (-4)

9

2

-4 to (-1)

8

3

-1 to (0)

3

4

0 to 1

2

5

1 to 3

4

6

3- 147

5
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6.3.5. NDVI Map Layer. The normalized difference vegetated index (NDVI) map
was extracted from Landsat TM5 satellite imagery (collected between 2008 and 2011) of the
Monsoon rainfall season (mid-June to mid-September) downloaded from an open source
website (http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov) (Figure 6.11). This data was then divided into three
major classes: densely vegetated, slightly vegetated, and bare soil/rock areas. The literature
suggests that the soil/rock bereft of vegetation cover is more prone to erosion and landsliding
because of the maximum exposure to weathering agents (Erener and Uzgun, 2008;
Intarawichian and Dasananda, 2010). Table 6.5 presents the relative ranking of the different
NDVI values with respect to their anticipated risk.

Figure 6.11. Normalized Difference Vegetation Index [NDVI] Map of the upper Indus River
Basin extracted from Landsat TM5 satellite imagery.
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Table 6.5. Ranking of different NDVI classes
S. No

Classification

Value

Rating

1

Bare Soil/Rock

0.025 to 0.1

7

2

Less dense

0.1to 0.3

5

3

More dens

0.3to 0.7

3

6.4.6. Lithology Map Layer. Lithology and structure are important factors
influencing landsliding. The landslide susceptibility varies greatly with type of the rock units
exposed in the respective study areas (Carrara et al. 1991, Pachauri et al. 1998; Guzzetti et al
2006). The lithology of Upper Indus River watershed includes 25 lithological units identified
in the regional geological map of northern Pakistan (1:1,000,000). This map was digitized
and rasterized from the original source file (Geological Survey of Pakistan, 1993) and is
shown in Figure 6.12. The scale of the geological map is suitable for regional hazard studies
employing a relative estimation of weights. Some studies of isolated areas suggests that the
outcrops exposed in northern Pakistan are intensely sheared, folded, and faulted due to active
tectonic processes (Code and Sirhindi, 1986; Hewitt, 1982. 1998; Shroder, 1993; Shroder
and Bishop, 1998; Korup, 2010; Hewitt et al., 2011; Saeed, 1991; and Calligaris et al 2013).
Landslide prone strata were outlined based on analysis of the regional level landslide
inventory map along the Indus River (Ahmed and Rogers, 2013) and a map showing the
distribution of more than 350 documented rockslides (Code and Sirhindi, 1986; Shroder,
1993; Shroder and Bishop, 1998; Hewitt, 1982. 1998; Korup, 2010; Hewitt et al., 2011).
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Figure 6.12. Rasterized geologic map of the study area, digitized from the map prepared by
the Geological Survey of Pakistan at a scale of 1:1,000,000.

These comparisons (Appendix B, Figure 3) suggest that mass wasting appears to
favor the bedrock units exhibiting the lowest shear strength (gneisses, phyllite, slate and
shales) and the rock units which are severely fractured and perturbed by active tectonics,
such as thrust faults and associated shear zones. The normalized relationship between the
landslides and various geologic formation exposed along the Indus River are presented in
Figure 6.13. The details of our analyses are tabulated and summarized in the Appendix-B
(Table-4)
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Figure 6.13. Normalized relationship between the number of mapped landslides and the area
of exposed geologic formations along the main stem of the Indus River.

The analysis reveals that the landslide distributions can be seen in all of the
formations. The rock units with relatively week geologic strength (MPzs, Eat and JPzd) seem
to have spawned a greater percentage of the mapped landslides per unit area (100 km2). But,
the destabilizing influence of intense tectonic forces exerted on the stronger rock formations
cannot be ignored as many of these formations exhibit a moderate number of rockslope
failures (Eg, Tkm and Tkb).
Ranking of the mapped bedrock units were assigned linearly, on a scale 1 to 9, with
respect to the above analysis and their corresponding geologic strength (the type of rock and
their anticipating engineering behavior were based on expert judgment) (Table 6.6).
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Table 6.6. Ranking of different geological formations
S. No

Geologic Formation

Major Rocks

Rating

1

Cb (Carboniferous Rocks)

Slates, phyllitic slates with
7
subordinate limestone and quartzite

2

CDK (Carboniferous to
Devon. Rocks)

Crinoidal Limestone, dolomite and
partings of slates

3

Eat (Cambrian Rocks)

Limestone, dolomite, sandstone
8
shales, mudstone, conglomerate etc.

4

Eg ( Cambrian Igneous
Rocks)

Mostly Granite and finely foliated
gneisses.

3

5

JK (Jurassic Rocks)

Intensely deformed, banded
amphibolites, hornblende, gabbros,
diorite, garnet schist.

5

6

JPm (Jurassic To Permian
metasediments)

Marble and dolomitic marble,
graphitic phyllitic and calcareous
schist

5

7

JPzd (Jurassic to Paleozoic
Rocks)

Slate, phyllite, gneiss, quartzite,
limestone and marble.

5

8

KJc (Cretaceous to Jurassic Norite, Pyroxene-gabbros, dunite
Rocks (Chilas)
and peridotites.

3

9

KJcy ( Cretaceous to
Jurassic)

Volcanoclast sediments
metamorphosed green schist,
interbedded slates.

6

10

MPzm Mesozoic to
Paleozoic(Metasedimetary
Rocks)

Sandstone, shale quartzite,
limestone, slates, phyllite.

8

11

MPzs (Meso to Paleozoic
Rocks)

Volcanic rocks, limestone, red shale, 5
sandstone, quartzite, conglomerate.

3
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Table 6.6. Ranking of different geological formations (cont.)
12

Mz( Mesozoic Rocks)

Fossilliferous Limestone, shale,
marl and sandstone, etc.

5

13

PCa ( Permian to
carboniferous Igneous
Rocks

Alkaline and tourmaline Granite,
Syenite with minor carbonates.

2

14

PCb n PEb (Pre-Cambrian
basement Rocks)

Feldspathic Gneiss, graphitic schist, 6
quartzite and marble intruded with
granite, diorite

15

PEm (Pre-Cambrian low
grade metasedimetary
Rocks)

Slates, quartzose sandstone,
phyllite, algal limestone, quartzite
units

5

16

PEs ( Precambrian
Metamorphic Rocks)

Schistose to phyllitic quartzite,
schist, slate marble

4

17

Pet ( Pre-Cambrian
Metamorphic and Sed.
Rocks)

Metaquartzite, garnet mica schist.

5

18

Ps-Pg (Permian Rocks)

Dolomite, fossilliferous limestone,
shale and sandstone

4

19

Pzm (Paleozoic Rocks)

Slate, phyllite and quartzite with
gabbro, diorite and granite
intrusions

3

20

Q1( surficial Deposits)

Clays, silt, sands and gravels

1

21

Tkb (Miocene to cretaceous, Granite, granodiorites, hornblende
batholith and plutons)
gabbros, etc

2

22

TKk (Miocene to
cretaceous, batholith and
plutons)

granite, granodiorites, diorite and
granitic gneiss, etc

2

23

Tkm( Mafic n felsic)

Younger tertiary gabbros, diorite,
granite, and pegmatites

3

24

KJd (Dras Volcanic Rocks)

Basalt, andesite and pillow lava.

5

25

CpEm ( Carboniferous to
Schist, phyllite, marbles, quartzite,
Pre-Cambrian Metased. and dolomite, limestone slate
Sedimentary Rocks)

6
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6.4.7. Drainage Map Layer. Stream channels significantly impact fluvial processes
and bedrock incision in tectonically active mountain ranges. The river’s longitudinal profile
is highly irregular and fragmented because of the large slope failures along the river
(described in Section 4). The distance from major perennial channel also plays an active role
in assessing landslide susceptibility hazards. Figure 4 given in Appendix B shows the
overlapped landslide maps on the upper Indus River drainage map, from which the
maximum concentration of slides along the main river channel and its associated tributaries.

Figure 6.14. Upper Indus River drainage extracted from DEM data in ArcGIS, the map
presents different buffer zones along the main stem and its principal tributaries of the study
area.
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To incorporate the impact of drainage on the adjacent slopes, different buffer
distances extending outward from the major channels were generated in the ArcGIS software
(Figure 6.14). Different weights were then assigned along the main stem of the Indus River
watershed and along the principal tributaries (Table 6.7)
Table 6.7. Ranking of Indus River channel and its principal tributaries
Indus
R.

Other
Rivers

Buffer Zones (m)

Rating

0 – 1000

9

1000 - 2000

8

2000 - 4000

7

4000 - 7000

6

7000- 10000

4

0 - 500

9

500 - 1000

8

1000 - 1500

8

1500 - 2500

7

2500 - 5000

4

6.4.8. Seismic Hazard Map Layer. Previous studies of the Hindu Kush-Greater
Himalaya ranges have identified seismicity and rainfall as the principal factors triggering
landslides (Keefer, 1984, Korup, 2010; Hewitt et al., 2011). Seismicity is the main triggering
factor for mega rockslides, based on historic records (Keefer, 1984) and landslide inventory
mapping (Ahmed and Rogers, 2013) (Appendix B, Figure 5). The rasterized Seismic Hazard
Map (1:1000,000) of the Upper Indus River Basin was prepared by using data from the
Geological Survey of Pakistan (Giardini et al., 1999), which weights the relative hazards by
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dividing peak ground acceleration (PGA) data by acceleration due to gravity (Figure 6.15).
The relative ranking of the different levels of seismic hazards are listed in Table 6.8, below.

Table 6.8. Ranking of different seismic hazard zones
S. No

Seismic Zones

g value

Rating

1

Minor to no damage

<0.05

3

2

Minor to moderate damage

0.05 to 0.1

5

3

Medium to severe damage 0.1to 0.3

7

4

severe damage

9

>0.3

Figure 6.15. Rasterized seismic hazard map of upper Indus River Basin (Giardini et al.,
1999).
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6.4.9. Structure Map Layer. The most likely triggering factor for large rockslope
failures in the study area is the high seismicity associated with a number of active thrust
faults and smaller associated faults (Keefer, 1984). Whether or not a fault is tectonically
active, they can be regarded as significant zones of weakness within the geologic units they
traverse. Faults and shear zones also preferentially bound and restrict the flow of
groundwater, influencing slope stability (Pourghasemi et al. 2012).

Figure 6.16. Rasterized Structure Map of the upper Indus River Basin (modified from Kazmi
and Jan, 1997).

Figure 6.16 shows a tectonic structure map which highlights the locations of major
thrust faults extracted from the Tectonic Map of Pakistan (Kazmi and Jan, 1997). The
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smaller faults include those either extracted from the geologic map or mapped directly by
observing their impressions on the hillshade map of the study area (Figure 6.16). All these
faults were then buffered in different zones with respect to their posed seismic hazard to
account for their contribution in the landslide susceptibility analysis. The major
concentration of landslide appears to be associated with either the main Indus River
tributaries where these are crossed or intercepted by recognized faults (Appendix-B Figure
6).
Table 6.9. Ranking of various fault buffers with respect to the location of major thrusts
and minor faults.
Major

Buffer distance (m)

Ranking

Thrust

0 - 3000

9

Faults

3000 – 7000

8

7000 – 11000

7

1100 - 15000

6

Minor

0 - 1000

7

Faults

1000 - 2500

6

2500 - 5000

4

6.4.10. Rainfall Map Layer. Rainfall likely plays a more significant role in
triggering mega slides, but on a less frequent basis than earthquakes. Monsoon rainfall
originating from the Bay of Bengal and the North Arabian Sea enters Pakistan along a
southwesterly to northeasterly azimuth (Melody, 2004; Malik and Khan, 2013). This rainfall
season is limited to about three months and commonly engenders intense precipitation and
flash flooding. Pakistan typically receives between 65 and 70% of its cumulative annual
rainfall during the Monsoon (Malik and Khan, 2013). The high altitude climes of northern
Pakistan lie within a semi-arid zone that doesn’t receive much of the Monsoon precipitation.
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Note how the aridity of the higher elevations (0-50 mm/yr) impacts about 35% of the
study area (see Figure 6.17). The more pronounced impact of Monsoon rainfall is usually felt
in the lower elevations of the study area (Abbottabad, Mansehra, Peshawar, etc.), where the
landsliding is the most frequent geo-hazard during the wet summer months because of
intense rainfall of short duration.
In 2010, exceptionally high and torrential rainfall was recorded across much of
Pakistan, including the Upper Indus River Basin. Though of relatively brief duration (a few
days), these intense storms inundated one-fifth of the entire country and triggered numerous
landslides, causing billions of dollars loss.

Figure 6.17. Monthly averaged Monsoon rainfall intensity map of upper Indus River Basin.
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The sudden ferocity and detrimental impacts of this storm sequence testified to the
impact rainfall can exert in the Upper Indus River Basin. If a moderate to major earthquake
were to have occurred during the same storm sequence, it is difficult to imagine the crippling
damage that might have been sustained, setting Pakistan back for decades to come.
Monsoon monthly average rainfall raster data (mid-June to mid-September) was
obtained from an open source available online (www.worldclim.org). These data were
gleaned from records collected between 1950 and 2000.
6.4.10.1. Preparation of inclined rainfall raster map. In conventional landslide
susceptibility mapping, rainfall raster maps are used without considering topographic effects,
such as orographic lifting (Hobbs et al., 1973). To create reliable susceptibility maps that
include rainfall as a significant contributing factor, we sought to determine the actual amount
of precipitation caught by the various hill-slopes by considering the impacts of horizontal
wind speed, terminal velocity of rain drops, the type of rainfall, and other topographic factors
such as slope shape and slope aspect (De Lima, 1990; Liu and Shih, 2013)
The actual pattern of rainfall is significantly influenced by strong horizontal wind
speeds, especially during a typhoon or subtropical storm event. The horizontal wind speed
and wind direction are the two most significant variables to compute the actual rainfall
distribution on slopes (De Lima, 1990; Helming, 1999; Liu and Shih, 2013) .Wind-driven
rain falls with an angle of incidence under the influence of prevailing wind direction and
wind speed. In other words, the rainfall vector (incidence) is comprised of vertical and
horizontal velocity components. Figure 6.18 shows if a theoretical hillslope that is inclined at
55 degrees (from horizontal) and facing into the prevailing storm track (normal to its
azimuth), with rain falling at an incidence angle of 45 degrees (see Figure 6.18). Such a
slope would receive about 230% more rainfall than the same horizontal planimetric area
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above or below the bluff. If runoff is directed towards the slope, this would be expected to
exacerbate erosion by overland flow, as well as near-surface seepage. This is why retaining
walls and cut slopes along coastlines often exacerbate localized erosion.

Figure 6.18. Schematic diagram illustrating the concept how the inclined rainfall (45
degrees) affects a hill slope with 55 degrees of inclination normal to the wind direction
(storm track).

De Lima (1990) prepared a nomograph explaining how correction factors should be
applied to rain-gauge collected data to compensate for oblique rainfall on inclined surfaces.
By this method one can compute the respective correction factors for a particular rainfall
type based on its prevailing direction, the wind velocity, type of rainfall, slope gradient and
slope aspect. For the annual Monsoon rainfall that befalls northern Pakistan the horizontal
wind speed varies from 6 to 15 m/s during the months of June to September. This rainfall
comes under the category of “rain showers” or “torrential.” For this regional level study the
wind speed was taken to be 10 m/s and rainfall type was consider as in-between showers and
torrents in order to compute the rainfall incident angle from the De Lima’s nomograph.
Using this information the incident rainfall angle was found to be 45 degrees. With the
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variation of incident angle the amount of effective precipitation falling on the slopes varies
considerably. Because this is a regional level study, 45 degrees of incident rainfall was
assumed across the entire study area. This angle was then used to compute the impact of
inclined rainfall on the total precipitation received by the various slopes across the Upper
Indus River Basin.

Figure 6.19. Schematic diagram illustrating how to compute the true rainfall vector from the
vertical rainfall intensity map.

Figure 6.19 presents the basic vector force diagram used to compute inclined rainfall
vector, using an angle of incidence of 45 degrees. Applying these basic trigonometric
concepts the actual rainfall vector can be computed as
OB (Rainfall vector) = OA/cos(45)
For example, if the maximum monthly Monsoon rainfall intensity value for the study
area is 700 mm (OA component) (Figure 6.19), by applying this correction the actual rainfall
intensity would be adjusted to 990 mm, an increase of 41%. Similarly, by applying this
concept the rainfall intensity map for the entire study area was adjusted by dividing the
rainfall raster by cos(45) value using the Raster Calculator in ArcGIS 10. The new map
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shows maximum rainfall intensity as high as 900 mm (instead to the original 700 mm) for an
assumed rainfall incidence of 45 degrees from vertical.
6.4.10.2. Inclined rainfall intensity map and slope aspect. The influence of
topography on rainfall direction and intensity is usually neglected in conventional
correlations between rainfall with the landslide occurrence (e.g. Nilsen and Turner, 1975;
Nilsen et al., 1976a; 1976b). The need to adjust incident rainfall distribution with respect to
the topographic effects is long overdue. It has been noted that those slopes facing the
prevailing wind direction receive more rainfall as compared to leeward slopes and semihorizontal ground (Figure 6.20). This is one reason why slopes receiving wind driven rainfall
are likely more susceptible to surficial erosion and mass wasting. The actual amount of
received rainfall depends upon the rainfall incident angle, wind direction (aspect), and the
slope gradient.

Figure 6.20. A schematic presentation of incident rainfall distribution on sloping ground, the
windward side slope will generally receive considerably more rainfall than the leeward side
slope.
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According to the conventional rainfall maps using isohyets (lines of equal
precipitation), uniform rainfall is assumed to occur along those lines without any variation in
volume or intensity with respect to the underlying topography. This is an unreasonable
assumption and can lead to overestimation of landslide hazards on some slopes and
significantly underestimate the hazards on other slopes, especially in tropical and subtropical
areas that receive high rainfall intensity.

Figure 6.21. Map illustrating the effective rainfall across the Upper Indus River Basin,
generated by combining the inclined monsoon rainfall map (Seasonal Monsoon Rainfall
monthly average) with the aspect map.

The actual rainfall can be estimated from the physical parameters stated above then
combined with the aspect map to compute the effective rainfall distribution on the slopes,
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which considers their respective aspect directions. In order to accomplish this task, the
reclassified slope aspect map (based on analysis of the landslides density and dominant
Monsoon rainfall directions) was modified by multiplying the reported rainfall with the
inclined rainfall raster by using Raster Calculator in ArcGIS 10. The most significant aspect
direction lies in the azimuths facing southwest (180 to 270 degrees) mapped landslide
distribution analysis and Monsoon Rainfall pattern. So the maximum rating was given to this
azimuth “most significant” because it receives the greatest increase in effective precipitation,
and others were adjusted accordingly, with lower weights.

Table 6.10. Ranking of different rainfall zones
S. No

Rain Fall Zones

Rainfall
(mm)

Rating

1

Zone 1

0-50

2

2

Zone 2

50-100

3

3

Zone 3

100-150

3

4

Zone 4

150-200

4

5

Zone 5

200-250

5

6

Zone 6

250-300

6

7

Zone7

300-400

7

8

Zone 8

400-500

7

9

Zone 9

500-700

8

10

Zone 10

700-990

9

The resultant map is shown in Figure 6.21, which can be compared with the original
rainfall map (Figure 6.17). The comparison shows that the intensity of rainfall in the study
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area is redistributed with respect to differently weighted aspect directions. It is also important
to that note that the location of the previous minimum and maximum rainfall values were
altered significantly after combining the rainfall raster with the aspect map. Table 6.10
shows how we ranked different rainfall zones with respect to their anticipated susceptibility
hazards.
6.4.11. Glaciers. The Upper Indus River Basin also supports one of the largest alpine
glacier systems (Batura Glaciers near Hunza and the Biafo glaciers in the Karakorum Range)
in the world (Hewitt, et al., 1989; Wake, 1989; Tahir et al., 2011). These alpine glaciers are
rapidly retreating, so the effect of glaciation in the region was not considered in the final
hazard assessment and those areas covered by glaciers were masked out of our analyses
using a shapefile. A shapefile showing these glaciers was extracted from the Geologic Map
of Pakistan (which defines the areal extent of the glaciers at scale of 1:1,000,000 between
1988-92). The impact of rapid glacial retreat in the higher elevations on landslides and
rockslides needs to be assessed, but was beyond the scope of this study because of the
paucity of remotely sensed imagery.

6.5. METHODOLOGY ADOPTED FOR LANDSLIDE SUSCEPTIBILITY MAPPING
Various methods and approaches have been described above to perform landslide
susceptibility and hazard zoning maps. The larger the area, the less consistent or precise the
baseline geoscience information generally becomes. Other decision factors include the
quality, availability, or resolution of the landslide inventory, as well as baseline geoscience
data sets in digital format, such as: surficial geology, bedrock geology, digital topography,
etc. Each landslide susceptibility study focuses on the identification of those parameters or
variables that generally control slope instability of a given area. We sought to identify
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controlling variables by gathering all the available geomorphological and environmental
factor maps across the study area. The choice of methods for a regional landslide
susceptibility study is influenced by the size of the study area (Soeters and van Westen,
1996).Two approaches were employed for this regional level study so their results could be
compared: heuristic (qualitative index based) and semi quantitative fuzzy logic.
One of the principal assumptions employed in the susceptibility mapping analyses
was that the causative factors triggering future landslides will be the same factors that have
influenced landslides in the recent geologic past, influenced by the local terrain. In the Upper
Indus River Basin, the major causative factors for deep-seated landslides are thought to be
high seismicity, intense precipitation brought on by seasonal Monsoons, and locally rapid
snowmelt (which are often triggered by intense subtropical storms during the Monsoon). To
perform the susceptibility analysis, the rasterized form of the same information layers
(triggering factors) described above were employed using ArcGIS 10. All this information
aided in the compilation of the landslide susceptibility maps as end products to describe
different levels of susceptibility for different areas (Nilsen and Brabb, 1977; Pachauri and
Pant, 1992; Sarkar et al., 1995; McClelland et al., 1997; Liu et al., 2004; and Guzzetti, et al.,
2006).
The decision to split a landslide hazard map into different zones depends upon the
size of the area, and is subjective in nature (Nilsen and Brabb, 1977; Brabb, 1984; Wills and
McCrink, 2002; and Guzzetti, et al., 2006). For small scale regional level studies (>
1:100,000) the hazard classification boundaries can be defined subjectively, based on expert
knowledge. These levels were normalized and split into percentages of the entire region for
all the susceptibility maps: low hazard (0 - 25%), moderate hazard (26 - 45%), high hazard
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(46 -65%), and very high hazard (>65%) for both of the susceptibility methods used for this
study: Weighted Overlay Index Predictions and Fuzzy Logic.
6.5.1. Heuristic/ Weighted Overlay Technique. Being qualitative in nature, the
heuristic method is well suited to regional level studies seeking to construct reconnaissance
level susceptibility maps (Erener and Uzgun, 2008; Intarawichian and Dasananda, 2010;
Bachri and Shresta, 2010). The reliability of this qualitative method depends upon the
investigator’s understanding of the geomorphic and environmental processes of a particular
region. For this study, the landslide susceptibility index maps were generated by coupling
two main indicator groups: 1) environmental factors, which include slope, slope aspect,
relief, land cover/NDVI, lithology, distance to active faults, and distance to major river
channels; and, 2) causative factors, which include seismicity and rainfall. The factors
triggering slope instability were classified, ranked, and assigned weights between 0.0 and 1.0
which collectively add to 1.0, based on the relative importance to slope instability in the
study area (Rogers, 1997; Erener and Uzgun, 2008). The following equation (Heuristic
approach) based on expert knowledge demonstrates how the different factors tending to
promote slope instability are weighted according to their assumed, or expected, importance.
[Aspect] * 0.10 + [Slope] * 0.20 + [NDVI] * 0.10 + [Relief] * 0.05 + [Geology] * 0.15
+ [Lineament] * 0.1 + [Drainage]*0.1 + [Rainfall]*0.10 + [Seismic Hazard]*0.1
=1
The resulting parametric equation is a sum, representing a susceptibility index (SI)
ranging between 0 and 1 for each pixel. The zones, delineating different levels of
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susceptibility were obtained by overlapping controlling factor layer maps and dividing these
into four main groups, according to their respective level of hazard.

Table 6.11.Various combinations of map layers used for the weighted overlay Landslide
Susceptibility Index mapping

Run

Relief

Slope

Curvature

Aspect

Rain

Seismic

Faults

Drainage

NDVI

Geology

Hazard

1

10

10

10

2

10

10

10

3

5

20

4

5

5

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

20

10

10

10

10

10

5

15

10

10

10

5

20

20

5

15

10

15

10

5

15

5

20

5

15

5

20

10

5

15

6

11

12

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

7

5

20

5

5

10

25

10

5

15

8

5

20

5

20

5

15

5

5

20

9

5

15

5

20

10

20

10

5

10

Table 6.12.Variation in distribution of the landslide susceptibility hazards zones
depending weighted combinations of different map layers
Combination

Low Hazard

Moderate Hazard

High Hazard

Very High Hazard

Run 1

20.3

48

22.7

9

Run 2

22.5

46.1

24

7.4

Run 3

18.1

41.2

28.4

12.3

Run 4

19.1

40

27.8

13.1

Run 5

25

36

25.2

13.8

Run 6
Run 7
Run 8
Run 9

22.6
19.8
23.4
27.75

45.0
34.1
40.65
39.10

24.3
27.5
28.25
24.0

8.10
18.6
7.7
9.15

A sensitivity analysis was then applied to observe the significance of each individual
factor for the susceptibility mapping in an effort to obtain more meaningful results. A few of
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the combinations of differently weighted layer maps used for the susceptibility mapping and
their respective results are summarized in Table 6.11. First two susceptibility maps were to
see whether there is any significant difference in the final susceptibility maps, generated by
combining the inclined rainfall map layer with aspect map layer from the susceptibility map
obtained by using them as separated map layers.

Figure 6.22. Landslide Susceptibility Map derived from equally weighted map layers
employing rainfall and aspect as separate map layers.

In the first Run (#1 in Table 6.11) of equally weighted overlay index landslide
susceptibility mapping, all the map layers were given same weight (10 % each layer weight)
using rainfall and aspect map layers separately weighted (Figure 6.22). In the second Run
(#2 in Table 6.11) equally weighted overlay index landslide susceptibility mapping, all the
map layers were given same weight (10 % each layer weight) and using 20% combined
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rainfall and weighted aspect layers in order to make a realistic comparison between the two
maps (Figure 6.23). A shapefile showing the extent of alpine glaciation in the study area was
then overlaid on these preliminary regional level susceptibility maps in order to exclude
those features.
The results obtained from these two maps are tabulated in Table 6.12 in terms of the
respective hazard land area percentages of the entire study area. The analysis show that the
map generated from the equally weighted layered map, including the combined rainfall and
aspect map, predicts lower landslide susceptibility hazards than the map prepared from the
equally weighted map layers with rainfall and aspect separately weighted.

Figure 6.23. Landslide Susceptibility Map derived from equally weighted map layers, but
employing rainfall and aspect as a combined map layer, weighted 20%.
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This suggests that the susceptibility map produced from the first run overestimates
the high hazard zone as compared to the map that separately weighted the rainfall and aspect
layer maps. The second map looks more reasonable and provides a more credible prediction
of landslide susceptibility
Figure 6.24a and 6.24b show an enlarged portion of the Indus River channel in its
lower elevations where the anticipated rainfall impact is tied to the predicted landslide
hazards (500-700 mm monthly averaged Monsoon Rainfall). The careful comparison of
these two images suggests that the susceptibility map produced from the equally weighted
layers including rainfall and aspect as separate map layers (Figure 6.24a) tends to
overestimate the hazard areas, in contrast with the image which employed rainfall and aspect
as a combined map layer, weighted 20% (Figure 6.24b). The explanation of this comparison
helps to explain, along with Figure 6.25, how different results for the same pixel locations
were attained by applying basic math for rainfall and slope aspect layer maps. This
comparison further reinforces the concept that susceptibility maps produced by combining
the rainfall map layer with the slope aspect map layer are more reasonable and precise.
Several differently weighted overlay index susceptibility maps were generated by
assigning different weights to different map layers. In all of these analyses the combined
rainfall and aspect map was used as single entity. Some of the differently weighted overlay
combinations are summarized in Table 6.11. The slope map was given the maximum rating
(20%) of all the combinations, because it represents the most significant conditioning
parameter in the susceptibility mapping.
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a)

b)
Figure 6.24. a) Enlarged portion of the equally weighted overlay index map, employing
rainfall and aspect as a separate map layers (using a 10% weight for all of the map layers,
including rainfall and aspect layers), b) Enlarged portion of the equally weighted overlay
index map, with rainfall and aspect as a combined map layer weighted 20%.
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The ratings for rainfall, faults, seismic hazards, and geology were varied in order to
evaluate their relative significance in influencing the predicted susceptibility hazards. Figures
6.26, 6.27, and 6.28 (Appendix B, Figure 8-11) show the resultant maps generated from
combinations 3-9 shown in Table 6.11, respectively.
The overall results show moderate variation in the results obtained from several
combinations (Table 6.12). In all of the weighted overlay-based susceptibility maps, the
areas exhibiting ‘high’ to ‘very high’ hazards tend to be concentrated in those regions where
more than three landslide triggering risk factors are dominant. Examples of very high
hazards areas include the NHPM area, Skardu Basin, upper Gilgit and Hunza tributaries
(location of major thrust faults, geology, slope and drainage are the major risk factors) and in
the lower Indus River area near Dasu, where major thrusts, geology, drainage, and high
Monsoon rains are the dominant risk factors.

Figure 6.25. Schematic pixel values illustrating how different results are obtained when
rainfall and slope aspect rasters are employed as separate map layers (above) or as a
combined map layer in a landslide susceptibility evaluation (below).
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Figure 6.26. Differently weighted overlay index landslide susceptibility map generated by
applying the map layer rankings cited in Table 6.12 (Run 3).

Figure 6.27. Differently weighted overlay index landslide susceptibility map generated by
applying the map layer rankings cited in Table 6.12 (Run 4).
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Figure 6.28. Differently weighted overlay index landslide susceptibility map generated by
applying the map layer rankings cited in Table 6.12 (Run 5).
6.5.2. Fuzzy Logic Method. Fuzzy logic is a semi quantitative technique that has
been used by many researchers to assess landslide susceptibility on regional scale (e.g.
Binaghi et al., 1998; Pistocchi et al., 2002; Saboya et al., 2005; Pradhan, 2010, 2011;
Feizizadeh and Blaschke, 2011; and Kayastha, 2013). This technique is based on classical
fuzzy set theory, introduced by Zadeh (1965, 1983).
The idea behind the fuzzy logic method is to consider all spatial objects on a map as
members of a “set” (Zadeh, 1965, 1983). In landslide susceptibility mapping fuzzy logic
defines the instability factors as members of a set ranging from 1 (expressing the highest
susceptibility to landsliding) to 0 (expressing no susceptibility to landsliding), and allows
different degrees of membership therein between these extremes.
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In general, initial fuzzy memberships are assigned subjectively, based on expert
knowledge (Zadeh, 1983; Bonham-Carter 1994; Feizizadeh and Blaschke, 2011). After
assigning fuzzy membership functions for each data layer, the input maps can be combined
using one or a variety of fuzzy operators in intermediate stages, such as fuzzy operators
(fuzzy AND, fuzzy OR, fuzzy algebraic sum, fuzzy algebraic product and fuzzy gamma). In
this analysis fuzzy gamma was used, which is s more convenient method to perform the
susceptibility analysis (Pradhan, 2011; Feizizadeh and Blaschke, 2011; Sharifi, et at., 2011;
and Kayastha, 2013). The fuzzy algebraic sum and the fuzzy algebraic product were initially
calculated and then combined using the fuzzy gamma operator for the final susceptibility
map, excluding the areas under alpine glaciation.
Gamma values given for this fuzzy overlay combination control the distribution of
different hazards in the susceptibility maps (Ghosh, et al., 2012). Several gamma values were
used, ranging from 0 to 1, with a linear rise of 0.1 in each susceptibility map. More
reasonable results were achieved with a more realistic spread of susceptibility zones using
gamma = 0.90, because it exhibits the closest spatial agreement with the mapped landslides
and other documented rockslides and the susceptibility map obtained by applying a heuristic
weighted overlay index.
Two different landslide susceptibility maps were generated using the fuzzy logic
method. Figure 6.29 shows the susceptibility map produced with inclined rainfall map
(fuzzified excluding the aspect map), using fuzzy overlay (see Table 6.13, combination 1)
and Figure 30 shows the susceptibility map produced with inclined rainfall and aspect maps
combined fuzzified (see Table 6.13, combination 2). Both of these maps show high to very
high susceptibility values in those areas where the combined impacts of tectonics (active
thrust faults), seismic hazards, and lithology are significant.
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Figure 6.29. Landslide Susceptibility Map prepared by employing the Fuzzy Logic approach
considering rainfall only (excluding slope aspect map layer) and excluding the areas covered
by alpine glaciers.

Table 6.13. Variation in the distribution of the landslide susceptibility hazards zones for the
maps obtained by the fuzzy logic technique.
Combination Low Hazard Moderate Hazard High Hazard

Very High Hazard

1

15

44.5

27

13.5

2

14

37

33

16

An analysis of the results obtained from these two combinations (Table 6.13) reveal
that the fuzzy overlay index method is less sensitive to the assignment of relative weights to
each layer because it semi quantitative in nature, as compared to the heuristic weighted
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overlay index method, where the results are more predictive, based on manual inputs of the
parameters weights and ranking.

Figure 6.30. Landslide Susceptibility Map compiled by employing the Fuzzy Logic approach
considering rainfall and aspect as a combined map layer and excluding areas covered by
alpine glaciers.

Figure 12 of Appendix B shows an enlarged portion of the Indus River channel in its
lower elevations, where the anticipated rainfall impact is tied to the predicted landslide
hazards (500-700 mm monthly averaged monsoon rainfall). The careful comparison of these
two images suggests that the susceptibility map produced with inclined rainfall map
(fuzzified excluding the aspect map), using a fuzzy overlay and the susceptibility map
produced with inclined rainfall without including slope aspect, tends to overestimate the high
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to very high hazard areas (Figure 12 a in Appendix B). This is in contrast with the map that
employed rainfall and aspect as a combined map layer in applying fuzzy membership (Figure
12 b in Appendix B). The same trend was noticed in the susceptibility maps (Figure 6.25)
produced by applying heuristic weighted overlay index method.
In the Heuristic weighted overlay index technique we manually assigned different
weights with respect to their anticipated susceptibility level. The Fuzzy Logic technique
appears to elicit more realistic results than the weighted overlay techniques in that it provides
a more precise distribution of the various hazard zones, which can be very useful for
feasibility planning of “infrastructure corridors,” such as highways, railways, pipelines, or
transmission lines.

6.6 VALIDATION OF SUSCEPTIBILITY MAPPING
Knowing the characteristics of a landslide catalogue, including completeness, sources
and methods used to compile the information, is important because the actual record of
landslides is crucial to assessing landslide susceptibility, hazard, and risk. The landslide
inventory map (Ahmed and Rogers, 2013) and documented rockslide location shapefiles
were overlapped on one of these regional landslide susceptibility maps in order to ascertain
its degree of reliability and to check the spatial agreement of past landslippage with the
predicted landslide susceptibility zones (Figure 6.31).
Greater concentrations of mapped landslides are observed in the tectonically active
Nanga Perbat Haramosh region (high to very high hazard area) because the area is criscrossed by the Main Mantle Thrust (MMT), Main Karakorum Thrust (MKT) and smaller
active thrust fault systems in the area, shown in Figure 6.32.
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Figure 6.31. Landslide Susceptibility Map created using the Fuzzy Logic approach,
combined with the landslide inventory mapping (Ahmed and Rogers, 2013) along the main
stem of the Indus River. Red and green circles denote locations of dated and documented
rockslides, respectively.

Figure 6.33 shows the landslide susceptibility hazard zones with overlapped mapped
and documents rockslides in the Skardu Basin. These predictions appear to be contingent on
the quality of the available input data.
Both methods employed for this study were simple and reasonable to produce
reconnaissance level hazard maps, which may be updated and improved by conducting more
detailed field surveys and entering new data as it becomes available. This sort of regional
effort is a necessary first step in developing countries so that follow-on, site-specific
investigations will be encouraged and expected during feasibility planning for infrastructure
projects.
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Figure 6.32. Enlarged portion of the Landslide Susceptibility Map created using the Fuzzy
Logic approach, combined with the landslide inventory mapping. Red circles denote dated
and documented rockslides, respectively.

Figure 6.33. Enlarged portion of the landslide susceptibility map prepared using the Fuzzy
Logic approach, combined with the landslide inventory mapping in the Skardu Basin (Indus
River flowing from southeast to the northwest in this view). Red and purple circles show
dated and documented rockslides, respectively.
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6.7. SUMMARY
The present research emphasizes the importance of landslide susceptibility mapping
for regional level studies based on relatively simple, yet reliable procedures. These products
are intended to serve as “guide maps” to trigger more detailed project-specific analysis of
particular sites in the region.
The concept of including incident rainfall based on the regional rainfall data and
coupling it with directional monsoon (slope aspect) was introduced in order to obtain a more
realistic appraisal of the actual rainfall distribution over slopes having different aspect
directions. The resultant rainfall map (obtained from combining it with aspect raster) exhibits
a more realistic distribution within the same rainfall intensity.
The landslide susceptibility maps produced by incorporating the incident rainfall map
combined with slope aspect appeared more reasonable and detailed. Two approaches for
landslide susceptibility analysis were employed so that their results could be compared:
heuristic (qualitative index based) and fuzzy logic. Each of these exhibited fairly similar
distributions of susceptibility zones, especially in the ‘high susceptibility’ Areas.
The results obtained from both of the susceptibility mapping approaches show high to
very high susceptibility hazard zones tend to be concentrated in those regions where more
than three landslide triggering risk factors are dominant. Examples of very high hazards
areas include the NHPM area, Skardu Basin, upper Gilgit and Hunza tributaries (where
major thrust faults, geology, slope inclination, and drainage are the major risk factors) and in
the lower Indus River area near Dasu, where major thrusts, geology, drainage, and heavy
monsoon rains are the dominant risk factors.
Most of landslide features identified in the inventory mapping and the locations of
documented rockslides overlap one another in the most susceptible areas, based on the
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results of the landslide susceptibility mapping. These results are very encouraging for an
initial reconnaissance level study.
Keeping in view the limitations and uncertainties dictated by the limited available
information for such as complex region of considerable size (~75,000 km2), the end products
could be expected to exhibit considerable uncertainty in precisely delineating various hazard
zones. It would be rated as a “regional reconnaissance level hazard map,” that is intended for
planning purposes. The greatest value of such maps would be in highlighting those local
areas worthy of more detailed site-specific investigation.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1. CONCLUSIONS
Landslide hazards have posed a significant, but infrequent threat to mankind because
they usually occur in mountainous areas that are sparsely populated. The extremely
mountainous and tectonically active region containing the upper Indus River Basin provides
a suitable test bed for the various GIS methods this study sought to develop and evaluate
because it contains all types and relative scales of landslides, from quite small to very large
(in terms of volume and surface area). This allowed new methodologies to be tested for
preparing reconnaissance level landslide inventory and susceptibility maps for areas up to
thousands of square kilometers.
Preliminary landslide hazard maps are a key initial step in recognizing those areas
where landslides are more likely to recur in the future. The hill-shade topographic mapping
technique generated from ASTER DEM data proved robust in identifying prehistoric
landslide features larger than 500 m on a side, which could be discerned across no less than
about five contour intervals of elevation (200m).The use of topographic mapping protocols
allows an inexpensive means to screen large regions for evidence of significant bedrock
landslide features.
The slope morphologies expressed in the Upper Indus River Basin at most of the
landslide dam sites suggest that the hill slopes are perturbed by previous episodes of
landsliding, and are continuously eroding, each event truncating evidence of previous events.
The identification and characterization of large landslide features (e.g > 500 m length) is
crucial because Pakistan is in the midst of planning significant infrastructure projects for
flood control, irrigation, hydroelectric power, and new transportation corridors linking these
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projects with the rest of the country. The first order reconnaissance level inventory identified
2,254 landslides (mostly deep seated translational and complex slides), and the total area of
these mapped landslide features was about 3,000 km2, or 18.1% of the study area.
On the basis of previously documented landslides in this region, most of the mapped
features appear to be composite and complex landslides (IAEG, 1993) developed in the
parent bedrock units, portions of which have periodically reactivated during pre-historic
time. More than 90 % of the documented rockslides locations along the Indus River overlap
with the landslide features, identified in our inventory mapping, which is encouraging for
this initial reconnaissance level study.
The next part of this research was conducted to explore low cost indirect methods to
validate regional inventory mapping of landslide-related features along the Indus River
corridor. This research determined that, after initial overtopping and breaching, most
landslide dam sites were converted into rapids, which can be discerned as either major or
minor knickpoints in the respective longitudinal profiles. The major “knickpoints” observed
in various reaches of the river have formed in responses to sizable slope failures impacting
the channel (Whipple and Tucker, 1999).
Many of these knickpoints appear to have persisted for hundreds, and possibly
thousands, of years by locally inhibiting fluvial bedrock incision, or retrenchment of the
channel to its former bed elevation. In those reaches where the Indus River passes through
narrow and deeply dissected gorges the Steepness Index (ks) increases markedly, especially
so in the narrow gorge downstream of Katzarah.
The overall distribution of knickpoints reveals that almost 62% exhibited a spatial
agreement mapped and documented rock slides; 26% seemed to correlate where combined
effect of mass wasting and active faults are dominant, especially in the NHPM region, while
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4% appear to be related to lithological contacts between different geologic formations
exposed along the river channel. Nearly 8% of the knickpoints did not show any spatial
correlation with any of the above-cited triggering factors.
The results of this study confirm that the impact of large rock slope failures on the
river’s longitudinal profile is significant and demands for more attention in fluvial
geomorphology, like other geomorphic parameters, such as climatic and tectonic factors.
This study also presented a new technique to validate landslide inventory mapping results,
described in the previous Section.
The final portion of this research emphasized the importance of landslide
susceptibility mapping for regional level studies based on relatively simple, yet reliable
procedures. The new concept of “wind driven” rainfall based on the regional rainfall data and
coupling it with directional monsoon (slope aspect) was introduced in order to obtain a more
realistic appraisal of the actual rainfall distribution over slopes having different aspects and
shapes. The resultant rainfall map (obtained from combining it with aspect raster) exhibits a
more realistic distribution within the same rainfall intensity.
Two approaches for landslide susceptibility analysis were employed so that their
results could be compared: heuristic (qualitative index based) and fuzzy logic. The landslide
susceptibility maps produced by incorporating the incident rainfall map combined with slope
aspect appeared more reasonable and detailed.
The final results obtained from both of the susceptibility mapping approaches show
high to very high susceptibility values hazards tend to be concentrated in those regions where
more than three landslide triggering risk factors are dominant. Examples of very high
hazards areas include the NHPM area, Skardu Basin, upper Gilgit and Hunza tributaries
(where major thrust faults, bedrock geology, slope inclination, and drainage are the major
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risk factors) and in the lower Indus River area near Dasu, where major thrusts, bedrock
geology, drainage, and severe monsoon rains are the dominant risk factors.
Most of landslide features identified in the inventory mapping and the locations of
documented rockslides overlap one another in the most susceptible areas, based on the
results of the landslide susceptibility mapping. These results are very encouraging for an
initial reconnaissance level study.
Keeping in view the limitations and uncertainties dictated by the limited available
information for such as complex region of considerable size (~75,000 km2), the end products
could be expected to exhibit considerable uncertainty in precisely delineating various hazard
zones. Such preliminary studies could assist local authorities in making fundamentally sound
decisions in the planning and design of mega structures like dams, bridges, pipelines,
transmission lines, and other engineering works in these areas. These hazard maps can also
serve as a guide prior to carrying out any extensive or site-specific studies with more detailed
compilations of the underlying geology, including all of the mapped geologic structure and
stratigraphy that exist about a particular region.

7.2. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES
In this research low cost simple, but reliable tools were utilized to perform regional
level landslide hazard studies in the Upper Indus River Basin. Similar sorts of regional
studies could also be performed in other Southwest Asian countries with similar terrain, such
as Afghanistan, Tajikistan, Nepal, Tibet, China, etc.
The aim of this study was to provide a reconnaissance-scale hazard map intended to
provide a qualitative, first-order inventory of landslides and related mass wasting features
that are subject to field verification.
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Field checks and ground truthing are essential for any sort of hazard study, and it is
highly recommended to perform field checks to verify the results of any regional level study.
In near future, the author is motivated to visit various parts of upper Indus Basin to validate
and refined the results of this regional study.
The author would like to rate this study as a regional reconnaissance level hazard
map that is solely intended for planning purposes, the greatest value of which would be in
highlighting those local areas worthy of more detailed site-specific investigation.
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APPENDIX A

THE LIST OF FIGURES AND TABLES RELATED TO SECTION 5 OF THE
DISSERTATION
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Table 1. Major Knickpoints with their related geomorphic attributes along the longitudinal
profile of upper Indus River upstream of Tarbela Dam and reservoir, extracted from ASTER
DEM using Matlab, 2012.
Major
Events

GolGhone
event

Katzarah
event

S. NO

DFD (m)

DFM
(m)

Elevation
(m)

Drainage Area
(m2)

Auto_ks
(m0.9)

Easting

Northing

1

12202

720447

2535

52533900

0

626272.258273

3854315.69798

2

14194

718455

2528

121346100

10

624682.258273

3855245.69798

3

14448

718200

2528

122874300

10

624502.258273

3855425.69798

4

14660

717988

2524

122986800

54

624352.258273

3855575.69798

5

18964

713685

2526

184332600

12

621982.258273

3858635.69798

6

22741

709907

2502

206727300

473

621562.258273

3862115.69798

7

32661

699987

2483

441722700

8

620632.258273

3870365.69798

8

41097

691552

2474

570113100

10

624112.258273

3876635.69798

9

41649

690999

2462

570938400

263

624142.258273

3877175.69798

10

44996

687652

2460

715829400

28

622282.258273

3879665.69798

11

49034

683614

2435

851790600

312

619402.258273

3880955.69798

12

50298

682350

2422

854490600

90

618262.258273

3880715.69798

13

50575

682073

2420

867122100

190

618022.258273

3880805.69798

14

53669

678980

2399

903267000

152

616792.258273

3883295.69798

15

58539

674109

2369

941349600

47

614272.258273

3886895.69798

16

62892

669757

2364

1082561400

26

610552.258273

3887765.69798

17

63169

669480

2359

1082781900

26

610312.258273

3887675.69798

18

63955

668694

2354

1086679800

128

609832.258273

3888245.69798

19

65968

666681

2349

1137394800

60

609472.258273

3889985.69798

20

75690

656959

2320

1228481100

24

603892.258273

3894755.69798

21

77940

654709

2313

1363403700

256

601642.258273

3894755.69798

22

81330

651318

2303

1418754600

37

600382.258273

3897575.69798

23

86714

645934

2281

1594912500

397

597502.258273

3901505.69798

24

104063

628586

2265

2137672800

103

590662.258273

3912335.69798

25

106635

626013

2244

2152019700

276

589882.258273

3914585.69798

26

108754

623895

2230

2160531000

877

589582.258273

3916505.69798

27

111878

620771

2216

2243837700

167

589282.258273

3919505.69798

28

127236

605412

2194

2402637300

0

579262.258273

3918605.69798

29

128126

604523

2183

2416976100

22

578422.258273

3918725.69798

30

130590

602058

2180

2441654100

65

576532.258273

3917735.69798

31

139726

592922

2178

2551688100

18

570052.258273

3918545.69798

32

140634

592014

2164

2558835000

306

569452.258273

3919205.69798

33

149138

583510

2151

3476867400

0

562972.258273

3923135.69798

34

166226

566422

2134

3949755300

1610

552682.258273

3933845.69798
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Table 1. Major Knickpoints with their related geomorphic attributes along the longitudinal
profile of upper Indus River upstream of Tarbela Dam and reservoir, extracted from ASTER
DEM using Matlab, 2012 (continued)

Steep
Gorge d/s
Katzarah

NHPM
other
Fault
NHPM
Stak Fault

NHPM
other
Fault

NHPM
other
Fault

35

166883

565765

2121

3954516300

440

552472.258273

3934415.69798

36

170727

561922

2115

3988273500

0

549592.258273

3936065.69798

37

176716

555932

2082

4036923900

585

544672.258273

3936125.69798

38

177186

555462

2074

4039672500

416

544252.258273

3936245.69798

39

179116

553532

2064

4166211600

378

543622.258273

3937865.69798

40

182000

550649

2042

4203253800

403

542752.258273

3940265.69798

41

182536

550112

2040

4205815200

391

542542.258273

3940715.69798

42

183606

549042

2000

4211936100

2121

542482.258273

3941735.69798

43

190090

542559

1964

4297336200

434

541642.258273

3947705.69798

44

190420

542229

1948

4298078700

895

541642.258273

3948035.69798

45

197865

534784

1939

4524328800

130

536002.258273

3948905.69798

46

200539

532110

1923

4571576100

2180

533452.258273

3949205.69798

47

205279

527369

1901

4712509800

53

529372.258273

3950435.69798

48

209402

523246

1873

4794516000

646

526042.258273

3950075.69798

49

210373

522275

1866

4796206200

333

525232.258273

3950465.69798

50

216790

515858

1849

4985940600

37

519472.258273

3950435.69798

51

218579

514070

1837

4995630000

922

517882.258273

3950075.69798

52

222156

510493

1797

5100283800

417

516802.258273

3953135.69798

53

228487

504162

1779

5383565100

38

511972.258273

3953825.69798

54

232424

500225

1768

5475537900

162

508432.258273

3954365.69798

55

233558

499090

1761

5481521100

304

507322.258273

3954425.69798

56

234438

498211

1736

5497319700

1085

506542.258273

3954665.69798

57

240827

491821

1696

5624761500

4196

503182.258273

3959525.69798

58

243477

489171

1688

5669883000

195

502102.258273

3961535.69798

59

246714

485935

1664

5686388100

139

499312.258273

3962555.69798

60

247822

484826

1655

5689287000

404

498352.258273

3962915.69798

61

248237

484411

1632

5689634400

1986

497962.258273

3962975.69798

62

249679

482969

1619

5741279100

546

496582.258273

3963065.69798

63

252308

480340

1602

5837981400

98

494362.258273

3963995.69798

64

254715

477933

1592

5875383600

154

492352.258273

3963095.69798

65

255142

477506

1580

5875668900

617

491962.258273

3963185.69798

66

256091

476558

1566

5878098900

303

491212.258273

3963665.69798

67

259406

473242

1548

5893622100

321

488182.258273

3963395.69798

166
Table 1. Major Knickpoints with their related geomorphic attributes along the longitudinal
profile of upper Indus River upstream of Tarbela Dam and reservoir, extracted from ASTER
DEM using Matlab, 2012 (continued)

NHPM
Raikot
Fault
extension

Lichar
Gah Dam

Kes Gah

Pani Ba

68

259930

472718

1531

5894039700

2248

487732.258273

3963575.69798

69

262554

470094

1487

5929327800

2291

487462.258273

3965765.69798

70

274918

457731

1388

6066043200

537

487192.258273

3975155.69798

71

275248

457401

1372

6066053100

904

487192.258273

3975485.69798

72

278137

454512

1358

6080201100

108

487252.258273

3978275.69798

73

285627

447021

1338

6278386500

211

481222.258273

3976385.69798

74

290511

442137

1304

6321659400

273

477802.258273

3974105.69798

75

293529

439119

1256

6332381100

2989

476452.258273

3971645.69798

76

308764

423884

1193

6574521600

4916

477982.258273

3960905.69798

77

326189

406460

1145

7001543700

11

478312.258273

3947315.69798

78

335633

397015

1132

7424826300

10

475882.258273

3940535.69798

79

335835

396853

1127

7424826400

2951

478312.258273

3947315.69798

80

339907

394538

1124

7424826600

145

475882.258273

3940535.69798

81

343279

389370

1121

7745275800

93

470242.258273

3937055.69798

82

354958

377690

1079

7978684500

1108

461362.258273

3934085.69798

83

362213

370436

1065

8127835200

41

456442.258273

3929945.69798

84

366202

366446

1059

8189211600

377

452842.258273

3929525.69798

85

368051

364598

1050

8218393200

145

451192.258273

3929765.69798

86

382573

362075

1046

9490474800

150

422752.258273

3931625.69798

87

405674

326974

983

9558485100

98

421192.258273

3933905.69798

88

412766

319882

966

9721602900

45

416752.258273

3936845.69798

89

432210

300438

946

10131570900

221

401662.258273

3941285.69798

90

465708

266940

920

11149447500

101

373522.258273

3944045.69798

91

482987

249662

895

11515134600

135

358252.258273

3941045.69798

92

484760

247889

886

11536988400

293

356752.258273

3941705.69798

93

489782

242866

853

11678862600

2432

353272.258273

3938825.69798

94

495318

237330

839

11732838300

1188

349372.258273

3935975.69798

95

500597

232051

816

12069586800

68

346192.258273

3932465.69798

96

502426

230222

810

12073524300

313

346552.258273

3930785.69798

97

530973

201676

729

12692458800

32

342172.258273

3909995.69798

98

541459

191190

704

12814117200

76

336202.258273

3902135.69798

99

545609

187039

692

13148114400

449

332932.258273

3900005.69798

100

560931

171717

639

13295785500

1081

322942.258273

3892385.69798

101

568774

163875

616

13390890300

2355

318112.258273

3889475.69798

102

578620

154028

581

13625413200

216

318202.258273

3882425.69798

103

589414

143234

557

13931818200

0

314362.258273

3873755.69798

104

9745

722903

2548

31967100

11

627352.258273

3852305.697980

105

19024

713625

2515

184334400

18

621982.258273

3858695.697980

106

120174

612474

2221

2370526200

20

583612.258273

3922295.697980

167
Table 1. Major Knickpoints with their related geomorphic attributes along the longitudinal
profile of upper Indus River upstream of Tarbela Dam and reservoir, extracted from ASTER
DEM using Matlab, 2012 (continued)
107

165480

567169

2154

3948358500

0

552892.258273

3933185.697980

108

179898

552750

2062

4167678600

309

543592.258273

3938585.697980

109

266232

466416

1480

5951048400

68

488752.258273

3968585.697980

110

292493

440156

1298

6329977200

122

476782.258273

3972545.697980

111

353793

378856

1117

7923191400

290

462052.258273

3934895.697980

112

375742

356906

1029

8625474900

357

444922.258273

3932255.697980

Char Nala

113

508065

224583

800

12187839600

1033

346102.258273

3925895.697980

Thakot

114

617078

115570

510

14389389900

167

319972.258273

3861605.697980

115

727626

5022

446

16380117000

4453

297292.258273

3784175.697980

116

76080

656569

2322

1228492800

0

603502.258273

3894755.69798

117

343699

388950

1114

7745552100

53

469822.258273

3937055.69798

118

346096

386553

1110

7787173500

101

467512.258273

3936845.69798

119

349080

383569

1107

7819560000

0

464962.258273

3937895.69798

120

351229

381420

1104

7870844700

0

463312.258273

3936815.69798

121

372556

360093

1037

8614345500

66

447022.258273

3930095.69798

122

451052

281596

944

10590723900

0

385822.258273

3944885.69798

123

480616

252032

907

11410261200

102

360412.258273

3941555.69798

124

504764

227885

791

12124975500

250

345982.258273

3928775.69798

125

528767

203882

732

12686088600

0

343882.258273

3911195.69798

126

536783

195866

713

12748121100

61

338242.258273

3905915.69798

127

541102

191546

713

12813511500

76

336472.258273

3902345.69798

128

552404

180245

676

13177182600

95

328282.258273

3897035.69798

129

594575

138073

546

14247452700

78

318652.258273

3871955.69798

130

596561

134073

543

1426754300

61

318652.258273

3871955.69798

131

599592

133056

540

14276937600

76

322612.258273

3869945.69798

132

604430

123541

531

14276937600

63

322612.258273

3869945.69798

133

612964

119684

513

14456113100

26

322432.258273

3863945.69798

134

638832

93816

460

14748664500

141

307732.258273

3850955.69798

168
Table 2. Minor Knickpoints with their related geomorphic attributes along the longitudinal
profile of upper Indus River upstream of Tarbela Dam and reservoir, extracted from ASTER
DEM using Matlab, 2012.
Major
Events

S.NO

DFD (m)

DFM (m)

Elevation
(m)

Drainage Area
(m2 )

Auto_ks
(m0.9)

Easting

Northing

1

8387

724261

2546

19453500

34

627952.258273

3851195.697980

2

8852

723797

2544

20346300

0

627772.258273

3851585.697980

3

41829

690819

2462

570943800

163

624142.258273

3877355.697980

4

48082

684566

2442

849491100

2

620242.258273

3881225.697980

5

51940

680708

2404

894910500

0

617212.258273

3881765.697980

6

52767

679882

2400

896853600

154

616882.258273

3882455.697980

7

53127

679522

2397

898434900

54

616882.258273

3882815.697980

8

56323

676326

2377

924812100

43

615622.258273

3885395.697980

9

57753

674895

2376

937224000

0

614782.258273

3886355.697980

10

58963

673685

2368

966961800

47

613972.258273

3887195.697980

11

66831

665817

2333

1142724600

0

609052.258273

3890675.697980

12

70321

662327

2356

1194037200

27

606622.258273

3891875.697980

13

70616

662032

2328

1194163200

27

606562.258273

3892145.697980

14

72450

660198

2324

1205929800

0

606622.258273

3893855.697980

15

81720

650928

2300

1418766300

37

600382.258273

3897965.697980

16

109624

623025

2225

2164087800

0

589582.258273

3917375.697980

17

162885

569764

2155

3655072800

9

554632.258273

3931415.697980

18

171138

561510

2109

3988925100

70

549292.258273

3936335.697980

19

172434

560214

2106

4013550000

0

548182.258273

3936785.697980

20

173815

558833

2103

4019697900

5

547012.258273

3937295.697980

21

175590

557058

2098

4031092800

48

545662.258273

3936395.697980

22

181383

551265

2047

4174655400

196

543082.258273

3939785.697980

23

183054

549595

2025

4208957100

391

542452.258273

3941195.697980

24

201058

531590

1911

4578468300

475

533032.258273

3949445.697980

25

206772

525877

1890

4744413900

252

528412.258273

3949505.697980

26

207162

525487

1881

4744507500

157

528022.258273

3949505.697980

27

219213

513436

1829

5000173200

379

517462.258273

3950465.697980

28

220200

512449

1808

5092039800

297

517252.258273

3951365.697980

29

220989

511660

1804

5096652300

2

517012.258273

3952055.697980

30

244007

488642

1671

5670330300

0

501622.258273

3961655.697980

31

245163

487485

1680

5682074400

167

500602.258273

3961925.697980

32

250338

482310

1604

5829541200

0

496072.258273

3963425.697980

33

255577

477072

1587

5876629200

37

491602.258273

3963365.697980

34

256698

475950

1561

5881610700

0

490642.258273

3963755.697980

35

257844

474804

1555

5886049500

179

489682.258273

3963305.697980

36

273696

458952

1401

6001608600

0

486922.258273

3974045.697980

169
Table 2. Minor Knickpoints with their related geomorphic attributes along the longitudinal
profile of upper Indus River upstream of Tarbela Dam and reservoir, extracted from ASTER
DEM using Matlab, 2012 (continued)
37

283042

449606

1353

6245183700

8

483472.258273

3977135.697980

38

284179

448469

1353

6266988900

43

482422.258273

3976925.697980

39

286354

446294

1328

6281203500

443

480532.258273

3976475.697980

40

288245

444403

1318

6295580100

136

479212.258273

3975665.697980

41

288897

443752

1317

6316149600

0

478942.258273

3975125.697980

42

297336

435312

1241

6350245200

11

479092.258273

3969545.697980

43

302039

430609

1225

6373081800

1648

476662.258273

3966005.697980

44

332892

399756

1148

7372828800

0

477412.258273

3942485.697980

45

338010

394638

1133

7433232300

1354

474682.258273

3938855.697980

46

341582

391067

1128

7736905800

1094

471532.258273

3937955.697980

47

342864

389784

1127

7740892800

79

470632.258273

3937115.697980

48

361584

363064

1053

8306667000

1278

447832.258273

3929705.697980

49

386982

345666

1008

8873568000

11

435922.258273

3928835.697980

50

390164

342485

1001

8892086400

8

433252.258273

3929405.697980

51

392186

340463

998

9275408100

39

431602.258273

3930305.697980

52

430064

302584

961

10123956900

0

402862.258273

3939635.697980

53

459100

273548

939

10939059000

12

378952.258273

3943475.697980

54

460668

271980

933

10996067700

0

377632.258273

3944075.697980

55

461908

270740

931

11004565500

130

376702.258273

3944825.697980

56

477350

255298

910

11262404700

29

363442.258273

3942125.697980

57

477995

254654

908

11290914900

0

362872.258273

3941945.697980

58

486921

245727

898

11656053900

170

355312.258273

3940385.697980

59

493776

238872

853

11723663700

0

350542.258273

3936875.697980

60

500165

232484

822

12045301200

68

346162.258273

3932885.697980

61

520002

212647

741

12382766100

30

348112.258273

3916895.697980

62

545016

187633

698

13022913600

101

333352.258273

3900425.697980

63

548210

184438

697

13156138800

0

331402.258273

3898325.697980

64

548775

183873

680

13156622100

165

330862.258273

3898265.697980

65

553625

179023

657

13212250200

363

327172.258273

3897185.697980

66

556836

175813

670

13274692200

3

326062.258273

3894575.697980

67

572713

159935

600

13595764500

0

317272.258273

3886805.697980

68

575426

157222

593

13611914100

132

319192.258273

3885185.697980

69

578191

154458

587

13624829100

0

318442.258273

3882755.697980

70

579100

153548

570

13626756000

757

318202.258273

3881945.697980

71

588782

143866

562

13930794000

38

314332.258273

3874325.697980

72

592393

140256

546

14230793700

0

316792.258273

3872555.697980

73

605128

127520

522

14298381000

168

326842.258273

3867425.697980

170
Table 2. Minor Knickpoints with their related geomorphic attributes along the longitudinal
profile of upper Indus River upstream of Tarbela Dam and reservoir, extracted from ASTER
DEM using Matlab, 2012 (continued)

Char
Nala
Thakot

S.
Derai

74

627100

105549

481

14590067400

0

312502.258273

3859775.697980

75

630742

101906

484

14625456300

29

310162.258273

3857945.697980

76

631606

101042

472

14626082700

0

309622.258273

3857375.697980

77

632750

99898

467

14717946600

268

309322.258273

3856355.697980

78

636963

95686

464

14732901900

10

307972.258273

3852725.697980

79

648636

84012

437

14909715000

41

305782.258273

3842795.697980

80

656269

76379

431

15050896200

49

309232.258273

3836705.697980

81

9,992

722,656

2,562

32,545,800

11

627262.2582730

3852515.6979800

82

15,042

717,607

2,524

123,603,300

54

624082.2582730

3855845.6979800

83

19,264

713,385

2,512

184,341,600

12

621982.2582730

3858935.6979800

84

120,624

612,024

2,205

2,370,539,700

416

583612.2582730

3921845.6979800

85

180,652

551,996

2,052

4,173,244,200

0

543472.2582730

3939215.6979800

86

267,062

465,586

1,416

5,957,238,600

4170

488872.2582730

3969365.6979800

87

293,367

439,282

1,288

6,332,328,900

1730

476482.2582730

3971795.6979800

88

354,107

378,541

1,098

7,923,334,500

1439

461812.2582730

3934715.6979800

89

376,208

356,440

1,035

8,626,997,700

1279

444592.2582730

3932585.6979800

90

508,635

224,013

746

12,187,856,700

3507

346102.2582730

3925325.6979800

91

617,648

115,000

488

14,389,505,100

2922

319972.2582730

3861035.6979800

92

728,972

3,676

325

16,409,291,400

617

297052.2582730

3783095.6979800

93

104,063

628,586

2,265

2,137,672,800

203

590662.2582730

3912335.6979800

94

174815

558833

2110

4019697900

25

547012.258273

3937295.697980

95

176590

557058

2100

4031092800

148

545662.258273

3936395.697980

96

180383

551265

2052

4174655400

271

543082.258273

3939785.697980

97

188054

549595

2020

4208957100

351

542452.258273

3941195.697980

98

200058

531590

1935

4578468300

413

533032.258273

3949445.697980

99

207772

525877

1875

4744413900

252

528412.258273

3949505.697980

100

201162

525487

1871

4744507500

151

528022.258273

3949505.697980

101

218213

513436

1832

5000173200

389

517462.258273

3950465.697980

102

221200

512449

1801

5092039800

261

517252.258273

3951365.697980

103

223989

511660

1798

5096652300

66

517012.258273

3952055.697980

104

241007

488642

1671

5670330300

89

501622.258273

3961655.697980

105

242163

487485

1673

5682074300

167

500602.258273

3961925.697980

106

251338

482310

1610

5829541200

35

496072.258273

3963425.697980

107

255377

477072

1591

5876629700

47

491602.258273

3963365.697980

108

258698

475950

1563

5881610700

33

490642.258273

3963755.697980

109

264844

474804

1541

5886049100

131

489682.258273

3963305.697980

110

271696

458952

1401

6001608600

124

486922.258273

3974045.697980
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Table 2. Minor Knickpoints with their related geomorphic attributes along the longitudinal
profile of upper Indus River upstream of Tarbela Dam and reservoir, extracted from ASTER
DEM using Matlab, 2012 (continued)
111

278042

449606

1346

6245183700

41

483472.258273

3977135.697980

112

283179

448469

1341

6266988900

43

482422.258273

3976925.697980

113

286454

446294

1327

6281203500

443

480532.258273

3976475.697980

114

287245

444403

1320

6295580100

236

479212.258273

3975665.697980

115

288897

443752

1317

6316149600

121

478942.258273

3975125.697980

116

297336

435312

1261

6350245600

101

479092.258273

3969545.697980

117

312039

430609

1221

6373081900

472

476662.258273

3966005.697980

Figure 1. Cross valley profile of the Katzarah rock avalanche dam highlights the scale of the
debris dam. Note how the present channel is floored in landslide debris. This is likely
ascribable to rapid-drawdown induced slope failures that occur soon after the first dam is
breached and the impounded reservoir drains within a few hours (Duncan and Lee, 1975).
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Figure 2. Profile view through the Lichar Gah Landslide Dam, highlighting the multiple
bedrock slope failures and grabens (showing the likely position and geometry of blocks).

Figure 3. The cross valley profile of the river blockage at Kes Gah through a probable
composite landslide that repeatedly dammed the Indus River. This also illustrates the
likelihood of multiple toe thrusts carrying across the canyon, suggestive of increasingly
higher debris dams being formed at this location. Also note prominent soil-filled grabens,
shown in black.
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Figure 4. Probable Landslide blockage river section of Indus upstream of Char Nala (Dasu)
area and the location of knickpoints likely linked with a fault (running along the river) and
mapped landslides.
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Figure 5. Probable Landslide blockage river section of Indus near Thakot area, the location
of knickpoints likely linked with a fault (running along the river) and mapped landslides.
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Figure 6. Indus River near Syedano Derai Area, the location of knickpoints likely linked with
the mapped landslides.
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a)

b)
Figure 7. a) Excerpts from the landslide map in vicinity of probable Landslide Dam near
Bulder Gah, along the Indus River. The linear red line is a mapped fault cutting through the
area, b) The lower profile presents our interpretation of the probable landslide dam, showing
the likely position and geometry of blocks, with the fault exerting structural control of the
head scarp.
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Table 3. Summary of observed knickpoints and documented large rock slope failures
along the Indus River.
Doc.
Rockslope
failures

Gol-Ghone

Katzarah

Raikot
Fault

Doc.
Rockslides
along
Indus R.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Relative Knickpoints Location

U/S
Major Miner

Adjacent
Major Miner
1

D/S
Major Miner

No
Knickpoints

Total
Knickpoints
1
1

1
x
2

1
1

3
2

1
x

1

1

2
1

1
x
1
2
1

1

2
2
2
1
2
4
2

1
1

2
3
1

1
1
x
1

1
x

2
1

1
1

2
1
1
x
x
1

1

1
2

1
x

2
1

1
1

3
2
x
x

1
1
1

1
3
1
2

2
1

1
x

1
1
1

1
1
1
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Table 4. Summary of the comparison between the relative kinckpoint location and
documented rockslides

No of rockslides
13
11
2
2
11

Upstream
15
1
1
-

Adjacent
7
7
2
1
-

Downstream
1
3
4
-

Total knickpoints
23
12
8
2
0

Figure 8. The graph illustrates the comparison of the total number of mapped landslides in
each geologic formation exposed along the Indus River.
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Table 1. Number of landslides mapped in different elevation zones along the Indus River
Relief
(meters)
304-1000
1001-2000
2001-4000
4001-6000
> 6000

Landslides Landslides (% )
91
541
1443
158
21

4
24
64
7
>1

Table 2. Number of landslides mapped with various slope inclination zones range along
the Indus River
Slope Angle Landslides Landslides (% )
(degrees)
0-15
252
11.2
16-30
746
33.1
31-45
1010
44.8
Table 3. Comparison between different slope aspect directions and landslide density
adjacent to them
Aspect Angle (Degrees)
360/8 scale
360/4 scale
0-45
46-90
(0-90) 19.3
91-135
136-180
(91-180) 23.7
181-225
226-270
(181-270) 34.3
271-315
316-360
(271-360) 22.7
Total landslides

Inventory
% age
7.6
11.7
11.0
12.7
14.7
19.6
14.4
8.3

Total
slides
171
263
249
286
332
442
324
187
2254

Documented slides
%age

Total

12.6

45

19.9

71

45.2

161

22.2

79
356
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Figure 1. The map shows the most dominant aspect direction (180-270o) in blue slope aspect
directions and landslide density in this direction. All other directions are shown in white
color with the mapped landslides in them.
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Figure 2. The map shows the documents rockslides in NW of Skardu Basin with the different
aspect directions. The majority of them are lying in the 180-270o aspect direction.

Figure 3. Mapped and documented landslides overlapped on the geology map of upper Indus
River Basin.
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Table 4. Comparison of all landslides and geologic formations in the upper Indus River
Basin
Mapped % of
Norm. No of
S.
No. of
No. of mapped
Rock unit
area
total
Slides/100km
No.
slides/unit
area
slides
2
(km2)
area
PsPg, Cb
1
& CDK
6 KJd
2 Tkk
3 JPzd
112.32
0.66
0.2048
20
23
4 MPzm
1511.21
8.85
0.1800
18
272
5 MPzs
71.19
0.42
0.2528
25
18
7 Tkm&Tkb 4497.32
26.33
0.1054
11
474
8 KJc
4641.12
27.17
0.1351
14
627
9 Jk
2151.68
12.60
0.1157
12
249
PCb &
10
2263.79
13.25
0.1361
14
308
PCs
12 PCt
519
3.04
0.1965
20
102
13 Eg
850.27
4.98
0.1305
13
111
14 JPm
262.3
1.54
0.2249
22
59
15 Eat
37.9
0.22
0.2375
24
9
16 PCa
161.04
0.94
0.1304
13
21
Total mapped
17079.1
Total Mapped Landslides
2255
area
4
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Figure 4. Mapped and documented landslides overlapped on the geologic structure map of
upper Indus River Basin.

Figure 5. Mapped and documented landslides overlapped on the drainage map of the upper
Indus River Basin.
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Figure 6. Mapped and documented landslides overlapped on the seismic hazard map of the
upper Indus River Basin.

Figure 7. Mapped and documented landslides overlapped on the inclined rainfall map of the
upper Indus River Basin
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Figure 8. Differently weighted overlay index landslide susceptibility map generated by
applying the map layer rankings cited in Table 6.12 (Run 6).

Figure 9. Differently weighted overlay index landslide susceptibility map generated by
applying the map layer rankings cited in Table 6.12 (Run 7).
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Figure 10. Differently weighted overlay index landslide susceptibility map generated by
applying the map layer rankings cited in Table 6.12 (Run 8).

Figure 11. Differently weighted overlay index landslide susceptibility map generated by
applying the map layer rankings cited in Table 6.12 (Run 9).
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a)

b)
Figure 12. a) Enlarged portion of the fuzzy overlay index map, employing rainfall as a
separate map layer (excluding slope aspect), b) Enlarged portion of the fuzzy overlay index
map of the same region, with rainfall and aspect as a combined map layer. This portion of
the susceptibility map suggests that rainfall (500 to 700 mm/month) is a major triggering
factor in the lower elevations of the study area. Detailed examination of these maps show the
high and very high hazard zones are overestimated when the rainfall raster in input as a
separate variable (Figure 12a) without including the slope aspect raster.
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